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SUMMARY 

This thesis deals with some aspects concerning the performance and 
calibration of compact antenna-test ranges (CATR's). 

Chapter 1 provides an introduetion on basic antenna measurements 
concepts and gives a review of several antenna maasurement 
methods. Special attention is paid to the two-reflector CATR 
system. 

Chapter 2 describes a method to predict the test zone field 
distribution of a CATR with serrated reflector edges. In addition, 
the far-field behaviour of uniformly illuminated and serrated 
aperture distributions is investigated. 

Subsequently, chapter 3 gives an analysis of a non-ideal 
maasurement situation in terros of plane-wave spectra. These 
results are applied in the chapters 4 and 5. 

In chapter 4, a new method to evaluate the test-zone field of a 
CATR is studied. 

Finally, in chapter 5, a calibration method for antenna 
measurements on a CATR is proposed. Simulations and a few one
dimensional measurements show the feasibility of this method. 
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SAMENYAITING 

Dit proefschrift behandelt enkele aspekten betreffendè de 
eigenschappen en de kalibratie van een compacte antennemeetbaan 
( - compact antenna-test range - CATR) . 

Hoofdstuk 1 verschaft een inleiding over elementaire begrippen 
m.b.t. antennemetingen en geeft een overzicht van diverse antenne 
meetmethoden. Speciale aandacht is besteed aan het twee-reflektor 
CATR systeem. 

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een methode om de veldverdeling in de test 
zone van een CATR met getande reflektorranden te voorspellen. 
Bovendien is het verre-veld gedrag van uniform belichte en getande 
apertuurverdelingen onderzocht. 

Vervolgens is in hoofdstuk 3 een analyse van een niet-ideale 
meetsituatie voor antennes gegeven in termen van vlakke-golf 
spectra. Deze resultaten zijn toegepast in de hoofdstukken 4 en 5. 

In hoofdstuk 4 is een nieuwe methode voor evaluatie van de test 
zone van een CATR bestudeerd. 

Tenslotte is in hoofdstuk 5 een kalibratiemethode voor 
antennemetingen met een CATR voorgesteld. Simulaties en enkele 
een-dimensionale metingen demonstreren de uitvoerbaarheid van deze 
methode. 
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CHAPTER 1 . GENERAL I NTRODUCTION 

1.1. Introduction. 

This thesis deals with several aspects of antenna measurements 

using a compact antenna-test range (CATR). Therefore, in this 

chapter first some basic antenna maasurement concepts will be 

considered. Then an inventory of the historica! development and 

state of the art of the most important antenna maasurement methods 

will be given. The chapter concludes with a brief description of 

the antenna maasurement problem dealt with in this study. 

1.2. Basic antenna measurements concepts. 

The object of antenna analysis and antenna measurements is an 

accurate description or maasurement of the radiating and receiving 
• 

characteristics of an antenna and its environment. Over the years, 

certain concepts and definitions have developed and become 

established as part of the common language among antenna 

engineers. We will review some of these concepts and definitions 

here which are important to describe the problems on antenna 

measurements. More about basic antenna measurements concepts and 
definitions may be found in saveral textbooks and papers 
[1,2,3,4,5,6]. 

An antenna radiation pattern is defined as a graphical 

representation of the radiation properties of the antenna as a 

tunetion of space coordinates. In most cases the radiation pattarn 

is determined in the far-field region and is represented as a 
tunetion of its directional coordinates (Figure 1.1). The 

radiation properties are electric field characteristics such as 

* power characteristics 

* phase characteristics 

* polarization behaviour 

At a large distance r from any antenna, its electric field can be 
represented in the form [3] 
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-jkr 
~(r,6,0) • ~(6,0). e /(kr) (1.1) 

such that Yr·~(r,6,0) - 0 and the associated magnatie ield is 
1 

H<r.6,0) = Z Yr x ~(r,6,0) 

where 
Yr is the unit vector in the radial direction 6,0 

k - 2~/À 

Z is the plane-wave impedance of the propagating medium 

The far-field distance r of the observation point from the antenna 
should be at least the Rayleigh distance 

(1.2) 

where À is the wavelength and D is the largast dimeneion of the 
antenna. The far-field region is somatimes referred to as the 
Fraunhofer region on the basis of analogy to optical terminology. 

In the near-field of an antenna, mostly two regions are defined 
* The reactive near-field region is defined as the region of the 

field immediatly surrounding the antenna wherein the reactive 
field predominates. 

* The radiating near-field region is defined as the region of an 
antenna between the reactive near-field region and the far-field 
region. Here also the angular field distribution is dependent 
upon the distance from the antenna. This region is often called 
the Presnel region. 

The time-average power density, which is half of the real part of 
the complex Poynting vector, can be written as 

1 * 
g(~) • g(r,6,0) = 2 Re ( ~x H } 

In the far-field region, the Poynting vector will have a radial 

component srad 

(1.3) 
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x 

z 

y 

Figure 1.1. Geometry for the radiated far-field of an antenna. 

The radiation intensity of an antenna in a certain direction is 
defined as the power radiated from an antenna per unit solid angle 

(1.4) 

The power radiated by an antenna can be written as 

Prad = !J .Q.n ds 

which is obtained by integrating the normal component of the 
Poynting vector over the entire surface S surrounding the antenna. 
For an isotropie radiator, the total power Prad by the antenna is 
related to the power flux density s;:8 by 

siso ... 4'11' uiso 
rad · rad 

The directivity D(8,0) of an antenna is defined as the ratio of the 
radiation intensity of the antenna in the direction e.0 to the 
radiation intensity when the samepower is radiated isotropically 
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( 1. 5) 

The antenna gain G(6,0) is defined as the ratio of th~ radiation 
intensity of the antenna times 4w to the total input power: 

{1. 6) 

The gain and directivity are related by (eqns. 1.5 and 1.6) 

G(6,0) - ~ 0(6,0) ( 1. 7) 

where ~ known as the antenna efficiency is the ratio of the total 
power radiated to the total input power 

;0<~<1 

In termsof the far-field pattarn function ~ {eqn. 1.1), the 

Poynting vector. the directivity and the gain are given by 

srad- 1~<6.0>J 2!2(kr> 2z 

0(6,0) • 4w.J~<6.0lJ 2!2k2Z.Prad 

G(6.0) - 4w.J~(6,0)J 2!2k2z.Pin 

(1.8) 

( 1. 9) 

The maximum value of the gain function G(6,0) is also often 

referred to simply as 'the gain' of the antenna. The polarization 
of the far field is described by the complex vector ~'(6,0). which 
lies in the plane perpendicular to the radial direction. The 

vector ~ may be decomposed into two orthogonal components with 

basis veetors ~1 and ~2 

where a 1 and a 2 are complex and ~l and ~2 are orthogonal real unit 
vectors. The field can be decomposed into two orthogonal linearly 
polarized plane waves. or into a combination of right-hand and 

left-hand circularly polarized plane waves. 

The inproduct ~-~* • which is proportional to the raqial Poynting 
vector component {eqn. 1.9), can be resolved into two parts namely 
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In a similar way the directivity and gain tunetion are resolved 
into two parts. The two orthogonal components of the far-field 
function (directivity, gain) are often referred to as the co- and 
cross-polarization components of the far-field distribution. 

Finally, it must be noted that the reciprocity is of fundamental 
importance in the determination of the properties of antennas. The 
reciprocity theorem states that the directional pattern of a 
receiving antenna is identical with the directional pattern of the 
same transmitting antenna. This theorem has been used in the proof 
of Friis transmission equation. This equation relates the power 
received to the power transmitted between two antennas separated 
by a distance r >> ~ (Figure 1.2). This transmission equation 
which is derived in almost every textbook on antenna theory 
[1.2,3] is given by 

(1.10) 

where Gt(e,0) is the gain of the transmitting antenna in the 
direction e.0 and Gr(e',0') is the gain of the receiving antenna 
in the direction e',0'. 
It should be noted that polarization matching and impedance 
matching have been assumed in the proof of eqn. 1.10. 

transmitting 
antenna 

r 

receiving 
antenna 

Figure 1.2. Coupling between a transmitting and receiving antenna 
in the far field (r >> Rr• see eqn. 1.2). 
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1.3. Introduetion to antenna measurement methode. 

1.3.1. Introduction. 

During recent years. the need for accurate antenna measurements 

has increased. Therefore much of the effort in the field of 

antenna measurements was devoted to improvement of the obtainable 

accuracy, Besides the improvement of the antenna test equipment 

such as antenna pattern recorders, positioners, receivers and 

signal sources, the antenna measurement methods themselves have 

changed in order to meet the demand of high measurement accuracy. 

For instance, antennas with low sidelobe levels ( < -30 dB) and 
' ultralow sidelobe levels ( < - 40 dB. e.g. radar antennas) are 

difficult to test accurately, Also satellite antennas, the 

radiation patterne of which have to satisfy certain specifications 

should be tested with a high level of accuracy. Another important 

fact which increased the demand for new measurement methods was 

that the outside-measuring systems providedan uncontrolled 

environment. To get an idea of the capabilities, shortcomings and 

developments of the various measurement methods, the most 

important antenna-test methods will he discuseed now1briefly. A 

more extensive and exhaustive treatment of antenna measurements 

can be found in [4,5,61. 

1.3.2. Outdoor ranges. 

Traditionally, far-field patterne have been measured on outdoor 

ranges or in anechoic chambers. In these cases the test antenna is 
illuminated by a pseudo plane wave from a transmitter at a long 

distance. Actuallly, the plane wave is a part of a spherical wave, 

but when the separation between the test antenna and transmitter 

is sufficiently large, the wave at the aperture of the test 

antenna can be regarded as a plane wave. When the separation 

equals the Rayleigh distance (eqn. 1.2) a phase vari,ation of 22.5" 

at the edges of the test antenna relative to the centre, will he 
obtained. Although the Rayleigh distance is generally accepted as 

I 

the far-field criterion, one must always remember that it is an 
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arbitrary choice and that it is inadequate for some special 

situations such as measurement of antennas with very low sidelobes 

and antennas which have large phase deviations across their 

aperture (horns, shaped-beam antennas). Por these situations a 

range distance larger than the Rayleigh distance may be required. 

Por large antennas operating at high frequencies, problems arise 

because of the length of the test range. Por instance, a reflector 

antenna with an aperture diameter D of 2 metras at 30 GHz (D = 
200À ) requires a range distance of at least 800 metres. Other 

problems inherent to outdoor ranges are the transportation and 

mounting problems of the test antenna on towers or roofs of 

adjacent buildings. The availability of the range depende upon the 

weather conditions, but several measuring devices e.g. satellites 
cannot be placed in open air at all. The use of radomes may be a 

solution for this problem. 

The measurement accuracy is influenced by radiation from the 
surrounding environment e.g. reflections from the range surface 

and obstacles. These reflections may be suppressed by careful 

choice of the directivity and sidelobe level of the souree 

antenna, and by redirection or absorption of the energy that would 

be reflected from the range surface and obstacles. A special type 

of an outdoor range is the reflection range, which is designed to 

make use of the reflected energy from the surface of the range. 

Here the reflected energy and the direct path signal create a 

constructive interterenee in the region of the test zone. These 
reflection ranges are usually employed in the VHF/UHF frequency 
region. 

1.3.3. Indoor far-field ranges. 

To provide a controlled environment, an all-weather capability, 

security, and minimum electromagnetic interference, indoor far

field ranges (anechoic chambers) have been developed. By this 

method, the far-field conditions are created inside a chamber 

having walls which are covered with RF absorbers. The development 
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and use of anechoic chambers was due to the availability of high
quality RF absorbing materials. The use of an anechoiç chamber at 
lower frequencies is limited by the properties of RF absorbers at 
these frequencies (large dimensions). 

Inputs to the design of an anechoic chamber are the radiation 
pattarn and the position of the souree antenna. the frequency of 
operation, and the assumption that the test antenna at the test 
zone radiates isotropicallY. The design, based on geometrical 
opties, is used to maximize the test-zone volume as a~function of 
the chamber dimensions and the frequency. Presently, there are two 
types of anechoic chamber designs: the tapered and th~ rectangular 
chamber (Figures 1.3 and 1.4). The tapered chamber takes the form 
of a pyramidal horn (Figure 1.3) and is designed for the VHF/UHF 
frequency band. When the souree antenna is placed near the apex of 
the room, the direct and reflected rays provide a relatively 
smooth taper in the test zone. As the frequency of op.eration 
increases it becomes more difficult to place the souree close to 
the apex to minimize the phase difference between the direct and 

specularly reflected rays. 

jtësTZöne\ 
I I 
1 .R I 

I I 
I I L ____ j 

Figure 1.3. Top view of a tapered anechoic chamber. 
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Figure 1.4 Top view of a rectangular anechoic chamber and a 

particular sidewall specular reflection. 

The rectangular chamber (Figure 1.4) may be used fora wider range 

of frequencies. Despite the use of RF absorbing material, 

significant specular reflections can occur. especiallY at large 
angles of incidence. These reflections cause an amplitude ripple 

in the test zone of the chamber. More details on design parameters 

of anechoic charnbers may be found in [4), [5] and [6). 

The accuracy of antenna measurements in anechoic charnbers depends 

upon the levels of extraneous signals which disturb the direct 

radiation from the souree antenna. In order to estimate the errors 

which occur in the measurements, it is important to maasure the 

stray radiation levels in the anechoic chamber. Two widely used 
methode to evaluate the charnber are (see [5] and section 4.1): 

* the free-space Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) method 
* the pattern comparison method 

The free-space VSWR method uses a field probe to measure the field 
in the test zone as a function of the probe position as shown in 

Figure 1.4. The direct signal from the transmitting antenna (Ed) 

and the reflected signals cause an interterenee pattern in the 
test zone. Since there are numerous reflections in the room, it is 
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convenient to simplify this situation by assuming thatjiin a 
certain direction er one equivalent reflected signa! E is 

present. Thus the reflectivity level R in that direction may be 

defined in dB's as the ratio of this equivalent reileetion Er and 

the direct signal Ed. This reflectivity level R may be calculated 

from the peak-to-peak ripple of the recorded interterenee pattern. 
The other methad which can be used to the evaluation of the 

anechoic chamber is the pattern-comparison method. A number of 

patterne of an antenna are recorded with the antenna positioned at 

various locations in the test zone. Depending upon the levels of 
the reflected signals, differences occur in the normalized 

patterns, from which the reflectivity level may be calculated. Of 

course, these methode also can be used to evaluate compact 
antenna-test ranges and outdoor far-field ranges. 

1.3.4. Near-field to far-field methode. 

Due to the increased need of performing measurements indoors and 

the availability of fast (mini)computer systems, the so-called 

near-field to far-field (NF-FF) measurement methods have become 

important. In these methode the near-field of an antenna is 
measured on a certain surface [7,8,9,10]. Then analytica! methods 

are used to transferm the measured near field to the far-field 

radiation pattern. In genera!, these methode are as accurate as 

the far-field method, however the NF-FF methode require more 

complicated and expensive systems (scanners, computer, software) 

and the patterne are not obtained in real time. Three different 
NF-FF methods may be distinguished depending upon the fact whether 

a planar, cylindrical or spherical measurement surface is used 
around the antenna (Figure 1.5). These different NF-FF methods 

will be considered now in more detail. 

If the planar NF-FF method is used then the NF-FF transformation 

is a relatively simple Fourier transform. This method uses the 

property that the radiated field of an antenna may be expreseed as 

a continuous spectrum of plane waves propagating in diifferent 
I 
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a. c. 

Figure 1.5. Scanning in the near field of an antenna on a planar 
(a), a cylindrical (b) or a spherical (c) surface. 

directions [3,4). So, the Fourier transform of the measured near 
field is proportional to the far field. In practice, the probe 
will be nonideal, i.e. no equal reception of all plane-wave 
components, so the metbod will be more accurate if the 
transformation includes a correction for the plane-wave spectrum 
of the probe. The data are measured on a equally spaeed grid with 
sampling distance less than h/2 according to the sampling theorem. 
In general the measuring area is somewhat larger than the area of 
the antenna aperture. Positioning errors of the probe relativa to 
the measurement plane should be less than h/100 to obtain accurate 
results (4). The two-dimensional Fourier transform of the discrete 
near-field data may be performed by means of a fast Fourier 
transform algorithm (FFT). The planar system is suitable for high
gain antennas and planar arrays, and it requires the least amount 
of computations and no movement of the antenna. The lower 
frequency of operation is limited by the quality of absorbing 
materials and by the beamwidth of the antenna under test. The 
upper-frequency limit is due to the accuracy of the positioner. 
Planar near-field antenna measurements are performed in several 
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laboratories, for instanee 
- at the National Bureau of Standarde in Boulder (USA) one of the 

most accurate and largast planar maasurement facilit es was 
installed in 1972 
FEL-TNO in The Hague (The Netherlands) uses a planar NF-FF 
facility to test phased arrays ( 1 x 2 m, 5.3 GHz> 

- at the Leuven Univarsity <Belgium) a plane-polar near-field 
facility is employed 

For the cylindrical NF-FF metbod which uses a cylindrical scan 
surface, the theory and computations are somewhat more complex 
than for the planar case. The scanning geometry is rather 
attractive because a significantly greater part of the near-field 
of the antenna is sampled on a circular cylinder surrounding the 
test antenna. The sampling may be performed by moving the probe 
parallel to the cylinder axis, while the test antenna is rotated. 
The metbod is based on the representation of the field outside the 
cylinder as a superposition of cylindrical modes. The relation 
between the near-field and the far-field cylindrical modes is 
known. thus to calculate the far-field pattern. it is sufficient 
to determine the near-field mode coefficients from the

1 

measured 
near-field data. As in the planar case. a probe correcition may be 
performed by using the cylindrical probe coefficients. The major 
computations can st i 11 be performed using the FFT. The cylindrical 
NF-FF metbod is quite effective for omnidirectional antennas. 
fanned-beam antennas and for antennas which can be used in the 
planar case. The metbod is less suitable for antennas which 
radiate a considerable part of its energy along the cylindrical 
scan axis. A planar near-field facility may easilY be modified to 
facilitate measurements on cylindrical surfaces. This was done at 
the National Bureau of Standarde [10]. Due to the rotation of the 
test antenna around the cylindrical axis, the cylindrical NF-FF 
metbod requires additional RF absorber in the room. The 
cylindrical metbod has not been used as widely as the planar 
method, but bas been demonstrated to be experimentallY and 
computationaly applicable. For instance, cylindrical-scanning 
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facilities are employed by the British Aerospace Dynamica Group in 
Stevenage (UK), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (USA) and MBB (Germany) 
[10,11]. 

When the spherical NF-FF method is used, the near field of the 
test antenna is measured on a spherical surface surrounding the 
antenna. The mathematica, which now involves the angular spectrum 
expreseed in terros of spherical waves, become more complicated 
[9,10], but compared to the other NF-FF techniques it is the most 
general and complete method. Efficient algorithms have been 
developed by Wacker 116, and refs. cited there] and Jensen [13), 
to accomplish the transformations. A probe correction to increase 
the accuracy is possible by using the spherical-wave expansion 
coefficients of the probe. The computation times are somewhat 
larger than in the planar and cylindrical cases since FFT is not 
suitable to perform the required calculations. The spherical 
method is well suited for broad-beam antennas. Actually, no 
assumptions for the test antenna are in~olved except for the size. 
The spherical method is the most accurate NF-FF technique for the 
maasurement of absolute gain. An accurate spherical scanner has 
been developed at the Technica! Univarsity of Denmark. 

Maasurement and computation times make NF-FF maasurement methode 
unattractive for antennas that are extremely large electricallY. 
Presently. the NF-FF methods are maasurement-time limited rather 
than computer-time limited, due to the availability of fast 
computers and smart NF-FF transformation algorithms. The scan 
times of the different NF-FF methode will be discussed now 
briefly. The following assumptions are made to derive the order of 
magnitude of the scan times for a test antenna with diameter D: 
* scan diameter of the scan surface is twice the antenna diameter, 

thus for the 
planar NF-FF method: scan surface is a rectangle (20 x 20) 
cylindrical NF-FF method: scan surface is a cylinder with 
diameter 2D and height 2D 
spherical NF-FF method: scan surface is a sphere with diameter 
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of 2D 

* a linear scan sPeed of 0.1 m/sec and an angular speed of 
4 degr/sec is assumed 

* a sample and scan-trace distance of À/2 

With these conditions the following formulas for the scan times in 

hours may be derived for respectively the planar, cylindrical and 

spherical NF-FF methode at 12 GHz: 

(D/À)2/1800 , (D/À)/10 and ~(D/À)/20 

For instance, for 12 GHz the measurement times as a function of 

the normalized antenna diameter D/À are given in Table 1.1. These 

results show that for D/À > 100 the scan times become impractical 

for all methode. Such long scan times limit a frequent and 

repeated experimentation and demand a very stable measurement 

system. 

Table 1.1. Comparison of scanning times (hours) for the planar, 

cylindrical and spherical NF-FF methode (f "' 12 GHZ). 

D/À 5 20 50 100 150 200 

planar 0.014 0.2 1.4 5.6 12.5 22.2 

cylindrical 0.5 2.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 

spherical 0.8 3.1 7.9 15.7 23.6 31.4 

1.3.5. Plane-wave synthesis method. 

An alternative method for the NF-FF methods with probe correction 

is the plane-wave synthesis technique [4]. This technique is 

illustrated in Figure 1.6. The idea is to generate a plane wave in 

a certain area by means of an array of radiators (Fig. 1.6.a). 

This plane wave may be scanned by proper excitation of the 

individual radiating elements. However, the implementation of this 

method may differ from the principle described before. For 

instance, the test antenna response due to one radiating element 

at various positions can be measured (Figure 1.6.b). After this, 
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Figure 1.6. The plane-wave synthesis antenna test method. 
a. Illustration of the method. 
b. Implementation of the technique. 

• 

the actual radiation pattern can be computed by summing these 
responses multiplied by a weighting function. Again, by proper 

change of the weighting function, the propagation direction of the 
equivalent synthesized plane wave can be changed. For instance, an 
array of 173 elements spaeed in two dimensions by 0.7À produces 
at a distance of 70À an effective plane wave of 10À diameter. 
with amplitude and phase ripples leas than respectively 0.05 dB 
and 0.2• [17]. The problem for pro~e compensation for this 
technique is investigated [14], and it is possible to include 
probe effects in the weighting function itself. The plane-wave 
synthesis method may be seen as a reciprocal method of the 
spherical NF-FF method. Therefore, Ludwig and Larsen [16] studied 

the correspondence between these methode. The plane-wave synthesis 
method may be applied to the same class of antennas as in the case 
of NF-FF methode. The method is still under development and is 
studied at the University of Sheffield [14,17] and at the 
Technica! University of Denmark. The requirements for the test 
room (absorbing materials, positioner etc) are the same as for 
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other NF-FF techniques. Besides, disturbances of the synthesized 
plane wave eaueed by room effects, also may be removed /in a 
similar way as probe effects [171. 

1.3.6. Intermediate-distance maasurement method. 

Intermediate-distance techniques, which have been revi~wed by Keen 
et al [181, offer a possibility for measurements of antennas on 
ranges which do not satisfy the Rayleigh criterion. Typically, a 
distance of D2 /2À might be chosen. The technique is similar to the 
NF-FF methods, since both the amplitude and phase of the 
intermediate field have to be sampled. Then an intermediate-field 
to far-field transformation must be performed in order to obtain 
the far-field characteristics of the antenna. Intermediate
distance test techniques have been described by Turchin [19], 
Bennett [201 and McGrane [211. The holographic methode described 
here involve measuring of the Fresnel field on a spherical 
surface, by using an existing far-field range. The aperture field 
can be calculated by performing an inverse Fourier transform and 
removing a quadratic phase term. Another Fourier transform of this 
aperture field then gives the far field. In order to reconstruct 
the main beam and the first two sidelobes, a smaller r~nge 
distance of about D2/5À is required [211. The techniquè is most 
efficient if only a limited angular region of the far-field 
patterns is required because then the number of measured data 
points (and hence the processing time) can be reduced. An 
intermediate distance technique which uses another approach has 
been developed at ESTEC by Keen [23]. Here the phase information 
is extracted from the interterenee pattern in such a way that it 
is sufficient to use an amplitude receiver only. All these 
different intermediate distance techniques need more or less time 
consuming prohing and data processing. 
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1.3.7. Compact antenna-test ranges. 

A measurement technique which uses both the advantages of the far
field range and the indoor NF-FF methods is a compact antenna-test 
range (CATR). In this method the test antenna is illuminated by a 
pseudo plane wave, which is created indoors by a reflector or 
sometimes by a lens. The schematic representation of Figure 1.7 
shows that the spherical wave from the feed in the focus of an 
offset parabolic reflector is converted into a plane wave in the 
near-field region of this reflector [5,6,12]. On a CATR the 
measurements are performed in real time similar to measurements on 
far-field ranges. A CATR can be situated in a normal anechoic 
chamber. Hence a smaller distance than for the conventional far
field method is needed. Due to the good indoor performance, the 
method is time and cost effective. Furthermore, the CATR provides 
a controlled environment and all-weather capability. UsuallY the 
linear dimensions of a CATR system are two to four times greater 
than those of the test-zone. depending upon the reflector geometry 
used. Some CATR design problems are: direct radiation from the 
souree feed to the test antenna, diffraction from the edges of the 
reflector, wall reflections. feed characteristics. reflector 

test antenna 

planar 
phase fronts 

CATR feed 

Figure 1.7. The compact antenna-test range maasurement method. 
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surface accuracy, cross-polarization performance etc. çetails on 
design problems can be found in (12). 

Now a review of the development of CATR's during the past years 
will be given. In most of the early attempts, lenses were used as 
collimating devices. Woonton et al used metal-plate lenses for X
band compact range experiments. They also studied the errors 
arising in the measured antenna patterne due to such lènses 

i 

123,24]. Also dielectric lenses were utilized to collimate the 
spherical wave into a plane wave. Mentzer (251 used a 33À 

dielectric lens with a large focal length for measuring radar 
cross-sections of various targets. Johnson et al [261 later 
demonstrated that far-field measurements with full-size antennas 
can be made on indoor rangesusinga reflector. Two different 
range configurations were constructed. One was a line-source range 
with a parabolic cylindrical reflector and a line-feed. Such a 
range is easy to construct but only one polarization can be used. 
Moreover, the system is frequency limited due to the small 
operational frequency band of the line source, which is a 
travelling wave antenna. The other range was a point souree range 
with a parabolic reflector. This contiguration is applicable over 
a wide frequency range. The application of a CATR to measurements 
of tracking antennas has been described by Hansen [27]. In 1976, 

Vokurka presented a new type of a CATR where two cylindrical 
parabolic reflectors were used (28,29]. This two-reflector CATR 
system will bedescribed more extensively insection 1.3.8. Olver 
(30] described the practical performance of a CATR installed at 
the Queen Mary College Univarsity of London. This range has been 
used successfully to measure antennas up to 1.2 meter diameter and 
frequencies from 3 GHz to 40 GHz. Hess et al [311 desçribed 
results in the areas. of improvement of surface accurafY and the 
design of the reflector edges of a commercial CATR type. Also 
measurements made at 30 GHz using this CATR were reported. A 
comparison of CATR measurements to the spherical near-field 
maasurement metbod has been carried out [32] and results show a 
good agreement between both methode. Repjar and Kremer [33] 
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presented two-dimensional amplitude and phase contour plots of a 

CATR system where the parabolic reflector was composed of 16 
panels. The goal was to develop a CATR that would have a plane 

wavè zone of about 1.2 m with less than 10• phase variation and 
less than 0.5 dB amplitude variation at any frequency between 
12 GHz and 100 GHz. This was achieved at 18 GHz and at 54.75 GHz. 
Actually, their recommendation for future work in the area of 
compact ranges i.e. the correction of the measurements due to 

substantial errors such as non-plane wave illumination. is 
presented in this thesis. 

From this review it is clear that there are almost no limitations 
to the applications of a CATR. except for the test-antenna size 
and frequency range. In the future, an upper operational frequency 
of 90GHz may be achieved [34]. High-performance measurements are 
possible mainly due to low phase and amplitude variations (± 2•. 
± 0.5 dB typically) in the test zone. Therefore, the accuracies 
obtained by CATR measurements are comparable to traditional far
field measurements or the spherical NF-FF method. depending upon 

the performance [30.32.34]. Further, a CATRis very suitable for 
radar cross-section (RCS) measurements [26]. 

In conclusion Table 1.2 gives a survey of some typical 

specifications of the previously discuseed antenna-test metoods. 
Note that in this table two main classes of measuring methods are 
distinguished, namely the 'tar-field-like' methods and the NF-FF 
methods. 

1.3.8. The two-reflector CATR. 

Several subjects in this thesis refer to the two-reflector compact 
antenna-test range of the Eindhoven Univarsity of Technology 
(EUT). For instance. several verification measurements discuseed 
in this thesis were performed on this CATR. Therefore. it is 
useful to discuss the performance and some design aspects of this 
two-reflector CATR now in more detail. This new class of two
reflector CATR's has been developed bY Vokurka [28.29,34.40]. 
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Such a system consiste of two parabolic cylinders (Figure 1.8). 
Their focal lines F

6 
and Fm are oriented perpendicular to each 

other. The feed, having a phase center F. is located on the focal 
line F

6 
so that its image phase-center F' coincides with the focal 

line Fm of the main reflector and the image focal line F~ of the 
subreflector. This two-reflector system is very flexible because 
this system is suitable for offset arrangement. The subreflector 
and feed .can be rotated about the focal line Fs. The system has 
the advantage that the focal lengtbs of both reflectors can be 
very long, so that only a small sector of a proper feed pattern is 
necessary to illuminate the subreflector. This results in a very 
small amplitude taper across the reflector surface. Further, a 
high accuracy of the reflector shape can be obtained because of 
the simple structural geometry of the two reflectors. 
Now a concise treatment of some design aspects of the two
reflector CATR will be given. More details on design 
considerations are reported in [12) and [34]. 
Stray radiation level 
Diffraction at the feed, its support and reflector edges arè 
sourees of unwanted radiation. Also direct radiation frotn the fèed 
and multiple reflections from the room causes undesired radiá.tio'n 
in the test zone. Absorbing material, serrated reflector edges ·and 
a well designed primary feed can eliminate some of these effects. 
Efficiency factor 
The efficiency factor is defined as the ratio of the test area 
diameter and CATR reflector diameter. Due to the two-reflector 
geometry and the large focal-lengths involved, the dual CATR has a 
larger efficiency factor (0.5) than a typical one-reflector CATR 
(0. 25) [34] . 
Dimensions of the test area 
The dimensions of the plane wave zone can easily be changed by a 
proper choice of the reflector dimensions. Thus special ranges can 
be constructed for special applications. 
Cross-polarization level 
Nowadays in satellite antenna design, very low cross-polarization 
levels are required. Consequently, for accurate cross-polarization 
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measurements the cross-po!orizotion contribution of tb~ CATR 
should be very low. To achieve this, a feed with low cross-polar 
level must be used. Note that a cross-polarization component is 
generated by the CATR, which is inherent to the offset igeometry. 
Feed characteristics 
The feed pattern has a large influence on the CATR 
characteristics. The part of the feed pattern which illuminates 
the first reflector. should be nearly uniform. Beyond this region 
the feed pattern should be verv low in order to minimize the stray 
radiation level. A feed which almest fulfils these requirements is 
a corrugated conical horn with a flare angle of about 90•. 
Reflector surface accuracy 
--------------------------One can deduce that a reflector surface deviation of 0.007X causes 
an amplitude variatien of less than 0.5 dB [4]. A rule~of-thumb 
could be that the reflector surface deviations should be less than 
X/100. So the upper frequency is limited by the surface accuracy. 
Frequency range ------------It is evident that the operational frequency range of the CATR is 
limited by the operational frequency range of its indiyidual 
parts. Therefore, the frequency dependenee of the feed 
characteristics and of the reflectivity level of the anechoic room 
must be taken into account. The upper-frequency limit depends upon 
the surface accuracy, while the lower frequency is determined by 
the size of the serrations. 

Figure 1.8. 

Geometry of the 
two-reflector CATR. 
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1.4. System-level testing of antennas. 

Until now we only considered antenna maasurement systems which are 
used for verification testing of single antennas. Commercial 
communication satellites {Figure 1.9) have increasingly utilized 
larger and more complex antenna systems which employ frequency 
reuse by spatial and polarization isolation to achieve increased 
channel capacity and in-orbit reconfigurability of beam contours. 
The increasing performance requirements of these satellite systems 
also increased the need for faster, more accurate and complete 
testing of antenna systems [35,36]. When testing antennas at 
system level. the antenna including transponder system integrated 

OMNIT&C 

Figure 1.9. INTELSAT VI antenna farm configuration (courtesy of 
INTELSAT) 
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into a eatellite must be teeted. It is clear that the testing of 
euch systems need a special antenna system test facilit~. When 
reconfigurable antennas are used, also the duration of the 
verification tests must be taken into account for the choice of a 
test facility. Further it is important to perform ewept-frequency 
meaeurements to identify directly the worst-case performance 
parameters over the operational frequncy band e.g. fre~uency 

sensitive beam squint, resonant phenomena, sidelobe and cross
polarization levels. Since the antenna systems have to be verified 
in their operational mode. before and after exposure to 
environmental tests (e.g. thermal, vacuum and vibration tests) the 
facility has to be located in a clean area. close to the 
environmental test-facilities. When developing a test facility one 
also has to take care of the movement restrictions of a satellite. 
because gravitational forces influence the system performance. An 
azimuthal movement of the satellite is tolerated i.e. rotation 
around the axis normal to the earth. but movements in elevation 
are only possible if the antenna are eupported properly to avoid 

gravity effects. 

Some typical (future) satellite system parametere are [36): 
* payload frequencies: 1.5 GHz 30 GHz 
* antenna aperture sizes: 40~ - 200~ 

* 4 - 8 large reflector antennas in the band noted above are 
projected for future satellites 

* mase up to 2500 kg 
* future long term pointing errors < 0.05• 
* future antenna beam alignement accuracies < 0.01" 

As an example some INTELSAT VI antenna syetem parametere and test 
requiremente are given [36]: 
* global coverage antennas: 6/4 GHz and 14/12 GHz 
* telemetry and cammand antennas: 4 GHz 
* spot coverage antennas: 14/11 GHz 
* largest reflector: diameter 3.2 m, 4 GHz and 150 feed elements 
* total antenna positioning error< 0.2• or < 0.1 beamwidth 
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* projected mass 1750 kg 

* maasurement errors< 0.25 dB main beam gain 

Some parameters of the transmit antenna of TV-SAT (Franco-German 
project TV-SAT/TDF-1) are [39]: 
* frequency 11.7 GHz - 12.1 GHz 
* pointing accuracy < 0.1• 
* elliptical 3 dB beamwidth 1.63• x 0.73. 
* dimensions antenna farm: height 3.5 m and 4.5 m diameter 

A complete test procedure for satellite antenna systema is quite 
extensive. Figure 1.10 illustrates the relations between different 
types of satellite antenna tests. GenerallY. system level tests 
start with qualification tests on antenna units such as 
reflectors, feeds, polarizers etc. Then an assembied antenna group 
without the spacecraft compartment is tested. Between these system 

TEST PROCEDURES 

TEST RANGE 
CHARACTERIZATION 

EVALUATION 

DEVELOPMENT TESTING 
AND FINAL TESTING OF 

ENGINEERING MODELS 

t 
TESTING OF SPACE QUALIPlED 

SUBSYSTEMS OR MODELS 

t 
SYSTEM LEVEL TESTING 

ANTENNA UNIT TESTS 

~ ANTENNA FARM TESTS 

OPERATIONAL ANTENNA TESTS 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
TESTS: 

1-- - VIBRATION 
- THERMAL 
- ACOUSTIC 

Figure 1.10. Test procedure scheme for satellite antenna testing. 
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Table 1.3. Antenna subsystem-unit qualification test m~trix 
(source: see [36] in section 1.6) 

~ 
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level tests also environmental tests are performed. An example of 
a test procedure of the INTELSAT VI during antenna subsystem tests 
is given in Table 1.3 [36]. 

Finally, the antenna farm including the spacecraft oompartment is 
tested in its operating environment. For every type of antenna 
test, the antenna test range performance must be characterized in 
order to demonstrata the capability of the antenna tes~ range and 
associated equipment. Test range characteristics include 
reflectivity levels. equipment and maasurement accuracies, test 
zone characteristics and dimensions. Techniques to improve 
maasurement accuracies by numerical processing of measured data 
can be ut i lized. 

The above considerations give a flavour of the restric:tions and 
requirements imposed on antenna-test facilities for antenna 
testing on system level. Now the advantages and drawbacks of some 
specific antennatest methods will be considered briefly. 
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The far-field test range has the advantage of providing real-time 
measurements. It also provides the capability of swept-frequency 
measurements. An example of a far-field facility is the semi-open 
anechoic chamber of MBB [37], which can be used for small antenna 
systems (test zone of 2 x 2 x 2 m) in the frequency range of 
approximately 120 MHz to 30 GHz. 

Near-field to far-field antenna test methods may offer a solution 
to the transportation problems and have the advantage of a totally 
enclosed and controlled test environment. The near-field antenna 
maasurement techniques also have disadvantages which restriet 
their application for antenna system level testing such as time 
consuming data acquisition and data processing and the need for 
accurate antenna and scan surface alignment. The spherical NF-FF 
metbod is impractical for large satellites because a spherical 
probe scanning system cannot easilY and accurately be realized for 
large spheres <TV-SAT: > 5 m). Therefore, only the cylindrical or 
planar NF-FF metbod may be used for system level testing. 

Compact antenna-test ranges offer many of the advantages of NF-FF 
ranges i.e. a totally enclosed and controlled test environment and 
in addition reai-time maasurement capabilities are provided. In 
the future it will be possible to avoid satellite rotations by 
scanning the plane-wave direction in the test zone of a CATR by 
means of CATR-feed displacement [38]. A disadvantage may be that 
on a CATR, the possibility of direct interaction between the CATR 
system and the system under test is increased due to the large 
size of the CATR reflectors. However, these problems may be 
eliminated by using a proper CATR feed. Recently, preliminary 
studies were carried out for the Europaan Space Agency to define a 
CATR contiguration suitable tor satellite antenna tests at system 
level [35]. Figure 1.11 shows an artiets impreesion of a possible 
contiguration of this facility. It is a dual-reflector CATR 
facility designed tor frequencies between 1.5 GHz and 30 GHz and 
with a test zone of 7 x 5 m [401. 
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Compact antenna test range at ESTEC NoordwiJik 

Proposed 

at ESTEC 
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facility for satellite system le:vel testing 

Noordwijk, The Netherlands (cou~tesy of 
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1.5. The thesis contente. 

In the previous sections. several antenna measurement methode were 
reviewed. the far-field methode are relatively old and well 
established. The NF-FF methods are relatively new methode. due to 
the need of computers to control the data acquisition and to 
compute the radiation patterns. Much effort has been put into the 
theoretica! description of these NF-FF techniques, because a 
proper transformation algorithm including probe corrections is 
essential in these methods. The result of this exhaustive research 
on the NF-FF methods is. that their accuracy has become comparable 
to the accuracies obtained bY the far-field and CATR measurement 
methods. However, it should be emphaeized that CATR's and far
field ranges provide real-time meaeurements. In this chapter, a 
short description of the (two-reflector) CATR has been given. 
Advantages and disadvantages of the CATR have been outlined. 
However. in order to exploit the possibilities of a CATR 
completelY. some questions related to the performance and 
application of CATR's have to be investigated. It is the purpose 
of this thesis to contribute to such investigations by considering 
the following items: 
* First, in chapter 2 a method to predict the test-zone field 

performance of a CATR with serrated edges is presented. 
* Chapter 3 deals with the derivation and discuesion of an 

analytica! model of the interaction of an antenna with a non
planar wave. The results provide the tools, which are needed for 
the subjecte in the subsequent chapters. 

* In chapter 4, a new method to evaluate the test-zone field of a 
CATR is discussed. 

* In chapter 5, a calibration method for antenna measurements on a 
CATR is proposed. Simulations and a few one-dimensional 
measurements show the feasibility of this method. 

It should be noted, that the subjecte discuseed in the chapters 3, 
4 and 5, may also be applicable to conventional far-field ranges. 
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CHAPTER 2. APPLICATION OF SERRATED EDGES IN REFLECTOR ANTENNA 
SYSTEMS AND IN COMPACT ANTENNA TEST RANGES. 

2.1. Introduction. 

The performance of microwave antenna systems is always influenced 
by diffraction effects. Diffraction phenomena appear in the 

Presnel region as well as in the far-field region of a microwave 
reflector antenna. In this chapter it is shown that application of 

serrated edges may have a considerable impact on both the naar

field and far-field region of a radiating system. 

The chapter cernprises three papers, which are publishad racently 
in the lEE Proceedings Part H. In the first paper (Section 2.2) 

the Presnel field of a rectangular ~perture with serrated edges 
is analysed using the physical opties method. The validity of this 

analysis is demonstrated by comparison of predicted Presnel-field 
distributions with the corresponding experimental distributions. 

This experimental verification has been carried out in a compact 
antenna test range. The second paper (Section 2.3) presents a 

method to evaluate the Fourier tranaform of an arbitrary shaped 
two-dimensional window function. This method is applied in the 
third paper (Section 2.4), where the far-field radiation patterne 
of various uniformly distributed apertures with serrated edges are 
investigated. 
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2.2. Predietien of the Fresnel region field of a compact antenna 
test range with serrated edges. 

i 
(reprinted from lEE Proceedings, vol. 133, Pt. H. no. 2~ 1986) 

lndexing terms: Antemuts CMeaslm!mtnrs). Amennas (Aperture.'i) 

Abstract! The perfonnance ol antenna systems is always influenced hy diffraction eHècts. Diffraclion problems 
may be analysed using physical optîcs or geometrîcal theory of diffraction. Here. the Fresnel fteld of a rectangu~ 
lar apenu .. with semiled edges is analysed using physical opties. The method c.an be appli<d very suC«'SS'ully in 
compact antennatest range design tor a rast predietien of the tesl-zone field performance. 

Introduetion 

The performance of antenna ·systems is always influenced 
by diffraction phenomena. For instance., the far-field 
pattern of a reflector antenna contains contributions from 
scattering at the edges of the antenna reflector. lf the edge 
illumination is low, then the influence due to edge diffrac· 
tion wil! be small. 

Another microwave system where the field contribu
tions due to the edge di!fraction must be taken into 
account is a compact antenna test range (CATR). A CA TR 
is designed to produce a plane wave in a limited region of 
an anechoic room. Such a range mostly consists of one or 
two reflectors which are illuminated by a point souree [1]. 
In Fig. I A the concept of a one-reflector CA TR system is 

CATR -Fig. 1A C oncepl of a tme-rtjlector rompact unt~na test r«nge 
~etrical opties approach 

given. A small portion of the spherical wavefront from the 
feed is reflected by a parabalie reflector. According to the 
geometrical opties laws, the reflected near field is constant 
in phase. The amplitude will be tapered due to space 
attenuation effects and the feed radialion pattern. In this 
near-field region, a test antenna can be placed so that its 
radialion propertiescan be measured under nearly far-field 
conditions. 

However, a more rigorous analysis of the CA TR is 
needed in order to obtain more realistic test-zone fields. 
Some factors which should be taken into account are: 

(il) nonideal system components. such as tapered feed 
pattern, mechanica( inaccuracies of the reflectors etc. 

(I>) nonideal environment, reflections from walls and 
obstacles in the anechoic room 

(c) edge diffraction at the CATR reflectors. 

Paper 4461 H fEil). lirst n;:celved lhh October and in revised form 6rh {)c(:ember 
1985 
The au1hor was with the Eindhoven Universily Of Tcdlnology. Deparlmenl of Eltc• 
trical Engineering. Etectromagnetics Group. PO Box SI), SóOO MB Ei.nd~oven. He 
U. now wfth Fokker B.V .. Avionics Systems Oepartment. Analysis and Slmulation 
Group 5067·3.1. Pq Box 76()(}. lll7 ZJ Schiphol. The Netherlands 

The third factor has a large impact ciln the performance 
of the test-zone field. Some methoos io reduce the edge 
diffraction are: 

(a) creating an incident field with an amplitude pattern 
that falls off sharply at angles corresponding to the edges 
of the reflector. Such a feed pattem is not easy to design 
for a large range of frequcncies. Moreover, it would reduce 
the effectivc test-zone size (Fig. I B) 

Fig. 18 Rt•duánu t••lfJ('tl~flrcll'lion t'({t•cc,,· hr u.tin~tall mnplirutlt'•tapt~red 
CATR.fml 

(I>) serrating the edges of the reflectors in order to redis· 
tribule the diffracted rays in many directions away from 
the test-zone area (Fig. ( C). 

Applicalion of serratcd edgcs has been shown to be a 
good methoo to control diffraction at the edges of reflec
tors [I, 2]. The optimum shape of thc serrations has been 
found using experimental methods. 

The prediction of the effect of serrated edges by means 
of theoretica! methoos such as geometrical theory of dif
fraction (GTD) has nol been done. lndeed, it will be a 

Fig. 1 C Redudng edge ti~flh.u:ritm ~Uè<.·rs hr using serrutions 01 tht 
t!dge.~ t~{the C ATR ~/lector 

IE:E PROCE:EDINGS. Voi.IJJ.iPI. H. No. l,APRIL /986 
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laborious job to do a complete GTD analysis of a reflector 
system witb serrated edges. Even a simple one-reflector 
system witb serrations contains a lot of canonical GTD 
problems (edge diffraction, tip scattering). As mentioned 
before, additional reflections occur in tbe anecboic room of 
tbe CA TR itself. Tberefore, a complete GTD analysis wiJl 
be laborious, and probably nol yet satisfactory. 

However, in order to get some insigbt into tbe positive 
effect of serrated edges, a less rigorous analysis tecbnique 
known as pbysical opties (PO) may be used. It bas been 
shown that tbe PO method is very useful in tbe analysis of 
large reflector antennas, particularly under focused or 
nearly focused conditions. In this paper we wil! apply the 
so called 'aperture formulation' of tbe PO tecbnique to 
predict the Fresnel field of a rectangular reflector witb ser
rated edges. A quasianalytical metbod wiJl be used to solve 
the expression which describes the Fresnel field. 

2 Fresnet·s diffraction formule tor narrow 
angular spectra 

Tbe formulas whicb describe the Fresnel field due to a 
certain aperture distribution wiJl be discussed now. Con
sider the geometry of tbe Fresnel diffraction problem 
shown in Fig. 2A. ft is known that tbe electromagnetic 

... 

Fig. 2A Gt.>lmu?tt)' oftlle Fre.'>nen• diffiaction problentfnr a reetangu/ar 
upc:nure witlt st>rrtllf!ll etiges 

'I' 

"o 
Fig. 28 Snme> salient parameters used u; describe the illuminoted part in 
t IJe Ll('l!rllire plaue 

field radiating into the balfspace z > 0 can be represented 
completely in terms of its angular plane-wave spectrum 
[3]. 

Supposc tbat an x-polar4sed illumination function over 

tbe plane z = 0 is present 

E,(x, y, 0) E.,(x, y) (I) 

Now the field in an observation point (x, y, z) is given by 

E,(x, y, z) = J_~" I-: A)k" k,)e- ;« •• +<,y+k,•i dk,dk, (2) 

where tbe plane-wave spectrum A.,(k,. k,) and the aperture 
distribution Eax(x, y) are related by a two-dîmensional 
F ourier transform 

(3) 

and 

k = k,u, + k.,u1 + k,u, 

is tbe vector wavenumber of which the Cartesian com
ponents satisfy 

k~ + k; + k: = k2 = 4n2/i.2 

k, = k sin 0 cos <P 

k, = k sin 0 sin <P 

k, = k cos 0 

(4) 

When the angular plane-wave spectrum A)k,, k,) is of 
negligible amplitude outside a narrow range of angles 
centred on the direction of tbe :-axis (focused or nearly 
focused microwave systems), tben tbe z-component of the 
wavenumber vector k can be approximated by 

k, = <k2 k!- k:l''2 ""k- <k.! + kN2k <5> 
Using this approximation, eqn. 2 can be written as 

Ex(X, y, z) = e·Jk; J_', J_', A,(k., k,.) 

x ei=••·'+k,'i!»e-;••··'H,,-> dk, tik,. (6) 

This approximation for the Fresnel field can be written as 
an inlegral over the aperture distribution by using tbe con
volution tbeorem for a two-dimensional Fourîer trans
farm; i.e. tbe Fourier transform of a product of two 
functions is equal to the convolution of tbe two îndivid
ually Fourier transformed functions divided by 4~t 2 • Using 
tbis theorem, eqn. 6 can be rewritten as 

E l ,_L -}k;f~ f' E ( • .. , 
x\ x. Y~ z - ~ .. e (I..\., x, } 

l.~.o -:X' -· ;(" 

x e·lkllx-x")2+(y•y")lif2: dx' dy' (7) 

Here, the primed aperture co-ordinates x' and i are new 
inlegration variables which appear because of the use of 
tbe convolution. This Fresnel's dîffractîon formula, which 
gives the field over an arbitrary plane z = constant in the 
Fresnel region, can be considered as a convolution in tbe 
spatial domain. This representation (eqn. 7) can be rewrit
ten by expanding the exponential in the inlegrand 

E,(x, y, z) = j.. e·ik:. e·Jk<•'•r>>/2: 
I.Z 

(8) 

wbicb is a Fourier transform of the aperture distribution 
multiplied by a parabol ie pbase term. 
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Eqns. 7 and 8 both describe the Fresnel diffraction 
formula under the restrietion that they app!y on!y to fields 
with narrow angular spectra. It depends upon the nature 
of the problem and the available numerical techniques 
which of the two representations (eqn. 7 or 8) is most con
venient. Eqn. 7 is very attractive if one wants to solve the 
diffraction problems analytically in terms of Fresnel 
integrals. 

Eqn. 8 seems to be very suitable for numerical evaJu
ation of the problem, because it requires only one Fourier 
1ransform which can be performed by using a fast Fourier 
transform routine (FF1). However, application ·of FFT 
imposes limitations, as will be discussed now briefty. lf a 
two-dimensional FFT routine is applied to eqn. 8, then 
N x N diserete samples in the input plane are transformed 
to the Fresnel-field plane. lt can easily be shown that the 
resolution ll.x in the x-direction of the Fresnel plane is 
given by 

ll.x "" û./(N · ll.x') (9) 

where ll.x' is the sample spacing in the aperture plane. 
A similar expression may be derived for the sample 

spacing in the y-direction. This resolution criterion (eqn. 9) 
is a limiting factor for the application of FFT to eqn. 8, 
because some important parameters caooot be chosen 
independently. 

Another disadvantage of this 'numerical evaluation 
mcthod'lies in the fact that the function to be transformed 
• :qn. 8) has a rapidly varying phase factor 
.:\p { -jk(x'2 + y'2)/2z} when i.z <( max (x'2 + y'2~ Conse
'i ucntly, the frequency content of the input function is very 
i1igh. so a numerical solution requires a large number of 
samples. But a large value of N and a small distance z may 
be Contradietory to the resolution criterion of eqn. 9. 

The FFT method also has the disadvantage that 
numerical errors, inherent to the FFT algorithm, inftuence 
the results [ 4]. When applying FFT, actually one period of 
the sampled and periodic extended input function is 
mapped into one period of the sampled and periodic 
output function. For instance, the 'aliasing error' rnay be 
rather large in our situation because the exact Fourier 
transform of the input function has considerable large 
high-frequency components. Further, the 'picket-fence' 
effect may cause discrepancies between the continuous and 
discrete Fourier transform. For instanee, if the frequency 
content of the signa! being analysed does not fit with one 
of the discrete frequencies which are provided after apply
ing FFT, then a considerable ditTerenee may occur [ 4]. 

The possibility of applying this FFT method was inves
tigated [5], but the results showed that the numerical 
accuracy of this method was low, probably due to the pre
viously discussed factors. 

However, if we use the representation of eqn. 7, together 
with analytica! and numerical inlegration techniques, then 
more satisfying results are obtained. This method and 
some results wiJl be discussed in the nex I Section. 

.3 Fresnel diffraction from uniformly illuminated 
apertures with serrated edges 

3.1 Quasianalyticalevaluation of the Fresnel field 
As mentioned before, the use of analytica! techniques for 
solving the Fresnel-diffraction problem is only possible for 
simple-shaped aperture distributions, for instanee a uni· 
formly iltuminated rectangular or circular aperture. It will 
be a laborious job to find an analytica! expression in 
closed form of the Fresnel-diffraction pattern due to a rec
tangular aperture with serrated edges. 

However, by choosing a neat decomposition of the 
aperture, a quasianalytical expression can be derived for 
the Fresnel field due to an aperture witll serrated edges. In 
order to evaluate the inlegral in questiort (eqn. 7), it is con
venient to decompose the aperture areal S into three parts 
SI, S2 and S3 (see Fig. 3): S = Sl + S2 + S3. 

Suppose that the serrated edges ar~ described by the 
functions h•(x'), h-(x'), g•(y) and g-(y'~ (see Fig. 2B), and 
E.Jx', y') = E0 for (x', y') eS. Then eqlJ. 7 can be written 
as 

'E 
EJx, y, z) =J 

2
° e-l"'(/ I + 12- 13) (!Oa) 

where 

/1 = - e- Jk((x- x'f' +!y - y')1]12• dx' d y' 2 fbo/2 J.g'<y) 
).z - .. ,2 • 0'1 

/2 - e-Jl{{x-x')1+(y-y')11/2: d}~ dx' 2 I•o/2 J. •. ,,., 
lz -oo/2 h i-'<:') 

lOM 

13 =- e-Jltcx-x')l+(y-y')llf2: dx' dy' 2 J•o/2 f .. /2 

Àz -ao!'l - h/2 

In the integrals /I and /2., the x' and y', respectively, inle
gration can be evaluated in terms of Fresnel integrals. by 
making the following substitutions: 

u= c(x- x') 

c(y- y') 

c = (2/.0:) 112 

(ll) 

The inlegral 13 can be expressed completely in terms of 
Fresnel integrals. So eqn. 10 reduces to 

'E 
EJx, y, z) =J / e-1"'(11 + /2- /3) 

where 

1•2 

11 = lv(x, y 
vl 

/2 = 1"2
/u(y, x - u/c)e-1••'12 du .. 

13 = {F(u2)- F(ul)} x {F(v2)- F(vl)} 

and 

lv(x, y') = F(u-)- F(u•) 

/u(y, x')= F(v-) F(v+) 

u c{x- g-(y'JI 

u• = c{x- g•(y')} 

v- = c{y- h-(x')} 

v• c{y- h+(x')} 

u2 = c(x + ao/2) 

ui = c(x ao/2) 

v2 c(y + bo/2) 

V I c(y - b0/2) 

F(s) = J: e-1"''12 dr 

(12a) 

(12h) 

(12c) 

112d) 

(12e) 

= the complex form of the Fresnel inlegral ( 13) 
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The Fresnel integrals F(u-), F(u•) etc. in eqn. 12 can be 
evaluated easily because computer subroutines for the 
Fresnel inlegrats are available [6]. 

Fig. 3 Decompcsilion afthe aperture S înto three paltS SI, Sl aJid SJ 

The serrations, described by the boundary functions 
g•(y'), g-(y'), h•(x') and h-(x'), can he approximated by 
the F ourier series of a triangular wave function. F or 
instanee (see Fig. 28) 

g•(y') =~ +! +!. Z(y') 
2 2 2 

where Z(y') is the triangular wave function 

" (4 - 4 cos n:n) 
.~. (n:n)2 • cos (2n:ny'/p) 

6 

(14) 

12 

i 6 
., 0 
,; .. i -6 

where p is the period of !he function Z(y') . and 1 is the 
height of the serrations. 

For our application, the triangular function is well 
approximated if !he infinite F ourier series is truncated 
after ten terms. 

1t is impossible to evaluale the integrals /I and /2 of 
eqn. 12 further in closed form because the integrands I v 
and Iu are too complex. Therefore .a conventional numeri
cal inlegration method must he applie(j to calculate the 
integrals in eqn. 12. lf one is only interested in the Fresnel
field distri bution in the plane of symmetry (y 0), then the 
contribution from the serrations at the lower and lipper 
edges may he neglected. In fact, it has been shown [5], that 
it is sufficient to apply the integral of eqn. 7 for the aper
ture SI given in Fig. 3. Consequently, eqn. 12 simplifies 
significantly, because 12- /3 :. 0 for Fresnel-field points 
near the plane of symmetry (y :. 0). 

3.2 'Simulations 
Some Fresnel-field calculations were performed using this 
quasianalytical method. The results are displayed in the 
Figs. 4-8. In Fig. 4a the computed Fresnel field (eqn. 12b) 
due to the serrated aperture of Fig. 5c is given for three 
different values of the inlegration stepsize Av (equivalent 
with Ay' l.OJ., 0.5.< and 0.25i.; use eqn. 11). From these 
results we observe that at least an integration stepsize of 

w . . 
' 
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Tbe results, both the relative power aiid phase distribu
tion, are given in Figs. 6a, b and c. The dotted lines in 
these figures represent the Fresnel field 4ue to an aperture 

y 

d 
Fig. 6 1-·re.'im!'l dfOhu:tion puttern.'f due 10 an uperrure 
distribui km gkrn hy Fig. 6d • .for 1hru Jij/irrent di~lant-es :; 

Doued lincs are the ~lts due lC tlte nonserrated reetanplar 
uper,ure {4:S;. x 451.• 
(J : ". 64( h : • UBi ~· : "" t9li. 
d Dimensions of lhe cottespQndinl apettutc dilrribulion 
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In Fig. Sa three Fresnel-diffraction patterns are given 
due to tb.e aperature distributions given in the Figs. 5b, 5c 
and 5d. We notice that the serrations have a considerable 
influence on the Fresnel-diffraction pattern, which is not 
surprising because the dimensions of the serrations are of 
the same order as the dimensions of the square aperture 
(21J. x 21i.). 

In order to show the axial variations of the Fresnel 
field, the Fresnel field was calculated at three different dis
tances z from the aperture distribution given by Fig. 6d. 

-6 JO 
trtmSYl'TSt' dlstanc•. wavotl~ths 

y:2.5A 

~; ~~25A 

• 2.5~ 

g 

without serrations (diameter 45i. x 45i.). The results 
clearly show the influence of the serrations on the Fresnel
field distribution at different distauces z. We abserve that 
at these three distauces z, both the relative power and 
phase of the Fresnel field show a high degree of uniformity 
over a distance x from -12.5i. to 12.5i.. Even over the 
region of extent of the aperture (45i.), ~he maximum varia
tion of the phase and power distribution is acceptable, 
with respect to the requirements of ~he performance of 
test-zone fields for antenna measurements. 
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We also investigated the effect of different shaped serra
tions. The results of the Fresnel distribution, for three dif
ferent dimensions t of the serrations, are shown in Fig. 7. 
The serrations are relatively small now (Fig. 6d). Therefore 
the impact of the serrations on the Fresnel-field distribu
tion is less in comparison with the results shown in Fig. 5. 
But still, the effect of enlarging the serrations is obvious 
from the results of Fig. 7. As expected, larger serrations 
achieve smaller variations in the central part of the relative 
power and phase distribution. Of course, the field distribu
tion also depends upon the observation position with 
respect to the serrations. In Fig. 8 the variation of the 
Fresnel-field distribution is given for three different obser
vation positions y constant (y = Ol, 1.25). and 2.5i.; 
z = 128).; aperture distribution see Fig. 6d). Notice that 
the results at y = Oi. show larger field variations and a 
smaller •- 3 dB beamwidth', than the results at J' = 2.5i.! 

4 Comparison of the Fresnel-field calculations 
wlth experimental results 

The results of the Fresnel-diffraction calculations in the 
previous sections confirrn the experimental experiences 
[I, 2] that application of serrations is a very good metbod 
to eliminale ripples in the Fresnel field. In order to prove 
that the Fresnel-field calculations of serrated apertures are 
reliable, some experimental results wiJl be compared with 
the corresponding simulated results. 
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The practical results were obtained by measurement of 
the plane-wave zone characteristics of the !wo-reflector 
CATR at the Eindhoven University of Technology 
(Fig. IC). Fig. 9 shows a top view of the CATR within the 
anechoic chamber. The position of the equivalent aperture 
of the main reflector and the position where the plane
wave zone characteristics ( = Fresnel field) were measured, 
are also indicated in Fig. 9. The different sernttions at the 
edges of the main reflector are not of the same form, but, 
for our purpose, the edges are well approximated by 
means of a triangular wave function of period p = 0.1 m 
and amplitude t = 0.3 m. Further relevant dimensions are 

a0 = 2.07 m, b0 = 1.88 m, z 5.40 m 

In Figs. IOa and b the relative power and phase of the 
measured Fresnel field is given for 9.5 GHz and 12.0 GHz. 
At these frequencies the relevant dimensions in terms of 
wave!ength are 

f= 9.5 GHz: a0 = 65.6i. h0 = 59.5i" 

z = 17l.Oi., t = 9.5i., 

p = 3.22 

scan distam;e = 50}. ( = 1.6 m) 

.f = 12.0 GHz: a0 = 82.8i_ 

z = 200.0i., 

p 4.0i. 

h0 15.2i., 

t = 12.0i., 

scan distance = 48i. ( = 1.2 m) 

(15) 

For these two situations the Fresnel field was calculated 
using the metbod described in Section 3.1. We observe in 
Figs. IOa and b that the experimental and simuialed 
results agree very wel!. Especially if we bear in mind that 
the measured test-zone field is also corrupted by stray 
radialion from the anechoic chamber walls and the CA TR 
feed. For instance, a direct contribution from the CATR 
feed of - 30 dB relative to the power level in the test zone, 
wiii cause a maximum power and phase varlation of, 
respectively, 0.55 dB and 3.6 . Moreover, the CATR con
sisis of two parabolic cylindrical reflectors, so the field dis-

tran$versl' di stance. wavelengths. 

....: -3 
~ 

-12 : \; 
-15 -5 5 IS 25 -25 -15 - 5 5 15 25 

transverse elistance. wavelengths b Ironsverse dl stance. waveh..,gths 

Fig. 10 Comparisnn ~'tlu! mttt!iW'ttd and C'akulated f·resm!l,f;t>lll 

caladated by uslng eqn. 12h and dimensions given by eqn. lS 
cak:ulated Fresnel tieldof uperture v.ithout serra1îons 
me.uured resulls 

a.I""'9.SGHz hf-12.0GHz 

tribution at the equivalent aperture plane will be affected 
also by diffracted rays from the CA TR subreflector. Conse
quently, the field distribution at the equivalent aperture 
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will be nol uniform in phase and amplitude, as was 
assumed in the simulations. Further, mechanica! inaccu
racies of the CA TR reflectors and of the linear field scan
ning mechanism could also affect the results. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper we discussed a metbod for evaluation of the 
Fresnel-diffraction pattern due to apertures with serrated 
edges. The metbod is based on the physical opties 
approach (paraxial approximation). 

The metbod was applied successfully to a number of 
different shaped serrated square apertures. The inftuence of 
some parameters, e.g. observation position and size serra
tions, was investigated. 

It has been shown that the results obtained from this 
metbod agree very well with experimental results. 

The condusion is t bat the aperture formulation of the 
physical opties approach is a proper method to predict 
Fresnel-diffraction effects due to rectangular apertures 
with serrated edges. Until now, the application of serra
tions in microwave systems was based on experimental 
experiences. The metbod described bere provides an 
insight into the way serrations at the edge of an aperture 
affect the Fresnel field. Consequently, when using this 
method, one is already able to chose an optimum shape of 
serrations during the design phase of a microwave system. 

Of course, these results are a lso app\icable in opties. for 
instanee to predict spatial filtering proljlems of pupiJs with 
serrated boundaries. i 
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2.3. New method to evaluate the Fourier transform of a two
dimensional window function with piecewise continuous 
boundaries. APPlication in antenna theory. 

(reprinted from lEE Proceedings, vol. 133, Pt. H, no. 4, 1986) 
Jndexiog terms: AntenntJS (thèory1 N umerlcal onalysis, Anttnnas (nftectorsl 

At.slnd: Two-dimensionaJ window funetions and thèir Fourier translorms are widely used in electromagnetics 
and opties, 1t is shown that the two-dimcnsi<>nal Fourier transfonn of a window funetion can be wriuen as a 
line integral along the boundary contour of that window function. Tbis reduction of the two-dimensional 
Fourier integal 10 a one..d,imensionalline integral is auractive for bo1h the cJosed-form and numerical evalu~ 
ation of the Fourier transfonn of oompk:x shaped window functions. Some applieations of this new evaluation 
metbod are discuss!:d. 

1 lntroduçtion 

The Fourier transform of two-dimensional functions are 
widely used in electromagnetics and opties. A subclass of 
these Fourier transforms are the Fourier transforms of 
two-dimensional window functions. A window function 
~x, y) of a domain S e R2 is defined as 

~x, ) ={I if (x, y) eS 
Y 0 elsewhere 

Some examples of the application of these window func
tions are outlined below briefly. 

F or instance, in antenna technology, window functions 
and their Fourier transforms are used for fast analysis of 
the radiation characteristics of large antennas. To calculate 
the far-field pattem of an antenna, integrals of the follow
ing type must be evaluated 

A(u, v) = f-: J.: a(x, y) · eJ<.u+•>l dx dy (I) 

where x, y are the cartesian components of the antenna 
aperture plane, u, v are defined by u = k · sin 6 · cos q, 
and v = k · sin 6 • sin q, and where k = 2n/). and the 
angles 6, q, describe the observation direction in terms of a 
spherical co-ordinale system. 

The function a(x, y) describes the field distribution in 
the aperture plane of the antenna system. In practice, the 
aperture function a(x, y) is of limited extend in the x-y 
domain, thus the aperture distribution a(x, y) may be 
expressed as the product of a window function ~x, y) and 
a new aperture function ä(x, y): 

a(x, y) = ä(x, y) · ~x, y) (2) 

where 

~x, y) = 1 and ä(x, y) = a( x, y) for (x, y) e S 

~x, y) 0 and ä(x, y) not defined for (x, y);; S 

Pap« 4676H (Eli). first n>:dved 2nd D«ember 1985 and io revited fonn 261b 
Mon:bl986 
Tbe author was witb tbc Eindboven Univet'Sity of Tec:hooloaY, Department of EJec.. 
t:ricaJ Engineeriq. Elcctro:mapelics Group. Eîndboven. lbe Netberlaods. He is 
now with Fokter B.V .. AYiooics Systcms Departmcnt. Analysi1 and Simulation 
Group. 5067-ll,P.O. 8ox 71i00, 1117 ZJ Sctlipbol, Tbe Neoherlood~ 

JEE PRQCEEDINGS, Vol. 111, Pt. H, No.4, AUGUST 1986 

If eqn. 2 is applied to the inlegrand of eqn. 1, then the 
resulting Fourier transform of the product of the two rune
tions can be written as a convolution in the far-field 
domain, namely. 

A(u, v) = À(u, v) • W(u, v) (3) 

where À(u, v) and W(u, v) are the Fourier transforms of, 
respectively, ä(x, y) and ~x. y), and • denotes a two
dimensional convolution. 

An eflicient numerical evaluation of eqn. 3 is achieved 
by using sampling expansions of eqn. 3 [1, 2]. So, in order 
to be able to apply such a numerically eflicient sampling 
expansion, a closed-form solution of the Fourier transform 
of ~x. y) is required. 

The F ourier transform of a window function is a lso of 
importance for antennas with uniform aperture distribu· 
tions. Then, the far-field A(u, v) is given by the Fourier 
transform of the window function only. Hence 
A(u, v) = W(u, v). 

Window functions and their Fourier transforms may 
also be applied to the analysis of contoured beam 
antennas [3]. A contoured beam antenna is designed to 
cover a specified area with nearly constant gain within this 
area, and nearly zero gain outside the field of view. The 
required geographical coverage may be very irregular in 
shape. Therefore, the synthesis of a contorired beam 
antenna to meet prescribed far-field pattem characteristics 
is quite a complex problem. However, the analysis of con
toured beam reflector antennas is greatly simplified if the 
reflector is considered to be in the far.field region of the 
feed (array). As a consequence of the small angle approxi
mation, the field a(x, y) at the reflector aperture can be 
considered as the Fourier transform of tbe aperture field of 
the feed. Also the far-field radialion pattem of the reflector 
antenna is a Fourier transform of the aperture field of the 
antenna. The finite extend of the reflector acts as a two
dimensional window ~x. y) in the aperture domain. The 
resulting far-lield pattern can thus be described as a con
volution of the Fourier transform of ~x, y) ( = W(u, v)) 
and the desired pattem A( u, v). , 

ft must be noted that the désîred coverage area itself 
may also be considered as a window function in the far· 
field domain. 

In opties, the window function and its two-dimensional 
F ourier transform are applied in spatial filtering probieros 
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and optica! processing techniques [ 4]. The problems which 
arise in these techniques are similar to the previously dis
cussed antenna problems. Further, in two-dimensional 
data analysis problems, windows are used frequently to 
inftuence performance parameters of the processed data, 
e.g. minimising spectralleakage, increasing d ynamic range. 

From these examples it is clear that evaluation of the 
Fourie-r transfarm of window functions, in closed form as 
wellas numerieally, is used in various disciplines. 

The closed-form evaluation of two-dimensional Fourier 
transfarms of window functions is only possible for simple 
shaped windows, e.g. a rectangular and circular window. 
In genera!, window functions with irregular, multi-valued 
boundary contours cannot he Fourier transformed in 
closed form. Then, an evaluation by using numerical (fast) 
F ourier transfarms may he applied. 

The purpose of tbis paper is to show that lhe lwo
dimensional Fourier transform of a window function can 
he written as a line inlegral over lhe boundary of the 
window function. This reduction of a two-dimensional 
Fourier inlegral into a one-dimensional line inlegral has 
important advantages: 

(a) Several types of windows can now he F ourier trans
formed easily in closed fonn. 

(b) lf the clnsed-form evaluation is still laborious, then 
the line inlegral may he evaluated numerically. Conse
quently, the numerical processing time will he reduced sig
nificantly, in comparison with a two-dirnensional 
conventional numerical inlegration techniqne. Also an 
asymptotic evalualion of lhe line inlegral may he possîble. 
For the antenna problem this leads to the asymptotîc 
physical opties eltpression of !he far field. 

(c) The metbod is also applicable to window functions 
whose boundary contour function, in terros of a reetangu
lar or polar representation, is multi-valued. 

A related problem, namely the reduction of tbe Kirchhoff 
diffraction inlegral into a line integral, bas been described 
by Rubinowicz [5]. Actually, lbe line inlegral represen
tation which is the subject of this paper may he regarded 
as a special case of the Rubinowicz representation. 
However, the mathematical approach (starting point and 
method) in this paper differs from lhe approach used by 
Rubinowicz. Further, lhe line integral representation dis
cussed bere is more ftexible, because it applies to all prob
lems where a 2-dimensionai-Fourier transform of a 
window function is involved. 

Another special case, namely tbe Fourier transform of a 
polygonal window function, bas been reported by Lee and 
Miltra [6], but tbe evaluation metbod used in this paper 
was conventional and quite laborious. 

The line inlegration metbod will be demonstraled in 
Ibis paper by applying it to a circular window (Scctîon 3.1) 
and a window, wbose boundary cao be described by a 
piecewise linear function (Section 3.2). Furtber, we will 
apply the results of Section 3.2 to analyse tbe Fourier 
transform of windows with serrated boundaries (Section 
3.3). The numerical evaluation of tbe F ourier transform of 
such a serrated window function will be demonstraled also 
(Section 3.4). 

2 Derivation of tbe new rnethod 

Tbe geornetry of a uniform distributed window witb an 
arbitrary sbaped boundary is shown in Fig. 1. Tbe Fourier 
transfarm A(u, v) of the window function w(x, y) is given 
by eqn. I, wbere a(x, y) = w(x, y). lf the two-dimensional 
infinite inlegration area is limited to tbe surface S of tbe 
window, tben eqn. I may he expressed as 

(4) 

where S is tbe surface in tbe x-y plarie where w(x, y) = I 

••d "'• "' """' <••ï:oo "'""'1'· 

Fig. 1 Geometry ~>!a uniformly disrrihut~d wind(»!.' wirh an tlrbilrorJ' 
shapedlxxlnJory 

lt is convenient to write the inlegrand of eqn. 4 as 
follows: 

~""+ •>l i!, J(x, y) (5) 

Let S he an open surface, bounded by a clnsed non
intersecting contour C, then the Stokes's tbeorem for a 
scalar function can be applied to the function f(x, y), 
namely 

l<• x VJ(x, y)) ds fnx, y)t de (6) 

where lf is tbe unit normal on tbe surface S, t is tbe unit 
tangent along the contour C, and the normal lf and tbe 
tangent t form a rigbt-banded system. 

For lf =u, and Vf(x, y) Uuu, + jvu,) · f(x, y), eqn. 6 
reduces to 

Lf(x, y) · ( -jvu. + juu,) ds = fnx. y)t de (7) 

The vector in tbe inlegrand of tbe surface inlegral in eqn. 7 
is independent of x and y. Therefore, if we mulliply both 
integrals in eqn. 7 with a constant vector q, !hen tbe 
surface inlegral of eqn. 4 can be written as 

A( u, v) = (q,l p) fnx. yXq, t) de (8) 

where p = -jvu. +jUli, and q,= arbitrary constant 
nonzero vector sucb thal (q, p) ~ 0. ! 

Note tbat this solution for A(u, v) is only valid for p "t. 0. 
However, for p 0 the solution of A(u, v) is simple 

A(u, v) = area window = S,....,. (9) 

So, the two-dimensional Fourier transfarm of a window 
function is now reduced to a line inlegral along tbe bound
ary contour C oftbe window. To become familiar witb this 
new representation, some examples of the evaluation of 
A(u, v) by using eqn. 8, will be given in tbe next Section. 
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3 Examples 

3.1 Circular window 
Let us apply eqn. 8 to the circular window with radius r, as 
depicted in Fig. 2. The Fourier transform of such a circular 

y 

!. 

Fig. Z Clrcui<D" wlndow 

window function may he considered as the far field of a 
uniformly illuminated circular antenne aperture. It is now 
convenient to choose the multiplication vector q in eqn. 8 
asfollows 

fl = p == - jvux + }uu, (10) 

The tangent t along the boundary C can be written as 

t = -sin ct • "x + cos ct • u, 

When using these representations of q and t, and the sub
stitutions x = r · cos a and y = r · sin a, eqn. 8 can be 
written as 

A(u, v) ---=4!--- r2·eJU······ ... (•-•) cos {4>- a)· drt. 
k·sm6j0 

{11) 

After applying the integral representation for the Besset 
function of the first kind and first order, eqn. 11 beoomes 

.4( ) 2 2J 1(kr · sin 6) (l2) 
u,v =nr · kr·sin6 

This Fourier transfarm of the circular window function, 
which is a standard problem in many textbooks · on 
antennas and opties, is evaluated relatively quickly by 
using a proper parameter representation of the inlegration 
path. 

Of course, for this simpte canonical problem there is no 
reason to use eqn. 8 inslead of eqn. 4 as a starting point to 
evaluate the two-dimensional F ourier transform. However, 
there are situations where it is advantageous to apply eqn. 
8 inslead of eqn. 4: 

(a) If the window functioil bas a complex boundary, e.g. 
a piecewise continuous or pieoewise linear multi-valued 
boundary, then the Fourier transfarm may be evaluated 
more easily in closed form by using the line integral rep
resentation. This will be shown in the next example by 
closed·form evaluation of the Fourier transfarm of a pol· 
ygonal window function. 

(b) If the shape of the window cannot be given in a 
closed analytical form, then the F ourier inlegral bas to be 
evaluated by using numerical methods. As far as pro
cessing time is concemed, it is advantageous to calculate 
the line integral inslead of the two-dimensional integral. 
An example of the numerical evaluation of eqn. 8 is given 
in Section 3.4. 

3.2 Foorier transfarm of window functions with a 
piecewiselînear boundary contour 

Lee and Miltra determined the far-field spectrum of a 
uniform illuminated N-sided polygon [6]. The salution 
was obtained by using the conventional surface inlegration 
metbod and a proper decomposition of the surface in ques
tion. Here, the contour inlegration metbod will be applied 
to the N-sided po!ygona! shaped window function as 
depicted in Fig. 3. The corners of the contour are num
bered in a clockwise direction by !, 2, ... , N. The nth side 

/ 
N / 

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

y 

/ 

---2 

fig. 3 Geomelry of <1 wlndow wlth <In <D"birrary sl!<lped N~•lded 
piecewise linear conrinuous boulldaTy cmJfour 

L. of the contour is between the corners n and n + I. The 
nth corner is described by the co-ordinates x. and y •• For 
the nth side L. of the contour, the following parameter 
representation is used : 

x = x. + I · cos IX.; y = Y. + I · sin rr.. 

where 

0 <I< l.,.r {(x • .,- x.)2 + (y•+• _ y.)l)l12 

(13) 

and a. is the angle between the x·axis and the side L. {Fig. 
3). The vector line inlegration element t de can be written 
as 

t de= (cos rr.. · u.+ sin a., · u,) dl (14) 

using eqns. !3 and 14 and q =u., eqn. 4Jeads to 

A(u, v) = i ~ r•-·ei!""•+••·' 
a=l JV Jo 

ef'l•· coo .. +v·tln .. l • COS rr.. dl (15) 

Performing the inlegration and some straightforward alge
braic manipulations, eqn. IS reduces to 

(16) 

where 

t.=tanrr.. (y•+• y.)/(x.+ 1 -x.) 
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This closed-form solution of the Fourier transform of a 
polygonal window function ma y be verified readily for 
simple windows such as a rectangle or hexagon. 

As mentioned before, this expression (eqn. 16) was also 
derived by Lee and Mittra [6]. In their paper some appli
cations were suggested. Some new applications of eqn. 16 
will be given in sections 3.3 and 3.4. 

3.3 C/osed-form far-field evaluation of a reetangu/ar 
aperture with serrated edges 

Fig. 4 shows the configuration of a rectangular serrated 
window. The half-period p and the height h of the serra
tions are equal for all four sides of the aperture. Suppose 

y 

Fig. 4 Goometry of a r«!atrgtdar aperr,;,e wlrh serrored edges 

that 2M + I and 2N + 1 serrations are situated at, respec
tivety, the sides y = ±band x= ±a, then a and b must 
satisfy the following criterions: a = p · (2M + 1); 
b = p · (2N + 1). The Fourier transfarm of this uniformly 
distributed window can be evaluated by using eqn. 16. The 
contribution A.,( u, v) of one pair of serrations at the edges 
y = ±b, can easily be found by applyingeqn. 16 to the line 
pieces L I ... L4 (see Fig. 4) 

[eJt.s.+utb+IJU eitlr(x.+pl+ltb! 

+ ei'"'·-<>~•••n _ eJiulx.-pl-obl] 

A~~~=------~~~~u----,~~--~----~ 

[eJ1w(x.-pl+obl eJivx.+ojb+MI 

+ eJf.,.x,.+p)-t:obl _ eJi"'-'•-v(b+hU] 
+ ----'-..;:_-~...,u-+_t_v:-) ----'---_... 

where t hfp. 
This can be simplified as 

A~u, v) = 

4ei"'• · [u • sin (vb) · sin (up) + 
tv· {cos (vb + vh)- cos (vb) ·cos (up)}] 

v(u2 - t> . v>) 

A similar expression can be given for the contribution of 
one pair of serrations at the edges x = ±a. Adding up all 
the contributions gives the actual Fourier transfarm of the 
serrated window 

[

[u · sin (vb) · sin (up) + 
tv· {cos (vb + vh)- cos (vb) ·cos (up)}] 

A(u, v) = v(u> - cl . v>) 

x i 4eJ2•pm] 
IIM= -Af 

[

[-u· sin (ua) ·sin (vp)-
· v · {cos (ua + uh) -cos (ua) ·cos (vp)}/t] 

+ !!(ui - v2 /t>) 

X •=~N 4eJl•po] (17) 

In eqn. 17 we recognise two terms, whîch appear also in 
formulas coneerning planar array antenna problems. 
Application of 

f el"• =sin {(2N + 1)x/2} 
, • - N sin (x/2) 

reduces eqn. 17 to 

4 · sin (ua)[u · sin (vb) · sin (up) 

+ tv • {cos (vb + vh)- ccis (vb) • cos (up)}] 
A(~ v) = ----'-----"si-n'"'"(u..:o.p,..-) --{:-v(-u+2---t""'2-·.:..v1"")}:----"-'-'= 

4 · sin (vb)[ -u · sin (ua) · sin (vp) 

- v{cos (ua + uh) -cos (ua) · cos (vp)!t}] 
+------~~~~~~~~7-~~~~ 

sin (vp) • {v(u1 - v1ft1)} 

(18) 

After some algebraic manipulations, eqn. 18 may be 
written as 

A(u v) - A,""(u, v) 
, - u4 + v4- u> . .,a . (12 + 1/rl) 

where 

. [ul. 111. ( 12-M + u1 
• 112 • (;- ~) 

. {cos (vb + vh)- cos (vb) · cos (up)} 
sin (vb · sin (up) 

+ ul . vl . (~ - ~) 
U IV 

. {cos (ua +uh) cos (ua) 'cos (vp)}] 091 
sin (ua) • sin (vp) 

A, .. ,(u, v) = 4 · sin (ua) · sin (vb)fuv 

= the far-field contribution 
of the rectangle alone 

For v = 0, the Fourier transform is given by 

A(u, 0) = A,.,.(u, 0) 

. {h( 1 - cos (up)) cos (ua + uh) - cos (ua)} (20) 
bup · sin (up) uh · sin (ua) · 

lf both u = v = 0, then the Fourier transfarm A(O, 0) is 
equal to the surface of the window: A(O, 0) = 4ab · [1 + 
{hf2(a + b)}]. · 

Eqns. 19 and 20, which describe the far field of the ser
rated rectangular aperture, cannot be interpreled easily. 
Therefore eqn. 20 bas been ca1culated for various param
eters h and p. Fig. 5 shows some typicid far-field pattems 
of a rectangular aperture (a= b = 12.5Ä) with different 
shaped serrations (p = 2.5.it, h 0..\, 2.5,1. and 5..\). The far
field distributions are calculated by using eqn. 20 and 
1/> = o• (then u k · sin 6; see eqn. 1). The insets in these 
plots show the contour of the corresponding aperture. lf 
we campare the far-field distributions of the serrated aper
tures with tbe far field due to a reelangtdar aperture alone 
(Fig. 5a), then we abserve that the impact of the serrations 
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on the far-field pattems is considerable. The far-out side
lobes are influenced significantly, even (or a smalt height of 
the serrations (h = 2.5À.; Fig. 5b~ 
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3.4 Numerical far-field evaluation of a circular aperture 
with ~U~rrated edges 

Some examples will now be given of the far-field evaJu
ation of uniform illuminated circular apertures with ser
rated edges. F or such complex shaped apertures it is more 
convenient to evaluate eqn. 16 numerically, rather thari 
trying to find a closed-form salution as was carried out in 
the previous example. 

In Figs. 6a-6d, some results of the calculated far-field 
patterns due to different unifQrmly i!luminated apertures 
are shown. The insets in these Figures show the contours 
of these apertures. The different far-field distributions in 
Figs. 6a-6d are given for tb= 90° and 0 < 8 < 90° (or 
u = 0 and 0 < v < k). 

Figs. 6a and 6b show the far-field distributions of two 
commonly used apertures, i.e. a rectangular and a circular 
aperture. For these apertures, the far-field results oom· 
puted by using eqn. 16 indeed give the well-known far-field 
distributions. Fig. 6c shows the computed far-field due to 
an aperture which is described by a regular polygon of 12 
sides inscribed in a circle with a radius of 12.5.t Compari
son of this result with the far field of the circular aperture 
(Fig. 6b) shows that the far-out sidelobes are affected sig· 
nificantly. Application of a serrated boundary (Fig. 6d) 
results in a teduction of the sidelobe level near the main 
beam. 

The computation time for the evaluation of the different 
far-field distribulions varles from a few seconds (Fig. 6a) to 
aboul one minute (Fig. 6b) for 270 far-field points (PDP 
11/23). These computation times do nol demonsirale lhe 
efficiency of this numerical algorithm. However, a com
parison of this numerical metbod with alternative compu
tational approaches readily shows its effectiveness. 

The numerical algorithm used in this paper is a summa
tion over N terms (eqn. 16). Thus, the order of magnitude 
of the number of operations required to calculate K x K 
points in the Foutier domain is K 2N. The two
dimensional Fourier transform, mayalso be evaluated by 
using a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or a standard 
fast Fourier transform {FFT). Then K x K samples in the 
aperture domain are transformed into K x K samples in 
the Fourier domain. The order of magnitude for the 
number of operations is K 4 and K 2 log2 K for, respec
tively, DFT and FFT. From these estimates of required 
computation times, we observe that the algorithm pre
senred in this paper wiJl be Caster than DFT if N < K 2, 

which is easily fuiftlied in practice. Compared to FFT, the 
metbod will be slower if N > log2 K, which is often true. 
Ho wever, it must be noted that application of this numeri
cal line inlegration algorithm is much more ftexible than 
FFT, because both the riumber of Fourier samples, as welt 
as the sampling grid, may be chosen arbitrarily. Remem
ber, if FFT is applied, an unnecessarily large number of 
output samples are always provided, with a prescribed 
sampling grid in the Fourier domain and with the 
restrietion that K must be a power of two. So, if a F ourier 
transfarm bas to be calculated as a function of only one 
co-ordinale (e.g. see results of Fig. 6), then the application 
of eqn. 16 inslead of a 2-dimensional FFT is always raster. 
It is also worth mentioning thal the numerical contour 
inlegration metbod only requires a small amount of com
puter data memory because only the corner co-ordinates 
of lhe contour function have to be stoted. 

From these simulations we may conclude that far-field 
computations using eqn. 16 are fast and offer reliable 
results. The results themselves show that application of 
regular polygonal or regnlar serrated apertures may have a 
large impact on the sidelobe levels of the far-field pattem. 
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4 Conclusions 

A new metbod to compute the two-dimensional Fourier 
transfarm of a window function bas been derived and dis
cussed. It bas been shown, tbat sucb a two-dimensional 
F ourier transfarm can be simprifled to a one-dimensional 
line integral. 

It bas been demonstraled tbat tbe computation metbod 
may be advantageous for botb closed-fonn and fast 
numerical computation of tbe two-dimensional Fourier 
transfarms of window functions with complex sbaped 
boundary contours. 

Tbe metbod may be applied in electromagnetics, for 
instanee for antenna far-field pattern c;alculations of 
uniform distributed apertures. Tbe applications discussed 
in Section 3 show that tbe use of serrated apenure bound-
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aries may offer new possibilities to modify the sidelobe 
levels of an antenna far-field pattern. 
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2.4. Control of far-field radiation patterne of microwave 
reflector antennas by using serrated edges. 

(reprinted from IEE Proceedings, vol. 134, Pt. H, no. 3, 1987) 

Jndexing terms: Ani."_ (reft<e~ors~ Anten,.,. (theory) 

Abstract: Tbe far-field bebaviour of rectangular 
and circular antenna apertures witb serrated edges 
is investigated. It is sbown tbat tbe application of 
serrated edges in microwave antenna systems 
offers new possibilities of centrolling the far-field 
performance of antennas. 

Introduetion 

Antenna systems witb serrated rellectors are applied suc
cessfully in compact antenna-test ranges. lt bas been 
sbown experimentally [1, 2] as well as theoretically (3], 
that the application of serrations minimises distarting dil
fraction effects in the Fresnel region (equivalent to the 
test zone) of a compact antenna test range. However, it 
does not appear tbat serrated rellectors have been nsed 
to modify tbe far field of a rellector antenna system. 

Some classica! metbods of dealing with the edge dit
fraction problem are [ 4, 5] : 

(a) use of microwave absorber at the rellector edges 
(rim loading) 

(b) use of smal! flanges around tbe aperture edges 
(tunnel antennas). 

Botb metbods provide an additional iUumination taper 
at the edge of the reflectors. Consequently, the sidelobe 
levels will be reduced and the 3 dB beamwidth will be 
widened slightly (5]. 

In this paper, a new metbod to influence the edge dif
fraction effects by application of serrated edges is 
described. Two commonly used antenna apertures, i.e. a 
circular and a reetangolar aperture, wiJl be analysed to 
demonstrate the impact of the serrations. Further, some 
suggestions on the application of serrations with the 
latest reflector antenna fabrication techniques will be 
given. 

2 !=ar-field enelysis of reflector antennes with 
serrated edges 

2.1 Anafysis methad 
The physical opties metbod is very useful in the analysis 
of large reflector antennas, particularly under focused or 
nearly focused conditions. In this paper we will apply the 
so called 'aperture formulation' of tbe pbysical opties 
technique to calculate the far-field radiation pattern. 

Paper S319H (Eli), first ~ved 13tb Juno 1986 and in revised form 
Sth January 1987 
The author was fonnerly with the Eindho""" Uni_..jty oCTecbnology, 
Department of Electrica! Ensineerin& Electromagnetial Group. Eind
hoven. The Nether!ands. He is now with Fokker BV, A vlonies sys!Aims 
Departmen~ S067-ll, PO Box 7600, 1117 ZJ Schipol, The Nelherlands 

Tbus, tbe effect of a reflector antenna with a serrated 
edge can be modelled by means of an equivalent aperture 
with a serrated boundary. So, in the subsequent text of 
this paper, the expression 'serrated aperture' is equivalent 
to 'serrated reflector'. 

To calculate the far-field pattem A(u, v) of an aperture 
with a uniform field distribution, the following 2-
dirnensional Fourier transferm must be evaluated: 

A(u, v) = f:f: a(x, y)el<""+"''dx dy (1) 

wbere x and y are the Cartesian components of the aper
ture plane, u and v are defined by u = k sin 9 cos 1/J and 
v k sin 9 sin 1/J and where k = 2n/ A and tbe angles 9 
and 1/J describe the observation direction in terms of a 
spherical co-ordinale system. The funetion a(x, y) 
describes the field distribution in the aperture plane of 
the antenna system. 

Tbe effect of a serrated rellector on the far-field pattern 
can be demonstraled by considering two canonical aper
ture geometries with a uniform field distribution: a rec
tangular and a circular aperature. It is most effective to 
analyse these apertures because the (nonserrated) rect
angular and circular aperatures are widely used and their 
far-field behaviour is well known. 

2 2 Rectsngufsr spertures with se"ated edges 
Fig. 1 shows the conliguration of a rectangular serrated 
aperture. The half period p and the heigh t h of the serra
tions are equal for all four sides of the aperture. Suppose 

y 

Fig. 1 Gemrrelry of l"IICimi!Jidar -ture wilh serrated edges 

that 2M + 1 and 2N + I serrations are situated at the 
sides y = ±band x= ±a, respectively. For this case, the 
far-field A(u, v) (eqn. 1) can be evaluated easily in closed 

lEE PROCEEDINGS, Yol. J34,1't.H,No.3,JUNE 1987 
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form using the 'line-integral representation' of a 2-
dimensiooal Fourier transform [6]. The result is 

A( ) A_.(u, v) 
u, 

11 
= u4 + 114 - u2v2(t2 + l/t2) 

x [uV(t•-f,) 

2 2(tu 11 xcos (vb + vh) -cos (vb) cos (up)} +uv---
11 ut sin (vb) sin (up) 

+ u•v2(!!: _~){cos (114 +_uh)- ~s (ua) cos (vp)}] 
u tv sm (ua) sm (vp) 

where t = h{p and 

A,.,.(u, 11) = 4 sin (ua) sin (11b)/u11 

= the far-field contobution of the rectangle 
alone 

For v = 0. the Fourier transform is given by 

A(u, 0) = A-(u. 0) 

x {h(l - cos (up)) _ cos (ua + uh) - cos (ua)} (
3
) 

bup sin (up) uh sin (ua) 

lf both u = v = 0, the F ourier transform A(O, 0) is 
equal to the surface of the aperture: .rt(O, 0) = 4ab 
[I + {h{2(a + b)}]. 

Eqns. 2 and 3, which describe the far-field of the ser
raled rectangular aperture, cannot be interpreled easily. 
Therefore, these equations are calculaled for various 
parameters h and p. Fig. 2 shows some typical far-field 
pattems of a rectangular aperture (a = b = 12.5.\) with 
different shaped serrations (p = 2.5A, h = OA, 2.5.\ and 5.\). 
The 2-dimensional far-field distributions are calculated 
by using eqn. 3 and 4> = 0" (then u = k sin (), see eqn. 1). 
The insets in these plots show the contour of the corre
sponding aperture. À comparison of the far-field distribu
tions of the serrated apertures, with the far-field due to a 
regular aperture alone (Fig. 2a), shows that the serrations 
have a considerable impact on the far-field pattems. The 
far-out sidelobes are affected significantly, even for a 
smalt heigbt of the serrations (h = 2.5.\; Fig. 2b). When 
iarger serrations are applied, then, in addition, the level 
of the first sidelobe is reduced by a few decibels. Further, 
the 3 dB beamwidth is reduced slightly, because the aper
ture surface is increased due to the additional serrations. 

Also 3-dimensionl!l far-field distributions are calcu
laled using eqn. 2. The 3-dimensional distributions are 
given for 0 < u < k/3 and 0 < v < k/3. In addition, a 
lower bound of -40 dB for the relative power levels bas 
been applied, wbich provides a better insight into the 
overall behaviour of the different far-field distributions, 
especially in the sidelobe region. The 3-dimensional far
field distribution of Fig. 2a shows the well known radi
ation pattem due to a reetangolar aperture, where the 
far-field lobes are situaled mainly along the axis u 0 
and 11 = 0. However, for the serrated apertures, the far
field radialion is more concentraled along a reetangolar 
region around the boresight axis u = 11 = 0 (Figs. 2b and 
2c). 

lt must be noled that the serrations may give rise to 
'grating lobes', as a consequence of the periodic sirneture 
of the serrations along the boundary of the apert ure. The 
serraled edges may be considered as a 2-dimensional 
array of individual wedges with an element spacing of 2p 
(see Fig. 3a). So for 4> = 0°, grating lobes are expected at 

an observation angle 8 which fulfils the following relation 

2p sin 8 = n.l., 11 = I, 2, 3, . .. (4) 

Application ofthiseqn. 4 to the situation of Fig. 2c yields 

n =I; 8 = 11.5° 

11 .. 2; 8 = 23.6° 

11 = 3; 8 = 36.8° 

The grating lobes for odd values of n (() = liS and 
8 = 36.8•) are clearly visible in Fig. 2c, but the lobe for 
n = 2 does not appear. The latter may be explained by 
treating the serrations as two displaced and antiphased 
subarrays with element spacing p as depicted in Fig. 3b. 
When using this representation for the serrations one 
readily sees that now constructive interference lobes 
appear if the following relation is fulfilled: 

p sin () = (m !)). m = I, 2, 3, .. . (5) 

lndeed, the latter equation is equivalent to eqn. 4 for 
n =I, 3, 5, ... 

From these results we may conetude that serrated rec
tangular apertures may be applied successfully to modify 
the (far-out) sidelobe levels, without iaffecting the taper 
efficiency of the antenna aperture.' The presence of 
grating lobes can be predieled by applying eqn. 5. 

23 Circular aperatures with serrated edges 
Now, some examples will be given of the far-field evain
ation of uniform circular apertures with serrated edges. 
For such complex shaped apertures, it' is more convenient 
to evaluate the far-field pattem using the numerical line 
inlegration metbod [6], rather than trying to find a 
closed-form solution, as was done in Section 2.2 

In Fig. 4, various results of the calculated !ar-field pat
teros for different uniformly illumiJjated apertures are 
shown. The insets in these Figures show the contours of 
the corresponding apertures. The different far-field dis
tributions in Fig. 4 are given for </> = 90" and 
0° < 8 < 90" {or U = 0 and 0 < V < k). 

In Fig. 4a the well known far-field distribution of a 
circular aperture is given. Fig. 4b sho!NS the computed far 
field due to an aperture which is deScribed by a regular 
polygon of 12 sides, inscribed in a circle of radius 12.5.\. 
Comparison of this result with the far field of the circular 
aperture {Fig. 4a) shows a reduction of the far-out sidel
obe levels. 

The Figs. 4c - f show the far-field pattem of a circular 
aperture with serrated boundaries having different 
dimensions. From the result of Fig. 4c we observe that 
the impact on the far-field pattem is small, which is not 
surprising becausing because the heigbt of the serrations 
is only I L Note that for the circular aperture the height 
of the serrations is defined by the difference between the 
radii of tbe inscribed and enclosed circles of the serrated 
aperture in question. 

lf a more pronounced serrated aperture is applied 
(Figs. 4d-f), the sidelobe levels near the main beam are 
lowered significantly, down to - 26.5 dB (see Fig. 1f). 
However, a comparison with the far-field pattem of a cir
cular aperture shows tbat for these situations, the far-out 
sidelobe levels are raised. This is due to the fact that the 
elfective surface, and hence the absolute gain, of the 
antenna is nearly tbe same for the serrated and non
serrated case. Consequently, a lower power level near the 
main beam must be compensated by higher j,ower levels 
elsewhere. 
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Comparison of Figs. 4d and e shows that the far-field 
behaviour changes when the peak-to-peak size of the ser
rations is enlarged from S l to 7 l. Also a considerable 

~ . . .. 
0 

ó 

Fig. 3 llqruentaûon ofo serrate<l eflge 
a Rcpreamtation as aa &ná.)' «ith element spaàag2p 
b llepreacntation aa twc displace4 &Diiplwed nbarrays witb apacing p 

difference in the far-field pattem is visible in Figs. 4e and 
J, where the number of serrations is different, 12 and 11 
respectively. It must be noted that the far-field plots given 
in Figs. 4e andfmay not be sufliciently representative for 
a proper comparison of the far-field performance of the 
apertures in question, because the radi;ltion patterns are 
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not circularly symmetrie. So actually,' for an adequate 
comparison of both far-field patterns we should consider 
3-dimensional far-field distributions as we did in the pre
ceding Section. 

In genera!, the results of Fig. 4 show that the per
formance of the far-field pattem of a uniformly iliumi
naled antenna aperture largely depends upon the shape 
of the edge contour. Both the dimensiOI)S and the number 
of serrations are of importance. Hence, the far-field 
pattem wil! be sensitive for frequency variations. 

These results also show that 2-dimensional serrated 
apertures have a remarkable feature. qwing to the serra
tions a smooth transition near the bouhdary of the aper
ture is realised, although the aperture distribution itself is 
discontinuons at the boundary contour, i.e. a distribution 
uniform inside the aperture boundary~ and zero outside 
the aperture boundary. In fact, a unique 2-dimensional 
aperture distribution bas been realised, because a uni
formly illuminated aperture with serrations bas far-field 
properties which are similar to the farlfield properties of 
a tapered nonserrated aperture distribution, i.e. the 
ability to reduce sidelobe levels. 

3 Practical implementation of setratloos 

The results in the preceding Sections show that serrated 
edges have a similar effect on the far-field pattem as the 
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conventional rim loading or tunnel techniques [ 4, 5]. In 
this Section, the feasability of serrated reflector antennas 
wilt be discussed briefly as far as reflector structures and 
materials are concemed. 

For ground-based antenna systems, the reflectors are 
usoally constructed of rnetal. For small reflectors, the ser
rations may be manufactured by sawing wedges in the 
reflector rim. However, serrated edges also may be rea
lised by sticking wedges of microwave absorber on the 
edges of the reflector. Then a hybrid edge treatrnent 
metbod is realised, because the rim loading technique 
and the serrations are combined. The latter metbod also 
may be used to modify existing reflector antennas. Also 
fibreglass is often applied for smal! ground-bome 
antenna systems, together with metallic film, metallic 
paint or flame-spray techniques to obtain a reflector 
surface with high conductivity. For these methods, a .ser
rated conductive surface is easily obtained by lesving the 
outer serrated region of the reflector uncoated. 

Reflectors of large ground-based antenna systems 
usually consist of several surface panels. It is likely that 
there are no limitations in the application of serrated or 
polygonal edge contours for such large reflector systems. 

Serrated edges also may be applied in aircraft and 
spacecraft reflector antenna structures, where lightweight 
metals or alloys are used. Also various plastics are used 
nowadays in space-borne microwave antenna systems 
such as fibreglass reinforeed epoxy, Kevlar and polyester 
carbonfibre composites. The use of plastics for reflector 
antennas permits the fabrication with a variety of shapes 
that would be impractical with metal fabrication tech
niques. Soa serrated conducting surface may be realised 
using a proper combination of conducting and noncon
ducting coating materials. 

From these considel:ations we observe that application 
of serrated edges is not limited by reflector structures or 
materials. On the contrary, current composite matcrials 
offer tlexible rabrication methoos for reflector edge con
tours. 

Finally it must be noted that, in contrast with the con-

ventional edge treatrnent methods, no additional weight 
will be required to apply serrated edges. This is advanta
geous for space-borne applications. 

4 Conclusions 

The computed far-field patterns of reetangolar and circu
Iar aperatures with serrated edges show that the use of 
serrated boundaries may offer new possibilities to modify 
sidelobe levels of an antenna far-field pattern. Thus, ser
rated boundaries may be used to enhance the per
rormance of reflector antennas. 

Serrations are easy to imptement for a wide variety of 
reflector antenna applications. The additional cost of ser
rations should be reasonable and, in contrast with the 
rim loading or tunnel techniques, the application or ser
rations requires no additional weight. 
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CHAPTER 3. GENERALIZED DESCRIPTION OF AN ANTENNA MEASUREMENT BY 
USING THE PLANE WAVE SPECTRUM CONCEPT. 

3.1. Introduction. 

When measuring the radiation pattern of an antenna on a far-field 
range or a CATR. the field in the test zone should be a uniform 
plane wave. However, in practice it is impossible to create a 
perfect plane wave in the test-zone. Moreover, it should be noted 
that it is never possible to obtain a plane wave in space, in the 
strict mathematica! sense. Consequently, in the test zone only a 
field is obtained, which may be characterized locally as a plane 
wave (Figure 3.1). 

Still, in practica, the test-zone field will deviate from the 
idealized local plane wave characteristics. For instance, on a 
conventional far-field range, a phase deviation at the test
antenna aperture occurs, which depende upon the range distance. 
Also the test-zone field of a CATR is not a local plane wave, due 
to the tapered feed characteristics, scattering trom the reflector 
edges, direct radiation from the feed and reflections from the 
walls (Figure 3.2). 

a. b. 

t 
local 

plane wave 
-1---t----t-

region 

! 
Figure 3.1. Illustration of an exact plane wave (a) and a local 

plane wave (b). The lines normalto the propagation 
direction repreeent equiphase planes. 
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DIRECT RADlATION WALL 
FROM FEED REFLECTIOo/ ,-------, / 

I I 

I 
I L __ TES.!_ZONE __ _j 

Figure 3.2. Top view of a two-reflector CATR with some typical 
sourees of errors. 

However, it may be expected that it is possible to calibrate an 
antenna maasurement performed on a far-field range or a CATR. In 

this context, calibration means removal of maasurement errors due 
to the imperfect test-zone field. To perform such a calibration, 
two conditions must be fulfilled. First. the test-zone field 
characteristics must be known, either by computation or 
measurement. Secondly, an adequate analytica! model of the antenna 
maasurement problem must be available. This problem is similar to 
the 'probe corrections', which are applied in the NF-FF 
maasurement techniques. Then. the measured and transformed naar
field data can be corrected for the non-ideal probe 
characteristics, because adequate analytical models of the near

field scanning problem are available (1,2,3]. 
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Both the test-zone field of a CATR and the far-field of a test 
antenna can be expanded in terros of speetral components, e.g. 
planar, cylindrical or spherical modes. Then. the antenna 
maasurement problem may be considered as some kind of convolution 
of the antenna spectrum and the maasurement spectrum. In our case 
it is obvious to choose an expansion of the test-zone field and 
test-antenna radiation pattern in terms of plane-wave speetral 
components. For. in practice a test-zone field locally 
behavee nearly like a plane wave. 

Now, we will review the existing theories on the interaction of an 
antenna and a non-planar wave. and in addition we will point out 
why these models cannot be used for our purpose. 

Burshtein [4] derived an equation for the power received by an 
antenna with incidence of a non-planar wave. This simple model is 
not suitable for practical purposes. The same arguments apply to 
the study of Kinoer et al [5], where errors encountered during 
antenna measurements in the non-planar field generated by a lens
type CATR were investigated. Their results cannot be applied to 
derive a convenient calibration model for antenna tests on a CATR. 
Bakhrakh et al [61 described the interaction of a linear one
dimensional antenna and a non-planar wave. Apart from the one
dimensional limitations, the basic assumptions on which the theory 
is based, are over-simplified and not rigorous. However. it turns 
out that these results, heuristicallY extended to the two
dimensional situation. are applicable if certain conditions are 
fulfi lled. lt wi 11 be shown in this chapter that for certain 
conditions Bakhrakh's result can be used. A more rigorous analysis 
of the errors in antenna measurements is given by Brown [7], Juli 
[8) and Yaghjian [9]. In these papers the plane wave speetral 
approach is used to describe the interaction of two antennas 
arbitrary oriented and separated in free space. However. the 
models of Brown [7] and Juli [81 are limited again to one
dimensional antenna motions. The analysis of Yaghjian (91, based 
on the PWSM description of antennas (Kerns [2]). is more 
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versatile. Still, the results provided by Yaghjian are not 
convenient to apply directly to the CATR maasurement problem. 
Kalberlah (lOl presented a calibration method for antenna 
measurements in an anechoic room. The mathematica! algorithm used 
in this method is based on the expansion of the test-antenna 
radiation pattarn and the test-zone field in terms of Cylindrical 
speetral components. This method may be suitable to describe the 
calibration of antenna patterns with narrow elevation patterns and 
broad azimuth patterns. Bennett [lll demonstrated a similar method 
to remove environmental effects from antenna radiation patterns. 
The latter one-dimensional calibration method is based on a 
heuristic analytica! description of the antenna test problem. 

From this review it is clear that no practicallY applicable or 
reliable analytica! roodels are available which can be used to 
derive a calibration model for measurements on a CATR. Therefore, 
in this chapter an analytica! model of the interaction'of a non
planar wave with an antenna will be derived. In the next sections 
the antenna maasurement problem will be analyzed in detail. by 
using the 'plane wave spectrum' concept. The results will be 

applied in the next chapters to describe a new method for 
evaluation of test-zone fields (chapter 4) and to investigate the 
calibration possibilities of antenna measurements (chapter 5). 
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3.2. Plane-wave spectrum of a field for different coordinate 
systems. 

3.2.1. Rectangular coordinate system. 

The technique of reprasenting an arbitrary wave of one frequeney 
by an angular spectrum of plane waves is well established [1,2,31. 
The plane wave spectrum (PWS), or shortly 'spectrum', of a wave 
may expressed in different coordinate systems. The Cartesian and 
spherical coordinate systems are often used. However, it is often 
more convenient to use coordinate systems which are suitable for 
positioners used in an actual maasurement system. Therefore, in 
this chapter a description of the plane-wave expansion of a field 
forsome practical coordinate systems will be given. 

First, some features of the plane-wave spectrum will be reviewed 
in terros of reetangular eoordinates. In the following 
considerations, we assume a Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) 
fixed to an antenna. In a linear, homogeneous and isotropie medium 
with real permittivity e, real permeability u and conductivity 
a a 0, an elementary solution of the Helmholtz equation can be 
written as (note: time dependenee exp(jwt) and an outwards 
propagating wave) : 

where 

-jk.r 
g(~) • A(k) .e - -

~ • X~X + Y~y + Z~z 

k2 k2 + k2 + k2 x y z 

r2 _ x2 + y2 + z2 

is the complex vector wavenumber 

is the position vector 

k - w/c 2~/À is the sealar wavenumber 

!(k) ~ Ax~x + Ay~ + Az~z 
is the complex vector amplitude of the wave 

~x·~·~z are the unit veetors of the rectangular 
coordinate system 

(3.1) 
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It should be noted that at a fixed frequency. only two components 
of K can be specified independently since K is determiqed by the 
frequency and the properties of the medium. Hence 

k -z 
elsewhere 

The real kz's correspond to propagating waves. while imaginary kz 
correspond to evanescent waves. From div ~ • 0 (charge free 
medium), the following plane wave condition can be derived 

K-A<K> • o (3.2) 

Due to this condition. the Cartesian components of the amplitude 
vector A<K> are dependent. Actually, the argument of the amplitude 
vector should contain only the variables kx and ky: A<kx.ky>. 
Still, the amplitude will be written somatimes as A<K> if that is 
more convenient. 

Suppose, that in the plane z = 0 the components of the electric 
field are prescribed. Then: 

(3.3) 

Since the field equations are linear. and since the medium is 
assumed to be linear, the field ~ and H for z l 0 can be written 
as an integration of eqn. 3.1 over all values of kx and ky 

CD CD 

-I I <Ax<kx.ky>. (Y,c 
(3.4) 

-CD -CD 

K x ~Cr.> 
H<r:> - kZ 
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!!<.r:> -

(3.4) 

Por z - 0 the x- and y-polarized aperture field components of eqn. 

3.3 are two-dimensional Fourier transfor.mS of the corresponding 

spectra Ax and Ay: 
CD CD 

-I I 
CD CD 

-I I 
-CD -CD 

or inverted (3.5) 

CD CD 

A (k k) 1 I IE ( ) j(kxX + kyY)dxdy x x· Y = 4v2 ax x,y .e 
-CD -CD 

CD CD 

Ay<kx.ky) c 4:2 I I Eay(x,y) .ej(kxx + kyY)dxdy 
-CD -CD 

The far field t<L> corresponding to the aperture distribution of 
eqn 3.3 can be expreseed in terms of the plane-wave spectrum 

A<kx,ky>· by application of the stationary-phase evaluation method 

to the double integrale of eqn. 3.4. From now on kx and ky refer 
to the stationary points in the &-space. The resulting expressions 

are: 
2vj -jkr 

t{L) • kr .e .[Ax<kx.ky).{kkzYx- kkxYz} 

+ Ay<kx,ky) .{kkzYy- kkyYz}1 

2~ ~kr 2 2 
= krZ.e .IAx<kx,ky) .{-kxkyYx + (k -kY>Yy- kykzYz} (3.6) 

+ Ay<kx,ky).{-(k2-k~)gx + kxkYYy + kxkzYz}l 
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kx • xk/r, ky • Yk/r and kz • zk/r t(3.6) 
with 

It is now convenient to write the far-field functions as follows 

and 

Then. the far-field vector pattern functions [ and ~ can be 
written as 

(3. 7) 

(3.8) 

The equations given above, were all presented in terros of 
rectangular vector components. In the following sections, the 
plane-wave spectrum A(kx,ky) and the far-field pattern functions [ 
and ~. will be expreseed in a more practical forro by using an 
appropriate coordinate transforroation. 

3.2.2. Spherical coordinate system. 

The spherical coordinate system is often used to describe problems 
concerning antenna theory or antenna measurements. Figure 3.3.a 

shows the unit veetors Ye•Y0 and gr of the spherical coordinate 
system, which may be considered as the rotated unit veetors Yx·Yy 
and Yz of the rectangular coordinate system. Such a rotation can 
be described by a rotation matrix Rsp· Any vector in space may be 
expreseed in terros of its rectangular or spherical components. For 
instance, the rectangular and spherical vector components of the 
plane-wave spectrum are related by 



Figure 3.3. 
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y 

x 

azimuth 
pos i tioner 

b. 

a. Definition of the unit veetors Ye•Y0•gr for a spherical 
coordinate system. 

b. Application of the spherical coordinate system with a roll
over-azimuth positioner. 
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'
~x I cos9.cos0 -sin0 sine.cos0 
-~ • cose.sin0 cos0 sine.sin0 
Az -sine o cose 

or conversely 

cos9.cos0 cose.sin0 -sine 
-sin0 cos0 0 

sine.cos0 sine.sîn0 cose 

where 

(3.9) 

* A and A9 P repreaent the columns of the vector components 
of the vector A with respect to the rectangular and 
spherical coordinate system respectively. 

* Rsp is the matrix which describes the orthogonal 
transformation; R;~ is the inverse of Rsp. 

By using eqn. 3.9. the wavenumber vector k - kyr can be decomposed 
as follows 

k • k.sine.cos0.yx + k.sine.sin0.Yy + k.cose.yz 

k - kxYx + kyYy + kzYz 
(3. 10) 

Using the condition of eqn. 3.2 with k- kYr· it is reaqily seen 
that Ar • 0. Consequently, the relations between the plane wave 
speetral components Ax.Ay and Ae.A0 can be written simply as 

1~1 -I cose.cos0 -sin0 I ·I ::1 cose.sin0 cos0 
or conversely (3.11) 

l~t - 1 . I cos0 sin0 I · 1~1 co se -cose.sin0 cose.cos0 

Applîcation of the eqns. 3.10 and 3.11 simplifies the far-field 
pattern functions r and ~ into 

rce.0> ... 2Tjk.cose. [ AeYe + A0Y01 
~(e,0> • 2Tjk.cose. [-A~+ A&Y01 

(3.12) 

The spherical coordinate system can be used to describe test
antenna movements where a roll-over-azimuth positioner is 
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involved, as indicated in Figure 3.3.b. The 0-axis (roll or 
polarization axis) coincides with the electrical boresight 
direction Yz of the test antenna, while the e-axis (azimuth axis) 
is orthogonal to this 0-axis and the plane wave direction -Yr· 

A disadvantage of the application of the positioning system as 
depicted in Figure 3.3.b is, that the polarization direction of 
the incident plane wave must be aligned continuously with the main 
polarization of the test antenna. This can be accomplished by 
using a polarization positioner for the tranemit antenna of the 
antenna test range. This polarization-axis alignement problem can 
be avoided by application of an elevation-over-azimuth or azimuth
over-elevation positioner. 

3.2.3. Azimuth-over-elevation coordinate system. 

Any vector can be decomposed along the unit veetors ~-~ and Yr 
as depicted in Figure 3.4.a. For convenience, the coordinate 
system defined by these unit veetors will be called an 'azimuth
over-elevation' coordinate system. The reaeon for this name is 
apparent from the Figures 3.4.a and 3.4.b. From Figure 3.4.a it is 
clear that the rotated Cartesian coordinate system g~,~·Yr can be 
considered as, reeuiting from the x,y,z system by two separate 
one-dimensional rotations: 

first a rotation around the y-axis over an angle ~ in the x-z 
plane 
then a second rotation around the firstly rotated x-axis over an 
angle ~ in the plane defined by the y-axis and the firstly 
rotated axis 

Because of the sequence of these two rotations - first over 
azimuth ~. then over elevation ~ - this coordinate system is 
called an azimuth-over-elevation coordinate system. Moreover, this 
name is justified even more, because this coordinate system can be 
used successfully to describe the rotations involved with an 
azimuth-over-elevation positioning system, as shown in Figure 
3.4.b. This type of positioner is frequently used in antenna 
measurement practice. It should be noted that the origin of the 
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y 

a. Definition of the unit veetors ~·~·Yr for an azim~th-over
elevation coordinate system. 

b. Application of the coordinate system defined in Figure 3.4.a 
with an azimuth-over-elevation positioner. 
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test antenna (• phase centre). does not coincide with the rotation 
centre of this positioning system which is a virtual point beneath 
the. azimuth positioner (see Figure 3.4.b). Note that for ~ = ~- 0 
the boresight axis of the test antenna and the direction of the 
incident plane wave coincide. The vector components of the plana
wave spectrum A can be represented in terms of the azimuth-over

elevation coordinate system: A • A~y~ + ~~ + ArYr· 
The azimuth-over-elevation speetral components A~·~·Ar and the 
Cartesian speetral components Ax,Ay.Az are related by 

A x cos~ -sin~ .sin~ sin~.cos~ ~ 
Ay 0 cos~ sin~ ~ or A .. Rae·Aae 

Az -sin~ -cos~.sin~ cos~.cos~ Ar 

or conversely (3.13) 

A~ 

~ 
Ar 

where 
w 

COSl; 0 -sin~ Ax 
-sinl;. sin~ cos~ -cos~.sin~ Ay or Aae • -1 Rae·A 
sin~.cos~ sin~ COSl;.COS~ Az 

A and Aae re present columns of the vector components of 
for a rectangular and azimuth-over-elevation coordinate 
system respectively. 

w Rae is the matrix which describes the transformation 
involved with the azimuth-over-elevation rotation; R;! 
is the inverse of Rae. 

The wavenumber vector ä can be expreseed in terms of the 
rectangular or azimuth-over-elevation unit vectors: 

where 
ä • kxYx + kyYy + kzYz 

kx- k.sinl;.cos~ 

' 

A 

ky - k.sin~ (3 .14) 
kz- k.cos~.cos~ 

or 

The radial component Ar is equal zero because of the plane wave 
con.dition k·A = 0. Therefore. the relations of eqn. 3.13 can be 



simplified into 

l~t -I 
or conversely 

cos~ 

0 
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-sin~ .sin'!] 
COS'!] 

l~l 1 . I COOS'I] 

coe~.coS'I] 

I · 1~1 
sin~. sin'!] 

cos~ 

(3.15) 

I · 1~1 
The far-field pattern functions r and Q (eqn. 3.8) are simplified 
significantly by using eqn. 3.14 and eqn. 3.15, 

.[(~,'IJ) .. 2'1rjk.cos~.cos'l].[ A~y~ + ~~1 
Q(~,'IJ) • 2'1rjk.cos~.coS'I].[-~Y.~ + ~~1 

3.2.4. Elevation-over-azimuth coordinate system. 

(3.16) 

The coordinate system shown in Figure 3.5.a is closely related to 
the system introduced in the previous section. The system shown in 
Figure 3.5.a, denoted as an 'elevation-over-azimuth' coordinate 
system, may be realized by means of two rotations in azimuth and 
in elevation. However, compared with the azimuth-over-elevation 
coordinate system, now the sequence of the rotations is reveraed. 
To distinguish the rotation angles from those in the previous 
section, now the symbols a and e will be used for the azimuth and 
elevation rotation angles respectively. Thus, now the rotated 
elevation-over-azimuth coordinate system can be obtained by (see 
F i gure 3 . 5 . a) 

first a rotation around the x-axis over an elevation angle e in 
the y-z plane 
then a second rotation around the rotated y-axis <Y.eïaxia) over 
an azimuth angle a in the plane defined by the x-axis and the 
firstly rotated z-axis 

These rotation can be realized in practice by means of an 
elevation-over-azimuth positioner, as shown in Figure 3.5.b. Now, 
the rectangular components of the plane-wave spectrum <Ax,Ay,Az) 
are related to the components Aa,AB,Ar in the elevation-over
azimuth coordinate system as follows 
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y 

b. 

a. Definition of the unit veetors ~·Ya·Yr for an elevation-over
azimuth coordinate system. 

b. Application of the coordinate system defined in Figure 3.5.a 
with an elevation-over-azimuth positioner. 
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Ax 

- I 

coea 0 ei na A a 
Ay -eina.einP cosP cosa.sinP Ap or A = ,Rea·Aea 
Az -eina.cosP -sinP coea.cosP ~ 

or conversely (3 .17) 

A a 
Ap 

~ 

where 

cos a -sina.einP -sina.cosP 

,~ 0 cosP -einP or Aea = -1 
Rea·A 

si na cosa.sinP cosa.cosP Az 

* A and Aea repreaent columns of the vector components of ! 
tor a rectangular and an elevation-over-azimuth coordinate 
system respectively. 

* R8 a is the matrix which describes the transformation 
involved with the elevation-over-azimuth rotation; R;! 

is the inverse of Rea· 

The wavenumber vector k can be expreseed as 

where 

or 

kx • k.sina 
ky • k.cosa.sinP 
kz • k.cosa.cosP 

" - ku Q. -r 

(3.18) 

Again, the radial component Ar is zero. Consequently, the eqns. 

3.17 reduce to 

1~1 -I cos a 0 

1~:1 -sina.sinP cosP 
(3.19) 

l::t cosa~ cosP · l cosP 0 I . 1~1 ; 

sina.sinP cos a 

The far-field pattern functions r and 2 (eqn. 3.8) then'can be 

written as 
[(a,P) • 2wjk.cosa.cosP.[ AaYa + ApYp1 
§(a,P) • 2'1rjk.cosa.cosP. [-ApYa + AaYp1 

( 3. 20) 
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3.2.5. Coroparison of the different coordinate sytems. 

The differences between the previously discuseed coordinate 
systems can be illustrated by means of the diagrams of Figure 
3.6.a,b and c. These diagrams reprasent the results of a mapping 
of the different angular domains into the speetral domain: 

Figure 3.6.a 
Figure 3.6.b 
Figure 3.6.e 

spherical 6,0 domain ~ speetral kx•Ky domain 
az-over-el ~-~ domain ~ speetral kx•Ky domain 
el-over-az a.B domain ~ speetral kx,ky domain 

In these diagrams only those angular values are considered which 
correspond to the visible region of the speetral domain i.e. 
k~ + k~ ~ k2 . This corresponds to angular directions as 
follows: 

Spherical domain: 
0 < e < T/2 ; 0 < 0 < 2T 

or 
-'11' /2 < e < T/2 ; -T/2 < 0 < T/2 

Az-over-el domain: 
-'11'/2 < "i < '11'/2 ; -'11'/2 < ~ < '11'/2 

El-over-az domain: 
-'11'/2 < a < '11'/2 ; -T/2 ( B < T/2 

From the eqns. 3.10, 3.14 and 3.18 the following relationships 
between the wavenumber eomponents kx,ky and the various angular 
parameters ean be derived: 

k2 + k2 - (k.sin6) 2 
x y 

kylkx - tan0 

k~ + (ky.sinli> 2 - (k.sinli> 2 

ky k.sin~ 

spherical eoordinate system 

az-over-el eoordinate system 

(kx.sin5) 2 + k~- (k.sinB> 2 I 
el-over-az eoordinate system 

kx • k.sina 

a 

b 

c 
(3.21) 

d 

e 

f 

These relations are convenient to study the mapping of the 
coordinate systems into the kx·Ky domain. For instanee. from eqn. 
3.21.c and d we observe that the lines "i • ±constant map into an 
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a. 

b. 

c. 

...,..kx 
--~--~--~---r~~--
-k k 

a - constant 

' li • constant 

-k k 

11 - constant 

-k 

Figure 3.6. Relation between angular domain and visible 1 region of 
speetral domain for 
a. spherical coordinate system 
b. azimuth-over-elevation coordinate system 
c. elevation-over-azimuth coordinate system 
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ellips in the kx,ky domain, and the line ~ • constant maps into a 
line ky - constant (see Figure 3.6.b). In a similar way, the lines 
e • constant and 0 • constant and the lines a - constant and 8 • 
constant can be related to lines in the kx,ky plane (see Figure 
3.6.a and c). 
The results from Figure 3.6 clearly show the differences of the 
'spectral-domain scans' due to the different positioning systems. 
From eqn. 3.21 it is readily seen that for small angular 
variations of ~. ~. a and 8 the mapping of the lines ~ .~ ,a and 8 
~ constant, are almost straight lines in the speetral domain. 
Thus, if an elevation-over-azimuth or azimuth-over-elevation 
positioner is used, an equidistant rectangular grid in the angular 
domain maps into a nearly rectangular grid in the speetral domain. 
This changes significantly, if a spherical coordinate system is 
used. Then, an equidistant rectangular grid in the 6,0 domain maps 
into a circular-polar grid in the speetral domain. From these 
results we may conclude that for small angular variations, the 
azimuth-over-elevation and elevation-over-azimuth positioners 
provide an efficient distribution of the 'scanning grid' in the 
speetral domain. 
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3.3. Derivation of the antenna maasurement problem bY using the 
plane wave speetral representation. 

3.3.1. Description of the configuration. 

In this section. a relation between the measured signa! at the 
terminals of an antenna and its incident field will be derived. 
This relation will be represented in termsof 'plane wave spectra' 
of both the test antenna and the incident field. in such a way 
that the relation may be interpreted and applied easily in 
practice. Figure 3.7 shows theset-upof an arbitrary oriented 
test antenna (ta). located inthetest zone of a maasurement 
system (ms). for instanee a CATR. Two coordinate systems are 
adopted to describe the orientation and location of the antenna. 
First. the origin 0 of the test-zone area is connected with the 

x 

Figure 3.7. Geometry of a test-antenna. arbitrary located in the 
test zone of a test range. 
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Cartesian x,y,z coordinate system. Further, the origin 0' of the 
ta is connected to the primed coordinate system x' ,y' ,z'. The 
aperture of the antenna coincides with the plane z' • 0. The 
origine 0 and 0' of both coordinate systems are connected by the 

vector ~0 : 

~o - xo~x + YoYy + zo~z 

The orientation of the ta may be achieved by different types of 
antenna positioners. From the analysis in the previous section it 
was clear that the analytica! description of the motion of an 
antenna on a specific positioner is defined by a rotation matrix. 
In this section we assume that the arbitrary orientation of the ta 
is realized by means of an azimuth-over-elevation positioning 
system, as described in section 3.2.3 (Figure 3.4). Suppose, that 
the ta is rotated in the azimuth and alevation direction over the 
angles ~r and ~r respectively, then the unit veetors of both 
coordinate systems are related by 

~x ~cos~r 0 sin~r 

I 
~· 

Yy -sin~r.sin~r CO~r -cos~r.sin~r Yy• 
~z -sin~r.co~r -sin~r -cos~r.cos~r ~· (3.23) 

or shortly 

U • R.U' 

The matrix R in eqn. 3.23, which describes a linear coordinate 
transformation (rotation), can be derived readily from eqn. 3.13 
with ~ • ~r and ~ • ~r and by performing an additional coordinate 
transformat ion: 

l 

-1 

- 0 
0 

0 0 

1 0 

0 -1 
I 
~~ 
~-~~ 

Note: It must be emphasized that the Cartesian x,y,z coordinate 
system in this section differs from the one used in Section 3.2.3. 
The physical relations between the coordinate systems in this 
section and in Section 3.2.3 are summarized below. 
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Yt; ·.!J..q ·Yr 
Yx •.l!y ·Yz 

~.7] 
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Beetion 3.3 

Yx• ·.!!y• • Yz• 
"ir· 71r 

An arbitrary vector y may be expressed in either the rotated or 
fixed coordinate system: 

or 

Y - <Y·Yx>Yx + <Y·.!!y>Yy + <Y·Yz>Yz 
VxYx + Vy.!!y + Vz.Yz ~ 

y-

+ Vz•.l!z• ~ V'-

(3.25) 

The following matrix relations can be derived when combining eqn. 
3.23 and eqn. 3.25: 

V • R . V' 
V' • R-1 • V 

(3.26) 

where R-1 is the inverse matrix of the matrix R given in eqn. 
3.23. 

3.3.2. Couplins of an antenna with a non-planar wave. 

Now. let us return to the geometry of Figure 3.7. When performing 
an anténna measurement. actually a voltage at the terminals of the 
test antenna is measured. If multiple scattering between the ta 
and the ms is negligible. then by means of the well-known Lorentz 
reciprocity theorem. the following expression for the m,easured 
voltage v con be derived [1.2.3.4] 

V • (3.27) 

where ~a and Ha reprasent the field due to the ms, ~b and Hb 
reprasent the field due to the ta, B is the infinite integration 
surface parallel to the x-y plane and n • -.Yz is the u~it surface-
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normal on S. 

The measured voltage is, of course, a tunetion of the position and 

angular orientation of the ta, ~O and ~r and ~r respectively. 
However. eqn. 3.27 does not depend upon the particular surface S. 

The integration surface as depicted in Figure 3.7 is most 

convenient. since we want to express the fields ~a· Ha' ~b and Hb 
in termsof their plane wave spectra by using eqn. 3.4, i.e. 

where 

~ • x Yx + Y Yy + z Yz 
~·- x'yx,+ Y'Yy,+ Z'Yz• 

~ • kx Yx + ky Yy + kzYz 

~·- kx•Yx•+ ky•Yy•+ kz•Yz• 
~.!(kx.ky) .. 0 

~· .l!(kx• .ky') = 0 

(3.28) 

Note that the veetors ~b.Hb and I! are defined with respect to the 
rotated coordinate system. Insertion of the plane wave speetral 

representations of eqn. 3.28 into eqn. 3.27 leads to the following 

expression for the Lorentz integral 

V-~ I I r r r r K(~;~') .e-j (~' .~·+~.~)dxdydkxdkydkx.dky• 
x Y ~x ~Y ~x'~y' 

with kernel (3.29) 

1 
K(~;~') - k fA(~) x{~' x I!(~')}- I!Ck') x {k x A<k>)J.n 
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The space variables x and y appear only in the exponential of the 

integral. Therefore, the integration with respect tothespace 
variables x and y can be performed. The integral in question can 
be written as follows 

I = I I -j (_k.r: + k' .r') 
e - - - dxdy 

x y 

The position vector r:' and the wavenumber vector k' can be 
expressed in the coordinate system of the measurement system 

r:' - r: - !:o 
k' ... (k' ·Yx>Yx + (k' ·Yyl.Yy + (k' ·Yzl.Yz 

(3.30) 

When using these expressions, the integral I may be rewritten as 
follows 

I I e -j (x. {kx+<k' ·Yx> }+y. {ky+<k' ·Yy)} l dxdy 

x y 

This integral I can be evaluated in terms of 6-functions, by 
applying 

Thus 

ID 

/ exp(-jpq)dq - 2w.6(p) 
-(1) 

Now, this result can be inserted in eqn. 3.29, after which the 
integration with respect to the variables kx and ky can be 
performed. In accordance with the sampling properties of the 6-

function, this integration is performed simply by subst1itution of 

kx - -(k' ·Yx> 
ky -(k' ·Yy) 

(;3.32) 
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The z-component of ~ is now fixed, because only two components of 
the wavenumber vector ~· can be specified independently. This z
component of ~· ean be found using eqn. 3.32 together with the 
expression of ~· given in eqn. 3.30: 

The squared magnitude of this wavenumber vector is given by 

1~'12. k 2 - (-kx)2+(-ky) 2+{(~' ·Yz)}2. Substitution of 

k 2 • k~ + k~ + k~ results in the following solutions 

<~' ·Y.z> - ± kz 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

The negative sign must be ehosen, to ensure the condition that the 
plane wave components of the ta travel in the negative z-direction 

(note: (~' ·Y.z> i 0). Consequently, the wavenumber veetors k' and ~ 
are the negatives of each other, which is readily seen when 

<k' ·Y.z> • -kz is inserted into eqn. 3.33: 

From the previous considerations it is clear that the integration 
in eqn. 3.29 with respect to the variables kx and ky can be 
performed by applying eqn. 3.32 into the integral of eqn. 3.29, 
which is equivalent with the substitution of 

~ - -~· (3.36) 

Now we can write the measured signa! v as follows 

V • 
4~Z2 Jm Jm -j{k' .(r'-r)} 

K(-~';k'> .e - - - dkx.dky• (3.37) 
-m -m 

where 

K(-k' :k') 

The kernel K<-k':k') of this integral can be rewritten using some 
standard vector identities and the orthogonality proparty of the 

spectra!<~> and ~(~') with the wavenumber veetors k and ~· 
respectively (see eqn. 3.28). The result is 
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2 
K<-:!s.' ;Js.' > "' k <A<-:!s.' > -là<:!s.' >} <k' .n> (3.38) 

The exponential in the integrand of eqn. 3.37 can be rewritten 
using eqn. 3.30: 

(3.39) 

Combining the eqns. 3.37. 3.38 and 3.39 leads to the following 
description of the measured voltage at the output terminals of an 
antenna: 

<k' -!!> 
k 

jk' .r0 A<-k') .j2(k') .e- - dkx,dky' (3.40) 

This integral represents a two-dimensional Fourier transform in 
the speetral kx·-ky' domain. For our purpose it would be 
convenient to perform the integration in the speetral domain which 
is connected with the ms: the kx-ky domain. This may be achieved 
by introducing a change of integration variables, using the 
previously discuseed relation between the wavenumber veetors in 
the Is. and Is.' space. namely k = -Is.'. When using this simple vector 
subatitution it must be noticed that the actual relation between 
the components of both veetors is given by the following matrix 
relations (substitute eqn. 3.23 into eqn. 3.35) 

K • -R.K' K' • R-1 .K ( 3. 41) 

where K and K' are the column veetors containing the components of 
Is. and Is.' and R is the matrix given in eqn. 3.23. Eqn. 3.41 can be 
written more specifically as 

kx COS'fir 0 -sin'ir kx' 
ky sin~r.sin'f1r -COS'f1r cost;r.sin'17r ky• 

kz sin'fir· cos'f1r sin'f1r COSfir.COS'f1r kz' 

kx' COS'fir sint;r. sin'f1r sin'ir· cos'f1r kx 
ky• 0 -COS'f1r sin'l7r ky 

kz' -sint;r cost;r.sin'17r cosl; r. cos'17 r kz 
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With these relations, the integral given by eqn. 3.40 can be 

rewritten as a Fourier integral in the kx-ky domain. However. 

some laborious substitutions may be avoided by simply using ~·--~ 

in the integrand, where it is appropriate: 

(~' .n> = <-~.n> = -<~.-gz> = kz 

A<-~'> =A<~> = A<kx.ky> 

~' · I:o = -~ • I:o 

Further, the integration elements in both domains are related by 

akx' akx' 

dkx,dky' IJl dkxdky abs 
akx dky 

dkxdky = ~· dkxdky 
dky• dky' kz 
akx dky 

where J is the Jacobian determinant resulting from the coordinate 

transformat ion. 

Applying these relations in eqn. 3.40 gives the following result 

(3.42) 

where kx•·ky' and kz' are functions of kx and ky (or ~rand ryr> 
according to eqn. 3.41. 

This relation, which is basically our desired result, describes an 

antenna measurement as a Fourier integral of the inproduct of the 

plane-wave spectra of the incident field <A> and the test antenna 

(~). Some features of this relation will be discussed now in more 

detai 1. 

3.3.3. Discussion of the coupling integral. 

It is important to observe that if the wavenumber vector satisfies 

~ = (O,O.k) (=positive z-direction), then the wavenumber vector of 

the primed coordinate system ~· may be written as 
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~·1 = (k.sin~r.cosryr . k.sin~r , k.cos~r.cosryr) 
~ (O.O.k) 

(3.43) 

This means that a plane wave which is incident from the direction 

~ = kgz is 'seen' by the ta in a direction with azimuth and 

elevation angles of ~r and ~r respectively. relative to its 
boresight direction (see Figure 3.4). This situation. where the 

components of the wavenumber vector~· satisfy eqn. 3.43. is so 

important that it is worth to write the wavenumber comp9nents as 

follows 

k.sin~r.cos~r 

k.sin~r 

k.cos~r.cos~r a kzr 

(3.44) 

In addition. it would be far more suitable to express t~e 

components of ~ and ~· in terms of the corresponding azimuth-over

elevation coordinate systems. as discuseed in Section 3.2.3. The 
desired expressions are 

kx • k.sin~.cos~ 

ky • k.sin~ 

kz • k.cos~.cosry 

kx·· k.sin~· .cos~· 
ky.• k.sin~· 

kz·= k.cos~· .cos~· 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

The convenianee of the relations introduced in the eqns; 3.44, 
3.45 and 3.46 becomes apparent in the subsequent sections. The 

components of the wavenumber veetors ~ and ~· are related 
according to eqn. 3.41. Consequently, also the angles ~.~ and 
~·.~·have a relationship. which is difficult to interpret in 

general. However. there are two situations where the relation 

between ~.~ and ~· .~· is simple. These situations occur for ~r = 0 

and ~ - 0 and for ~r = 0. These situations are depicted in Figure 
3.8 and it is readily seen from eqn. 3.41 and Figure 3.8 that then 
the following relations apply 
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li .. 0 
I~ 

t;' = t; - 0 

lir= 0 Tl' - Tlr - Tl 

(3.47) 

Tlr= 0 ~ 
Tl' .. -TJ 

li' .. lir + t; 

Further, it is worth mentioning that the exponential in the 
integrand can be written in terms of the angle ~ between the two 

a. 

z 

b. 

z 

Figure 3.8. Orientation of the test antenna for 
a: lir • 0 and t; - 0 (side view of Figure 3.7) 
b: Tlr • 0 (top view of Figure 3.7) 
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directions of ~ and LQ• thus 

(3. 48) 

When using this representation of the exponential, the coupling 

integral of eqn. 3.42 resembles an integral which may be solved 

using the stationary-phase method. If kr0 >> 1, then the 

exponential (= eqn 3.48) changes very rapidly, except where cosijl 

is stationarY. This situation occurs when lP .. 0 which is the case 

when the directions of ~ and LQ coincide. 

In fact, eqn. 3.42 is the final result of the analysis in this 

section. This integral, which describes an antenna maasurement in 

terms of plane-wave spectra, is essentially equivalent with the 
relations describing the coupling between two antennas given by 
Kerns (21 and applied by Yaghjian [9]. However, it is interesting 

to note that the analysis method to derive eqn. 3.42 differs from 

the approach used by Kerns. The analysis presented in this thesis 

is basedon the Lorentz reciprocity theorem, while the derivation 

of the tranmission integral by Kerna [21 was based on a 
theoretica! framework uaing a plane-wave scattering-matrix 

description of antennas. The next thing to do is to apply the 
previous analysis in practice. 

In Section 3.4 some elementary maasurement problems will be 
conaidered, as a verification of the coupling integral of eqn. 

3.42. This coupling integral will be applied in Section 3.5 to 

describe a non-ideal antenna meaaurement. It is our aim to present 

a 'user-friendly' tormulation of this meaaurement problem. This 
means that one must be able to understand and apply the resultant 

tormulation very easily. Therefore inSection 3.6. the 'sliding
window concept' will be discuseed as a means to interpret a 

generalized antenna measurement. But, first it is necesaary to pay 
some attention to the kernel of the coupling integral in eqn. 

3.42. 
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3.3.4. Expansion of the kernel of the coupling integral. 

At first glance, eqn. 3.42, which describes the interaction of an 

antenna and an incident field with plane-wave spectra~ and A 
respectively, seems simple to apply, However. the evaluation of 

the dot product of both spectra needs special attention due to the 

presence of two different coordinate systems. A similar problem. 

where two differently oriented Cartesian coordinate systems (fixed 

to two antennas!) were involved. has been discussed by Yaghjian 
[ 9] . 

The expansion of the dot product A·~ in terms of practically 
applicable far-field functions will now be discussed. For two 

veetors A and ~ expressed in two different Cartesfan coordinate 

systems. the dot product may be written as 

where 

* 

* 

* 

(3.49) 

A is the column of the vector components of the vector 

with respect to the Cartesfan x,y,z system. 

B is the column of the vector components of the vector 

with respect to the Cartesian x•,y•,z• system. 

R is the orthogonal transition matrix describing the 
rotation between the Cartesian coordinate systems (eqn. 

3.23). 

A 

~ 

The dot product A·~ is expreseed in terms of the rectangular 
components of the coordinate systems fixed in the test zone and 
the test antenna. Eqn. 3.49 can be written out as 

-cos~;r 0 sinl;r 

-sinl;r.sin~r cos~r -cos~;r.sin~r 

-sinl;r.cos~r -sin~r -cos~;rsin~r 

It should also be noted that the Cartesfan far-field components 
are not independent, because there is no radial component (eqn. 

3.2). Therefore, it is useful to define reduced columns A·and 

Bas follows 
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(3.51) 

The reduced column A is related to A by 

A = T A (3.52) 

where 
1 0 

T • 0 1 

The--counterpart equation for the column B and its reduced format 
B is 

B = T' B 

where 

T' "' 

1 

0 

0 

1 

(3.53) 

The eqns. 3.52 and 3.53 can be used to rewrite eqn. 3.50 such that 
only the independent Cartesian components of A and ~ appear in the 
dot product 

A.~= AT RB (T A)T R (T' B) AT TT R T' B ( 3. 54) 

or written out 

I 1 0 -kxlkz I A·~ .. 1Ax Ayl 0 1 -kylkz 

-COS'fir 0 sin'fir 1 0 

-sin'fir. sin11r COS1Jr -cos'fir. sin11r 0 1 

-sin'fir.cosf1r -sin11r -cos'fir. cos11r -kx· /kz' -kyolkz' 

Remembe.r that the wavenumber components kx.ky.kz and kx' .ky' .kz' 
are related by eqn. 3.41 and the plane-wave speetral components 

Ax.Ay and Bx'•By' are functions of the wavenumber components kx.ky 
and kx'·ky' respectively. 
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Now the dot product A·~ is expressed more specifically by eqn. 
3.54. However, in many situations it may be more convenient to 
express the far-field components in a different coordinate system 
than the rectangular ones given in eqn. 3.54. This may be 
accomplished easily using the appropriate formulas presented in 
Beetion 3.2. For instance, the Cartesian far-field components Bx' 
and By' of a test antenna, may be expreseed in terms of the far
field components of an azimuth-over-elevation coordinate system. 
if a corresponding positioner was used to perform the measurement 
(see Beetion 3.2.3). Then. the following relation between the 
Cartesian components Bx' and By'• and the azimuth-over-elevation 
components B~, and ~· must be used (eqn. 3.15): 

I Bx ., ... t cos~ ' 
By• 0 

-sin~ • . sint}' 
COS'f1' I ·1~:1 (3.55) 

Combining the eqns. 3.54 and 3.55 results in a relative simple 
representation of the dot product A.~ in terms of the independent 
components of respectively the incident measurement spectrum A and 
the test-antenna spectrum ~: 

(3.56) 

~here c11 • c12 • c 21 and c22 are the elementsof the·2 x 2 matrix 
C. Thus in terms of the previously introduced notations of the - -reduced columns A and B (eqn. 3.51), eqn. 3.56 can be written 
as: 

The elements of the coupling matrix C repreaent the co- and 
cross-polarization coupling between the orthogonal components of 
the incident field spectrum <Ax.Ay> and the orthogonal components 
of the receptive antenna spectrum (B~ .• B11 .>. 
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3.4. Some elementary maasurement problems. 

3.4.1. Planar near-field measurement. 

The results obtained in the previous sections will now be applied 

to describe a planar near-field measurement. This maasurement 

situation is a rigorous simplification of the previously discuseed 

'genera! antenna measurement', where two additional dagrees of 

freedom were present : t;r and '11r· For the planar antenna 

maasurement t;r = 0 and '11r "' 0. The coupling integral of eqn. 3.42 

can now be simplified considerably. First, substituting t;r - '11r = 
0 into eqn. 3.54, the karnel of the integral reduces as follows 

-1 0 0 1 0 

1Ax Ayl·l~ 0 -kxlkz,. IBx' I A-~ 0 1 0 0 1 
1 -kylkz ,· By' 

0 0 -1 -kxlkz kylkz 
(3.57) 

Note, that also the relation between the components of the 

wavenumber veetors is simplified significantly. From eqn. 3.41 it 

is readily seen that 

(3.58) 

When using eqn. 3.58 together with the eqns. 3.45 and 3.46, one 

observes that the angles 'f;,'f1 and t;' ,'f1' are related by t;' - t; and 
'11' = -71. The contiguration of such a planar near-field maasurement 
is depicted in Figure 3.9. When the expanded eqns. 3.57, and 3.58 

are applied into eqn. 3.42. the following near~field coupling 
equation may be derived: 

2 -jk·ro 
+ {1+{kylkz) }.Ay(kx,ky) .Bx·<kx·-ky)].e dkxdky 

(3.59) 
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V' 

Figure 3.9. Contiguration of a planar near-field measurement. 

This near-field coupling equation is a well-known result which has 

been derived and discussed by several authors e.g. [1] and [3]. 

Now, suppose that only high-directive spectra are involved, i.e. 

spectra which only have significant contributions for lkxl << k 

and lkYI << k (kz ~ k). Further, let the aperture of the scanning 
antenna and the plane z = 0 coincide, thus z0 = 0. Then. eqn. 3.59 
simplif i es to 

(3 .60) 

The speetral components Ax and Ay and the spectra Bx' and By' may 
be designated as co- and cross-polarization spectra of 
respectively the incident field and the test antenna. 
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An ideal x-polarized probe antenna is an infinitely small probe. 

which only has an isotropicallY distributed spectrum in the x

direction. Such a probe may be described in the space and speetral 

domain as follows 

and 

Eb x I (x' • Y I ) - 6 (x I • Y I ) 

Eby I (x I • y I ) 0 

Bx~ (kx' .ky~) 
By~ (kx~ ,ky~) 

(3.61) 

Similarly, the counterpart. an ideal y-polarized probe antenna can 

be defined as: 

and 

Ebx, (x' • y' ) = 0 
Eby I (x I • y . ) = Bi x . • y . ) 

Bx' (kx' .ky') 
By' (kx' .ky') 

(3.62) 

When such ideal x- and y-polarized probes are used for planar 

near-field measurements, then the measured signal v may be written 

as vx and vy respectively: 

(3.63) 

So. the measured signals vx and Vy are proportional to 1 the x- and 

y-components of the aperture field ga· The planar near-field 
coupling equation also may be written as a convolution in the 
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space domain by applying the well-known convolution theorem (see 
Appendix A) : 

Q) Q) 

2 I I V(Xo,Yo) "" Z I -Ea:x:<x,y) .Eb:x:' <xo-x,Y-Yo> 
-ID -ID 

+ Eay<x,y) .Eby' <x0-x.Y-Yo> 1 dxdy 

or when applying eqn. 3.63 

(X) (X) 

V(Xo,Yo> - I I [ vx(X,Y) .Ebx' (Xo-X.Y-Yo) 
-w -w 

3.4.2. Far-field measurement. 

(3.64) 

(3.65) 

Anideal (far-field) maasurement is achieved if, for instanee an 

x-polarized plane wave propagates into the direction of a test 

antenna, which is mounted on, for instanee an azimuth-over
elevation positioner. The aperture distribution of such a test
zone field can be written simply as 

Eax<x,y) = 1 
Eay(x,y) "' 0 

or in the speetral domain 

Ax<kx.ky) 

Ay<kx.ky) 

(3.66) 

When using this speetral representation of A in eqn. 3.42. the 

integral may be evaluated by substitution of kx - 0 and ky • 0. 
For a test antenna mounted on an azimuth-over-elevation 
positioner, the components of the wavenumber vector k' satisfy 

(eqn. 3.41) 

kx' = k.sint;r.cos'l]r "' kxr 
ky• k.sin'l]r = kyr (3.67) 

kz' k . co st; r . cos'f1 r "" kzr 

Combining eqn. 3.67 and eqn. 3.46 gives t;' = t;r and 11' = '11r· The 
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dot product A·~ can be found by substitution of eqn. 3.55 into 
eqn. 3.54. But, performing the integration means, according to the 

sampling property of the 6-function, substitution of kxi = 0 and ky 

- 0. Further Ay ~ 0. so the measured signal due to an x~polarized 

incident plane wave becomes 

V "" 
- -8~2 -jkzo 

vl;, ('f5r·'11r) - kZ.kzr·Bli' (kxr•kyrl .e ( 3. 68) 

Similarly, for an ideal y-polarized incident plane wave described 
by 

Eax<x.y) '"' 0 

Eay<x.y) = 1 

or (3.69) 

Ax<kx,kyl = 0 

Ay<kx,kyl 6(kx.kyl 

the measured signal at the antenna terminals can be described by 

(3.70) 

So, the measured voltages vl;' and v17 •• which are proportional to 

the far-field functions Bl;' and B17 . of the test antenna; can be 
identified as respectively the co- and cross-polarization far

field functions measured when using an azimuth-over-elevation 
coordinate system. 
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3.5. Coupling of a high-gain antenna with a nearly-plane wave. 

It was demonstrated in the previous section. that the expression 

descrihing a generalized antenna measurement is simplified 
rigorously if the incident field is a plane wave. In practice. 
ideal plane waves cannot be realized. therefore it is more 
realistic to consider an incident field which behaves nearly like 
a plane wave. 'fhe characteristics of such a 'nearly-plane wave' 
may be specified as follows. The spectrum of a nearly-plane wave 

comprises one dominant speetral component for kx - ky - 0 and 
additional speetral components of lower magnitude for lkxl << k 
and lkYI << k. Outside this region. the plane wave spectrum is of 
minor importance. These requirements for the magnitude of the 
plane wave spectrum of a nearly-plane wave may be described more 
specifically. as follows 

1 for kx - ky • 0 
lAx<kx.ky) I • < {(6-1) (k~+k;)~/k 1 }+1 for 

< 6 f or k1 < (k~+k;) ~ < k 
where k1 << k and 6 << 1 

(3.71) 

Figure 3.10 depiets a one-dimensional example of a 'nearlY plane 
wave spectrum' with an upper-boundary tunetion according to eqn. 
3.71. 

1 

I 

plane wave 
spectrum 

I \ 
t 

I 
! 

,...--------'I 
0 

-k 

1\,.1 ~ 

\ 
~\ 

\ rnr---------
h,. 

k -kx (ky:O) 

Figure 3.10 An example of the relative power distribution of 
the spectrum of a 'nearly-plane wave' and the 
upper boundary tunetion (--- -> of eqn. 3.71. 
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The before-mentioned nearby speetral components have wavenUffiber 

components satisfying lkxl << k and lkYI << k, which can be 

translated into the angular ~.~ domain as 1~1 << 1 and 1~1 << 1 

(see eqn. 3.14). Practical values are: 1~1 < T/18 and 1~1 < T/18. 
If the angles ~ and ~ satisfy these conditions, then the following 

small-angle approximations are applicable: 

sin-e; "" -e; , cos-e; "" 1 , sin~ "" ~ , cos~ "" 1 (3.72) 

Further we will consider a so-called 'high-gain' antenna as test 

antenna. The plane wave spectrum of such a high-gain antenna is 

confined in a smal! angular region, in a similar way as the 

previously discussed plane wave spectrum of a nearly plane wave. 

This means that the major part of the far-field spectrum (main 
beam and first sidelobes) lies within an angular region of which 

the azimuthand elevation angles ~· and ~· satisfy: ~~· 1 << 1 and 

1~'1 « 1. 

Example: The far-field spectrum of a uniformly illuminated 

circular aperture with diameter 50À, has a major angular 

extent of 20• (main beam plus three left and three right 

sidelobes). 

So, when measuring a high-gain antenna, it is sufficient to rotate 

the antenna within the angular region of interest. Consequently, 

we aasurne that the rotated azimuth and elevation angles ~r and ~r 
satisfy 

and l~rl « 1 (3.73) 

Thus, the rotation angles ~r and ~r a lso fulf i 1 the small angle 
approximations presented by eqn. 3.72. 

Now, the previously discuseed small-angle approximations will be 

applied to the coupling equation 3.42. From the eqns. 3.44-3.46 we 

observe that the veetors kr· k and k' can be expressed as 

kr = kxr• 
k - ( kx ' 
k' = ( kx•' 

kyr• 
ky . 
ky'. 

kzr 
kz 

kz' 

"" ( klir· k~r· k) 
"" ( k~ ' k~ ' k) 
... { kl; • ' k~ ' ' k) 

(3.74) 
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Further. combining the eqns. 3.41 and 3.73, one can simplify the 

relations between the veetors ~r· ~ and ~· as follows 

kx' i'S kx + kxr 
ky' i'S -ky + kyr 
kz' ~ kz $1$ kzr i'S k 

1 (3. 75) 

Expansion of the elements c11 • c12 .c21 and c 22 of the coupling 
matrix C of eqn. 3.56 and neglect of the second-order terms 
results in the following simplified coupling matrix 

(3.76) 

With this coupling matrix, the integral in eqn. 3.42 reduces as 
follows to: 

Ay<kx,ky) .Bry' (kxr+kx.kyr-ky>l .exp(-j~.ro>dkxdky 
(3.77) 

In the preceding paragraph, it was demonstrated that the measured 
signals. due to respectively an x- and y-polarized incident plane 

wave are respectively v~. (kxr•kyr> and vry,(kxr•kyr> (eqns. 3.68 

and 3.70). Now. the measured signal v(kxr•kyr> due toa nearly
plane wave can be expressed conveniently in terms of these 

functions v~. and Vry•: 

Cl) Cl) 

v<kxr•kyr> - J J [Ax<kx,ky) .v~, (kxr+kx.kyr-ky) + 
-co -co 

The exponential in this integral can be approximated as 

exp{jkz0-j(~.ro>} ~ exp{-j(kxxo+kyYo>> and hence, the small-angle 
approximation of the coupling integral of eqn. 3.42 can be written 
as 
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(X) (X) 

v(kxr•kyr> - I I [Ax<kx.ky) .v~, (kxr+kx.kyr-ky) + 
-CD -<D 

Ay<kx,ky> .v~, (kxr+kx,kyr-kyll .exp{-j(kxxo+kyYo> }.dkxdky 
(3. 78) 

This integral, which represents the analytica! description of a 

measurement of a high-gain antenna due to an incident nearly-plane 

wave, resembles a mixture of a Fourier integral and a convolution 

in the speetral domain. This 'mixture' may be denoted as a 

sliding-window speetral representation of an antenna measurement, 

which will be discussed in further extent in the next paragraph. 

First, we make some additional observations concerning the 
coupling integral of eqn. 3.78. 

The small-angle approximation of the coupling equation is a 

convenient analytica! description of a nearly-ideal antenna 

measurement, because several elementary measurement problems can 
be verified readily using this equation i.e. 

- planar near-field scanning ( Para. 3.4.1) 

- ideal far-field measurement ( Para. 3.4.2) 

The small-angle approximation of eqn. 3.78 can be interpreted as 

an integral equation, in which v~, and v~, are the unknown 20-
radiation pattern functions of the test antenna. Two independent 

measurements are required to solve the co- and cross-polar 

patterns v~, and v~, from this equation: 

Measurement 1: Ax<kx,ky) - 6(kx,ky) • Ay<kx,ky) = 0 

Measurement 2: Ax<kx.ky) 0 . Ay<kx.ky) - 6(kx.ky) 

Two nearly-independent measurements may be regarded as 

measurements with two orthogonal nearly-plane waves as incident 

fields. Thus: 

Measurement 1 (main polarization in x-direction) : 

Ax<kx,kyl • 6(kx,kyl .+ sx1 <kx,ky) 

Ay<kx,kyl - sy1 <kx,ky) 
(3. 79) 
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Measurement 2 (main polarization in y-direction) : 

where 

Ax<kx,ky) sx2 lkx,ky) 
Ay<kx.ky) = 6(kx.ky) + Sy2 lkx.ky) 

Sxl· Syl• Sx2 and Sy2 represent deviations from the 
ideal x- and y-polarized incident wave spectra 

(3.79) 

The measured signals v 1 <kxr·kyr> and v 2 <kxr•kyr>· which are 
obtained by the two measurements specified in eqn. 3.79, can be 

represented by the following equations 

(X) (X) 

vl (kxr•kyr> - v~' (kxr·kyr> + I I [Sxl (kx,ky). v~, <kxr+kx,kyr-ky) 
-a> -a> 

-j fkxxo+kyYo) 
+ syl(kx,ky) .v~. (kxr+kx.kyr-ky)].e dkxdky 

(X) (X) 

v2(kxr·kyr> = v~, (kxr•kyr> +I I [Sx2<kx.ky) .v~. (kxr+kx,kyr-ky) 
-a> -a> 

-j(kxxo+kyYo> 
+ Sy2 <kx.ky) .v~, (kxr+kx.kyr-ky) 1 .e dkxdky 

( 3. 80) 

From these equations we observe that the measured far-field 
spectra v 1 and v 2 can be written as a sum of the actual test

antenna patterns v~, and v~, and an error contribution due to the 

'error spectra' of the test-zone field, i.e. Sxl• Syl· Sxz and 
Sy2 . In practice, the error contributions where the terms Sy1 .v~, 

and sy2 .v~, (eqn.3.80) are involved. may often be neglected if the 

order of magnitudes of the cross-polar spectra v~·· Syl and sy2 
satisfy the following requirements: 

lv~, (kx.ky) I « lv~' (kx,ky) I 
I Syl (kx,ky) I « 1 

fSyz<kx,ky>l << 1 

for k 2+k2 < k 2 
x y -

(3.81) 

Then after omitting the second-order terms. the integral equations 
of eqn. 3.80 can be rewritten as 
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(D (D 

v~. (kxr.kyr> +I I sxl<kx.ky> .v~. (kxr+kx.kyr-ky) 
-(D -(D 

(D (D 

v2(kxr•kyr> ~V~· (kxr•kyr> +I I sx2<kx,ky).v~. (kxr+kx~kyr-ky> 

(3.82) 

The coupled integral equations (eqn. 3.80 or 3.82), which are of 

the Fredholm type, are analytica! descriptions of the non-ideal 

measurement of a high-gain antenna. These equations offer a means 
for the description and implementation of a calibration procedure 

for antenna measurements satisfying the conditions outlined in the 

beginning of this paragraph. 
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3.6. An antenna measurement interereted as a sliding-window 
spectrum. 

For simplicity, assume that the cross-polar incident field 

spectrum is negligible CAy(kx,ky) = 0), then the measured far
field spectrum (eqn. 3.78) reduces to 

Q) Q) 

I I (3. 83) 
-Q) -Q) 

As indicated in the previous section. this analytica! description 

of an antenna measurement, is a combination of a Fourier transfarm 
and a convolution in the speetral domain. The integral of eqn. 

3.83 is very similar to integrals which appear in signal-analysis 
problems tor the description of so-called 'local-frequency 

spectra' [121. 

Similar to the one-dimensional definitions of local-frequency 

spectra. the measured antenna signal v(kxr•kyr,x0 .Y0) may be 
interpreted as a two.-dimensional sliding-window spectrum. The 

actual antenna far-field spectrum v~, then can be considered as a 
sliding window in the speetral domain. Thus, the measured antenna 

signal v is the Fourier transform of the product of the incident 

test-zone field spectrum Ax and the shifted test-antenna spectrum 

v~. (=sliding window spectrum!). lt was demonstrated inSection 
3.4.1 that the planar near-field coupling equation can be written 
as a Fourier integral in the speetral domain or as a convolution 

in the space domain (see eqns. 3.60 and 3.64). Similarly, eqn. 
3.83, which describes an antenna maasurement as an integral in the 

speetral domain. may be transformed into an integral in the space 

domain by using some properties of two-dimensional Fourier 
transforms. The result is (eqn. B4, appendix B): 
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(!) (!) 

J J (3.84) 

where e~, is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the far

field function v~,: 

(!) (!) 

J J 
-(I) -(I) 

The syrometry of the two representations given by the eqns. 3.83 

and 3.84 is remarkable. The physical meaning of these equations 

and their symmetry become even more apparent from the subsequently 

discussed two special situations. 

a. Antenna maasurement without transverse motion: Xn - 0 and Yn = 0. 
---------------~--------------~--------------------~----------~----
Under these conditicns. the eqns. 3.83 and 3.84 reduce to 

(X) (X) 

v(kxr·kyr> = J J Ax<kx,ky) .v~. (kxr+kx,kyr-ky>dkxdky 
-al -(I) 

(X) (X) 

(3.85) 

v(kxr•kyr> = ~~2 J J j ( -kxrx+kyrY) 
Eax<x.y) .e~, (-x,y) .e dxdy (3.86) 

-(I) -m 

The form by which eqn. 3.85 describes an antenna maasurement 
without translation, is exactly what one expects heuristically, 

i.e. the measured far-field patternis a two-dimensional 

convolution of the actual far-field pattern of the test-antenna 

and the incident plane wave spectrum. A trivial situation occurs 

if the incident field is a plane wave. Then Ax<kx,ky) = 6(kx,ky) 

and 

(X) (X) 

v(kxr•kyr> = v~. <kxr•kyr>· ~~2 J J 
-(I) -m 

· j(-k x+k y) 
e~, (-x,y).e xr yr dxdy 

(3. 87) 
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From this Fourier relationship we observe that the function e~, 

may be interpreted as a near-field function of the test antenna. 
Indeed, if we apply the small-angle approximations (eqns. 3.72-

3.76) to eqn. 3.68, then the following relation between the far

field spectrum v~. and the plane wave spectrum Bx' can be derived 

(note: B~, ~ Bx' eqn. 3.55): 

-e'lr2 -jkz0 v~. (kxr•kyr> = --Z--.e .Bx' (kxr•kyr> (3.88) 

Taking the Fourier transform of both sides of this equation shows 

that the aperture-field function Ebx' (x' ,y') of the test antenna 

is proportional to the near-field function e~,: 

-e'lr2 -jkz0 e~, (-x,y) - -
2
-.e .Ebx' (x' ,y') (3.89) 

Eqn. 3.86 can be interpreted as the two-dimensional extension of 

the linear-antenna measurement model used by Bakhrakh [6]. From 

the various steps leading to this relation 3.86, it is clear that 

this relation is applicable only if certain conditions are 

fulfilled: 

* high-gain test antenna 

* small angle approximation 

* pure rotation of the antenna 

b. Antenna meesurement without rotation: k = 0 and k = 0. ------------------------------------------XL----------YL----
Now, the eqns. 3.83 and 3.84 can be expressed as 

a> a> 

=I I (3.90) 
-m -m 

m Q) 

-1 I 
- 4'lr2 I (3.91) 

-en -m 

These two equations describe the well-known problem of the 
coupling between two co-planar antennas. These near-field coupling 

equations were also discussed in the previous paragraph 3.4.1 more 
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generally (eqns. 3.60 and 3.64). In that paragraph also: cross

polar coupling was involved, and in addition there was a 
i 

notational difference due to the fact that the test-antenna far 
field was expressed in terms of plane-wave spectra. 

Eqn. 3.90 describes the planar near-field maasurement in a way as 

one would suggest by physical intuition. A trivial case occurs if 

the test antenna is infinitely small. Then 

and 
e~, (x,y) - 4~2 .6(x,y) 
V~ t (kX,ky) • 1 

• point souree 

- isotropie radiator 

From the previously discussed two special cases, we can conclude 

that the interpretation of the measured antenna signa! as a 

sliding-window spectrum may he convenient. The antenna maasurement 

problem can he formulated in terms of the far-field speetral 

functions Ax• and v~. (eqn. 3.83), or in termsof aperture-field 

functions Eax and e~. (eqn. 3.84). It depends upon the nature of 
the problem. which of the two representations is most useful. It 

must he noted that the equations which describe the two previously 

discussed special situations, exhibit a remarkable symmetry. In 

the eqns. 3.85 and 3.86 and in the eqns. 3.90 and 3.91, the roles 

of the functions Ax and v~, and the functions Eax and e~, are 
interchanged! 

As noted before, the concept of a sliding-window spectr~ 
originates from signai-processing problems (speech, radar) . One of 

the attractive features of the sliding-window spectrum is the fact 

that a generalized sampling theorem is applicable to the eqns. 

3.83 and 3.84 which describe the sliding-window spectrum [121. 

Consequently, several numerical and analytica! problems can he 
solved by applying the well-known fast Fourier-transform methods. 

Finally, it must be noted that for the case of antenna 

measurements, it might be better to use the name 'sliding-aperture 

spectrum' instead of 'sliding-window spectrum'. The name 'sliding

aperture spectrum could stretch one's imagination due to the 
physical presence of a window in the form of an antenna 'aperture. 
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CHAPTER 4. EVALUATION OF COMPACT ANTENNA-TEST RANGES BY USING 

PLANE WAVE SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 

4.1. Conventional test-zone evaluation methods. 

This chapter describes an evaluation method for compact antenna

test ranges. based on the plane wave speetral analysis presented 

in the previous chapter. 

The test zone or quiet zone of an antenna test range, is the 
region where the field meets certain specifications with respect 

to its uniformity. Specification of the overall amplitude and 

phase variations is the most simple way to describe the test-zone 
performance. Such specifications are obtained by measuring the 

test-zone field with a small probe. 

Another method to describe the test-zone performance is the 

determination of the reflectivity level. The reflectivity level is 

a figure of merit which can be used to predict the errors 

encountered in the actual antenna measurement. 

The meaning of the reflectivity level may be explained as follows. 

Suppose a test antenna is placed in the test-zone of a CATR (Fig. 

4.1). The signa! detected at the terminals of the test antenna may 

be considered as a sum of two contributions. The main contribution 

arises from the direct signal Ed from the transmitting antenna 
(CATR) . The other contributions which arise from the several 

reflections from the walls and obstacles in the chamber may be 

considered equivalent to one reflected signal Er. which is 
received by the main-beam maximum of the test antenna [11. Thus, 

the reflectivity level R in the direction er may be defined in 
dB's as the ratio of the equivalent reflection Er and the direct 

component Ed 

( 4.1) 

Two widely used methods of determining the reflectivity level R of 

an anechoi c chamber are I 1. 21 : 
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---WVWWWVWWVV ---+ 

CATR 
feed 

Figure 4.1. Possible reflections in an anechoic chamber of a CATR. 

a: The free-space voltage standing wave ratio {VSWR) method. 

The method uses a probe to measure the field in the quÎet zone as 
a function of the probe position. In practice an omnidirectional 

probe is often used which is moved along a transverse or 

longitudinal line with respect to the direction of Ed. The 
reflectivity level R (in dB's) may be calculated from the peak-to
peak ripple a (dB) of the recorded interference pattern by using 
[1] 

I 1 + 10(R-P)/20 I 
a- 20.log 1- 1o<H-P)/20 ( 4. 2) 

where P is the relative power pattern in dB's of the probe in the 

direction er. A complete evaluation using this method is very time 
consuming as another field pattern must be recorded and analyzed 

for every direction er. The peak-to-peak ripple a must be 

estimated from the enveloped interference curves, which gives 
inaccurate results. 
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b: The antenna pattern comparison <APC) method. 

In this method, the radiation pattern of the test antenna is 

recorded with the test antenna at various locations in the test 

zone. Depending upon the equivalent reflected field Er, 

differences occur in the normalized patterns. R can be determined 

by means of eqn. 4.2. since this technique is basically identical 
with the VSWR technique. The APC method is in general less precise 

than the VSWR method, whereas in the APC method, the patterns are 

recorded at discrete positions with a distance of about À/4. In 
order to detect all the details of the standing-wave pattern, this 

distance should be shorter. The APC method, however. indicates the 

possible errors in the radiation pattern of a certain antenna 

relatively quickly as a tunetion of the angle. Evaluation by the 

APC method must be repeated for every pattern or every test 

antenna. 

Use of the reflectivity level R to evaluate an anechoic chamber 

has the following disadvantages: 

* The theory on which the definition of the reflectivity level R 
is based is oversimplified and not rigorous. This leads to 

discrepancies in the measuring methods (APC and VSWR) and to 

difficulties when interpreting the results. 

* The reflectivity level generally does not give exact information 

about the direction and levels of the stray radiation. Only when 

the evaluation measurements are performed with a pencil beam 

antenna it is possible to relate the reflectivity level to a 
reflected wave from the direction er having a relative strength 

of R dB. 
* The reflectivity level depends upon several parameters of the 

probe antenna (e.g. directivity, polarization) used in the 

evaluation method [2}. Consequently, the reflectivity level R 

measured with a certain antenna is not a unique measure for the 
quality of the test zone. 

Thus, the reflectivity level indicates the overall performance of 
an anechoic chamber. but it does not provide exact and unique 
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information as to the direction and levels of the various plana
wave components in the test zone, unless a highly directive 

antenna is used. Therefore. if the reflectivity level of a test 

range is given. it is important to know which maasurement methad 

and which antenna was used in order to draw correct co~clusions as 
to the performance of the test range. 

A methad for evaluating the anechoic room more efficiently will be 

presented here as the plane wave speetral method. In th.is methad 

the plane wave spectrum (PWS) of the field in the test zone is 

determined. The PWS can be obtained by measuring the field in a 

plane of the test zone and then using a (fast) Fourier transfarm 
' of the recorded field. The Fourier transformed field provides 

information about the levels of the plane-wave components in the 

test zone from the directions 1erl < ~/2. The measurement 
procedure (probing of the test-zone field) is similar to the VSWR 

method. but the synthesis of the measured field and the results 
are different. In the next paragraph. the speetral evaluation 

method wil! be discussed in more detail. The method will be 

demonstrated experimentally in paragraph 4.3. 
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4.2. Speetral representation of the test-zone field. 

4.2.1. Expansion into a continuous Plane-wave spectrum. 

Speetral analysis techniques are widely used in various 

disciplines, for instanee in problems related to signa! analysis, 

data processing, imaging, opties etc. 

The reason that speetral techniques are frequently applied is that 

in many problems a one- or two-dimensional Fourier transform is 

involved and the availability of FFT analyzers. spectrum 

analyzers. numerical FFT algorithms facilitate the application of 

speetral analysis techniques. For the same reason, speetral 

analysis techniques may offer an adequate means to evaluate the 

performance of an antenna test range. 

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, an antenna maasurement 

can he described as a convolution of the plane-wave spectrum of 

the incident field and of the far-field tunetion of the antenna 

(eqn. 3.85). Hence, the plane-wave spectrum Ax(kx.kyl of the 

incident field, which should he a 6-function ideally, is a maasure 

for the performance of a test-zone field. Furthermore, knowledge 

of the plane-wave spectrum Ax· enables us to predict the far-field 

pattarn of any antenna as if it was measured on that test range, 

by using eqn. 3.85. 

To evaluate the plane-wave spectrum Ax· the field in a plane 

perpendicular to the direction of propagation must he measured and 

Fourier transformed. This procedure is the same, as the one used 

for the planar near-field to far-field maasurement technique. 

However, there is one significant difference. In the Planar NF-FF 

technique, the near-field of the test antenna is limited in extent 

to approximately the aperture of the test antenna, whereas the 

extent of the field of an antenna test range is usually much 

larger than the actual test-zone region. For instance, for a far

field antenna test range. the transverse extent of the field near 

the test zone is much larger than the actual usabie test-zone 
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region. Only the region which behaves locally as a plane wave is 

suitable for antenna testing. Also for a CATR with a high 
efficiency factor (see paragraph 1.3.8.), the total extent of the 

field will beat least twice the diameter of the actual test-zone 

region. 

Usually, it will be impossible in practice toprobe the entire 

test-zone field of a far-field-like antenna test range, and 

consequently it will be impossible to calculate the plane-wave 

spectrum Ax. 

It seems now, that the effort to find an analytica! description of 
an antenna measurement in terms of plane-wave spectra (Chapter 3) 

was a waste of time, for, the plane-wave spectrum of the incident 

test field cannot be evaluated in practice. However. instead of 

the plane-wave spectrum of the entire incident field, it is 

possible to determine the plane-wave spectrum of a limited region 

of the incident field. Such a spectrum of a limited region of the 
incident field is dsnoted conveniently as a 'local plane-wave 

spectrum'. This transition from the plane-wave spectrum to a local 

plane-wave spectrum will be discussed in detail in the next 

section. 

4.2.2. Expansion into a local plane-wave spectrum. 

The plane-wave spectrum does not describe an antenna maasurement 

in a unique way. This can be illustrated easily by considering 

some different far-field antenna test ranges in practice. for 
example an outdoor range, an indoor far-field range and a compact 
antenna test range. The plane-wave spectrum of the incident field 

of each of these ranges differ. However, if each of thes~ ranges 

are properly designed we may safely say that the test-zone region 

of each of these ranges behaves like a plane wave. This 
I 

illustrates that an antenna can be measured on any range, as long 

as the antenna has sufficiently small dimensions and the incident 

field behaves like a plane wave over the aperture region. The 

latter seems trivia!, and is well known from antenna test 
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practice. However, it is an essential consideration in view of the 
transition from a plane-wave spectrum to a local plane-wave 

spectrum. 

The previous considerations demonstrata the need for a transition 
from a plane-wave spectrum to a local plane-wave spectrum. Still, 

the practical implementation requires further analysis. Figure 4.2 

illustrates how the local plane-wave spectrum can be implemented. 

Figure 4.2.a shows a typical one-dimensional test-zone field 

pattern (relative power pattern), whose central part is suitable 

for antenna testing. Figure 4.2.b shows the plane-wave spectrum of 

this test-zone field, which cannot be evaluated in most practical 

situations as was explained previously. The central part of the 

test-zone field is depicted separately in Fig 4.2.c and the 
corresponding plane-wave spectrum of this part of the field 

distribution is given in Fig 4.2.d. Due to the nearly rectangular 

shape of the the test-zone field function. the plane-wave spectrum 
behaves approximately like a 'sin(x)/x' function. However, a more 

convenient and easily interpretabla representation is the discrete 
local plane-wave spectrum shown in Figure 4.2.f. This spectrum 

consists simply of the Fourier coefficients of the periodically 

extended central part of the test-zone region. This periodic 

tunetion differs from the actual overall test-zone field of Figure 

4.2.a, but this is not a problem because only the performance of 

the actual test-zone region shown in Figure 4.2.c is of importance 
and the field behaviour outside that region may be arbitrary. 

This speetral distribution is a convenient means to specify the 

test-zone performance. For instance, for the case of an ideal 

local plane wave, the periodicallY extended test-zone field 

represents an ideal plane wave. In this case, the discrete local 
plane-wave spectrum (DLPWS) simply consists of one speetral 

component at the origin of the speetral domain. Note, that the 

plane-wave spectrum of an ideal plane wave also consists of one 
component, but the local plane-wave spectrum is represented by a 

'sin(x)/x' function. The discuesion in this section indicates and 
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e 

-x 
Figure 4. 2. Different speetral representations of the 'test-zone 

field (one-dimensional situation): 

a) Overall test-zone field distribution. 
b) Plane-wave spectrum of a. 

c) Usable test-zone region. 
d) Plane-wave spectrum of c. 
e) Periodically extended test-zone field. 
f) Plane-wave spectrum of e (== Fourier coeifficients). 

clarifies that the discrete local plane-wave spectrum maY be an 
adequate means of repreaenting the test-zone field performance of 

an antennatest range. As a resume, the various spectra discussed 
in the previous sections are summarized in the next Figure 4.3: 

Figure 4.3. 
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4.2.3. Analysis of the discrete local plane wave spectrum.

The analysis involved with the representation of the test—zone

performance in terms of a DLPWS will be given now.

The mathematical description of an antenna measurement as

discussed in Section 3.6.a will be used as a starting point

V(kxr~kyr) =~ IAxkx.ky .v~ (kxr+kx~kyr~ky)~(xdky (4.3)

1 £ ~ i(—k x+k y)
= — ~J J E~>:(X,Y) .e~ (—x,y) .e xr yr dxdy

where e~ and v are respectively the aperture field distribution

and far—field distribution of the high—gain test antenna. The

test—zone field distribution and the corresponding plane wave

spectrum are given by respectively Eax and A~. Note, the

restrictions mentioned at the end of section 3.6.a, for the

validity of the eqns. 4.3 and 4.4. It was shown in Section 3.6.a,

that the aperture field function e~ is proportional to the actual

aperture field function which is of finite extent in the

aperture domain. If S~ defines the surface of the aperture region

Figure 4.4.

Illustration of the aperture
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(4.4)
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coefficients)
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Figure 4.3:
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e~(x,y) = 0 for (x,y) ~

For convenience, we assume that the origin of the aperture domain

lies inside the boundary Ca of the aperture surface 5a (see Figure

4.4) . So, for any finite aperture 5a’ a rectangular domain

can be defined such that the aperture 5a lies within that

rectangular domain 5rect

1 for —a/2 < x < a/2 and —b/2 < y < b/2
Srect(X~Y) 0 elsewhere

Now, the test—zone field distribution in this rectangular region

can be distinguished from the overall field distribution of the

incident field Eax(X,Y) by using the following relation

Et~(x,y) = Eax(X.Y) 5rect~’~

The local plane—wave spectrum corresponding to this test—zone

field will be denoted as At~ and can be written as a

convolution of the overall plane—wave spectrum A~(k~~k~) and the

inverse Fourier transform (F~) of the window function 5rect~~

At~(k~,ky) = A~(k~.ky) * F’{Srect(x~Y))

ab sin(k a/2) sin(k b/2)
A (1< ,k ) X . y

X X ~‘ 41T k~a/2 k~b/2

Next, we define the periodic function Et~(x.Y) as the two—

dimensional periodically extended test—zone field Et~(x.Y)

~ Et~(x—ma.y—nb)
m=—~ n=—~

In the integrand of eqn. 4.4, the function Eax can be replaced by

this periodic function Et~ since e~ (x,y) = 0 outside the window

5rect (eqn. 4.5) . Consequently, in eqn. 4.3 the plane wave

spectrum A~ must be replaced by the spectrum corresponding to the

periodic function 1~tx This spectrum At~ can be evaluated by

—ill—

of the test—antenna, then we may write taking the in

It is now con

convolution o

Et~(xY

where * denot

function Cab

(4.5)

Cab(x,Y

(4.6)

The subscript:

spacing in re:

Fourier trans

a sampling fu

respectively

Applying the

eqn. 4.9 give

At~(k~,k.

This spectrum

interchanging

applying the

expression fo

(4.7)

v(kxr.kyr)

(4.8)

So, the measu

actual far—f i

plane—wave sp

samples are t

Et~:

4qr2
—.A~ (2~rm/a
ab ~
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taking the inverse Fourier transform of Etx· 

It is now convenient to expand the periodic function Etx as a 

convolution of Etx and a two-dimensional sampling tunetion ca,b 

(4.9) 

where * denotes the two-dimensional convolution and the sampling 

tunetion ca,b is given by 

m m 
~ ~ ö(x-ma,y-nb) (4.10) 

m=-m n=-m 

The subscripts a and b of this tunetion represent the sample 

spacing in respectively the x- and y-direction. The inverse 

Fourier transform of this two-dimensional "comb-function" is again 

a sampling tunetion with sample spacing of 2~/a and 2~/b in 

respectively the kx and ky direction. 

Applying the Fourier-transform properties given in Appendix A to 

eqn. 4.9 gives 

(4.11) 

This spectrum must be substituted into eqn. 4.3. Then, after 

interchanging the double summation and the double integration and 

applying the sampling properties of c2~/a,2~/b' the following 

expression for v(kxr•kyr> can be derived 

4~2 m m 2~ 2~n 2~ 2~n 
v(kxr•kyr> = ab m~-m n~-mAtx<~-~) .v~. (kxr+-;-,kyr-~) (4.12) 

So, the measured signal is now represented as a convolution of the 

actual far-field function v~, with discrete samples of the local 

plane-wave spectrum Atx· It is easily seen, that these discrete 

samples are the Fourier coefficients of the periodic function 

Etx: 

m 

I j2~(mx/a + ny/b) 
Etx(x,y) .e dxdy 
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a/2 b/2 
1 I I j2~(mx/a + ny/b) 

= ab Eax<x,y) .e dxdy 
-a/2 -b/2 

(4.13) 

The latter double integral is commonly used as definiti9n of the 

two-dimensional Fourier coefficients. Eqn. 4.12 finally can be 

rewritten as 

Concerning the previous analysis the following notes must be 

considered. 

(4.14) 

a. The speetral coefficients Atxlm,n] represent the magnitudes and 

phases of a discrete number of plane waves propagating in azimuth 

and elevation directions ~ and ~ corresponding to kx = 2~/a and 

ky = 2~n/b (eqn. 4.13). Using eqn. 3.14, the angles ~ and ~ can be 

derived from the following equations: 

sin~.cos~ = mÀ/a 

si~ = nÀ/b 

b. The ideal test-zone field is described by AtxlO,OJ 

Atxlm,nJ = 0 for m ~ 0 and n ~ 0. 

(4.15) 

1 and 

c. The dimensions a and b of the two-dimensional window tunetion 

Srect must be larger than the maximum dimensions of the test
antenna aperture in respectively the x- and y-direction (see 

Figure 4.4). Further, from an analytica! point of view. the 

dimensions a and b are not restricted. However, there are a number 
of practical reasoos which limit or prescriba these dimensions a 

and b: 

* The sample spacing in the discrete speetral domain is given by 

(4.16) 
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Hence, the sample spacing or resolution in the discrete speetral 

domain depends upon the dimensions a and b. 

* In practice, the dimensions a and b are limited by the maximum 

region of the test zone which can be covered by a planar field

prohing facility. 

* If the dimensions a and b are taken too large, then the speetral 

content of the actual test-zone may be masked by speetral 

components due to the presence of an overall field taper (see 

simulation c in the next paragraph). 

d. Theoretically, the DLPWS may be calculated for -m < m < m and 

-m < n < m. In practice however, the number of samples is limited 

due to the following two reasons. 

First, the wavenumber components kx and ky which satisfy 

k~ + k~ > k 2 repreaent non-propagating evanescent waves. This 
means that only the speetral components in the visible domain must 

be considered which satisfy Cm.6kx> 2 + (n.6ky)2 < k2 

or using eqn. 4.16 and k = 2~/À 

Secondly, the number of field samples is limited because in 

practice the field distribution Etx<x,y) is also a sampled 
function with sample spacing AX and AY 

(4.17) 

The maximum linear dimension in the speetral domain is 2k (eqn. 
4.17). Then according to the sampling theorem [3], the minimum 

sample spacing in the space domain must satisfy Ax AY = 2~/2k 

À/2. Accordingly, the Fourier coefficients Atx[m,n] must be 

evaluated from the discrete test-zone samples Etx[p,q] by using 
the following discrete Fourier transfarm <DFT), which is the 

discrete version of eqn. 4.13: 

(4.18) 

where P - a/AX and Q b/AY 
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In practice, this DFT can be implemented numerically by using a 

two-dimensional fast Fourier transfarm algorithm (FFT). More 

details about speetral analysis using DFT and FFT are given in 

! 4] . 

e. Finally, there is one phenomenon known as "spectra! Jeakage" 

which needs some attention. In genera!. the test-zone field 

camprises several plane-wave components traveling in var1ous 

directions. However. these directions generally do not coinc1de 

with the angles ~ and ~ associated w1th the discrete speetral 

components (eqn. 4.15). In that case the plane wave will be 

represented by neighbour1ng speetral components as illustrated in 

Figure 4.5, having magnitudes accord1ng to a 'sinx/x' d1stribution 

(see dashed line 1n Figure 4.5.al. The latter effect will always 

occur in practice because of the fin1te resolution in the speetral 

domain. 

a. b. 

-2 -1 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 -2 -1 0 2345678910 

- m -m 

Figure 4.5. Illustration of speetral leakage. 

a. Plane-wave direction coincides with one speetral component 

m = 5. 

b. Plane-wave direction represented by a distribution of discrete 

speetral components. 
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4.2.4. Two-dimensional simulations. 

Some of the previously discussed features of the discrete local 

plane-wave spectrum (DLPWS} will be demonstrated by means of two

dimensional numerical simulations. Various typical field 

distributions are simulated. The DLPWS is calculated by using the 

DFT algorithm of eqn; 4.18. The results of the simulations are 

presented in the Figures 4.6 through 4.9. Each tigure comprises 

both the simulated field distribution and the corresponding DLPWS. 

It should be noted that this discrete spectrum is depicted as a 

distribution by applying a linear interpolation between 

each speetral component. Further it must be mentioned that both 

the test-zone field distribution and the DLPWS have a dB-scale. 

The 0 dB reference level is at the center of each distribution. 

The speetral distributions have a lower bound of -60 dB. which is 
a convenient lower reference level. In the DLPWS, the invisible 

speetral domain (eqn. 4.17} is distinguished by a -80 dB level. 

The simulated field distributions and the corresponding spectra 

will be discussed now. 

a. Figure 4.6.a shows a test-zone distribution which is simulated 

by a sum of three plane waves: 

where a1 - 1, kxl c 0, kyl - 0 
(4 .19) 

a2 - 0.1, kx2 • k/2, ky2 - 0 

a 3 - 0.01, kx3 = -k/2. ky3 k/2 

These plane waves travel in the following directions (eqn 4.15): 

~1 = o·. ryl = o· 
~ 2 - 3o·. ry 2 = o· 
~3- -35.3", ry3 = 30" 

In the simulated field distribution. the amplitude ripple due to 

the second plane wave (-20 dB) is clearly present. The DLPWS in 
Figure 4.6.b clearly shows the presence of the three plane wave 

components with relative power levels of 0 dB. -20 dB and -40 dB. 
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b. In the previous situation a, the plane-wave directions coincide 

precisely with the discrete speetral components (m = n = 0, m = 5 

and n = 0, m n = 5). The effect of speetral leakage is 

demonstrated in Figure 4.7 by selecting two plane waves having the 

same relative amplitudes, but emanating from slightly different 

directions, i.e ~ 2 = 29.0", ry 2 = 0.5", ~ 3 = -33.9", ry 3 = 30.0". 

The DLPWS in Figure 4.7.b demonstratea that the two plane waves 
! 

are now represented by a dispersed number of speetral components 

with maxima corresponding to the before mentioned directions. 

c. The test-zone distribution given in Figure 4.8.a is simulated 

by the following tapered field distribution 

where A defines the taper at the boundary of 

the test-zone region (A = 0.5 or -3 dB) 

(4.20) 

The DLPWS of Figure 4.8.b shows a maximum speetral component in 

the center of the speetral domain (m = n = 0) with a diffused 

distribution along the main axis kx = 0 and ky = 0. This example 
shows that other small speetral components along the main axis may 

be masked by this diffuse distribution (see also discussion in the 

previous paragraph 4.2.3, item e). 

d. Figure 4.9.a. shows a more realistic test-zone distribution, 

namely one which is simulated by the Fresnel field dist,ribution of 

a uniformly illuminated square aperture (80X x 80X) at a distance 

of 160X. The dimensions of the test-zone region presented in 

Figure 4.9.a are 20X x 20X with a lX sample spacing. The DLPWS of 

this field distribution exhibita four lobes with maximum values at 

m = ±5 and n = ±5. These lobes correspond to the scatte1red waves 

which arise from the four edges of the 80X x 80X aperture. Note, 

that for this situation the sampling criterion in the test-zone 

field is not fulfilled (sample spacing is X instead of X/2) and 

consequently only samples in the speetral domain can be evaluated 

for -k/2 < kx < k/2 and -k/2 < ky < k/2 because the DLPWS is a 

periodic function with period k in both the kx and ky direction. 
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a. 
b. 

Figure 4.6 

a. Test-zone field distribution (21 x 21 samples. 10X x 10X) 

simulated by three intertering plane waves from different 

directions and different strenghts. 

s o·. ~ ~ o·. relative power level is 0 dB 

s 30", ~ = o·, relative power level is -20 dB 

s -35.3", ~ = 30", relative power level is -40 dB 

b. Discrete local plane wave spectrum corresponding to Fig. 4.6.a. 

a. b. 

Figure 4.7 

a. Test-zone field distribution (21 x 21 samples, lOX x lOX)) 

simulated by three intertering plane waves from different 

directions and different strenghts: 

s 0", ~ = 0", relativa power level is 0 dB 

s 29.0", ~ = 0.5", relative power level is -20 dB 

'!; = -33.9", ~ = 30.0", relative power level is -40 dB 

b. Discrete local plane wave spectrum corresponding to Fig. 4.7.a. 
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-.....y 

a. 

Figure 4.8. 

a. Tapered test-zone field distribution (-3 dB taper at test-zone 
boundary). Test-zone dimensions 10~ x 10~. 21 x 21 samples. 

b. Discrete local plane wave spectrum corresponding to Fig. 4.8.a. 

a. b. 

Figure 4.9. 

a. Fresnel-field distribution (20~ x 20~) due to a uniformly 

illuminated square aperture of 80~ x BO~ at a distance of 160~. 
b. Discrete local plane wave spectrum. corresponding to the test

zone distribution of Figure 4.9.a for (ki+k~)~ i k/2. 
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4.3. Experimental investigations. 

4.3.1. One-dimensional evaluation. 

The DLPWS-concept of evaluating a test-zone field has been 
verified experimentally at the CATR facility of the Eindhoven 

Universîty of Technology [5]. One-dimensîonal experiments were 

performed on this range. At that time (summer 1984) hardware was 

not yet available to perfarm two-dimensional test-zone scans. 

From the simulations presented in the previous section. it is seen 

that for certain test-zone distributions, the corresponding DLPWS 

is concentrated along the main axes kx ~ 0 and ky - 0 (Figure 4.8 
and 4.9). In such cases it would be sufficient to perfarm two 

orthogonal scans in the x- and y-direction and then calculating 

two one-dimensional DLPWS. Most likelY. this situation also occurs 

at the Eindhoven CATR where most of the diffracted and reflected 
waves travel parallel to either the horizontal or vertical plane 

due to the rectangular dimensions of the anechoîc chamber and the 
rectangular geometry of both CATR-reflectors. 

Anyway, in general, a one-dimensional DLPWS always provides 

information about the two-dimensional speetral distribution, as 

will be demonstrated now. 

Suppose that the test-zone field is measured in the horizontal 

plane at y = 0; so the function Eax<x.O) is known. The one
dimensional inverse-Fourier transfarm of this function can be 

written as 

(4.21) 

The spectrum ax<kx) can be interpreted as a projection of the two

dimensional spectrum Ax<kx,ky) on the kx-axis. This can be seen 
readilY by taking the two-dimensional Fourier transform of 

Ax(kx,ky) for y • 0: 
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co co 

I I 
-co -co 

Combining the equations 4.21 and 4.22 shows that 

co 

ax(kx) I Ax(kx,ky)dky 
-co 

(4. 22) 

(4.23) 

represents a projection of the two-dimensional tunetion Ax(kx,ky). 

This analysis shows that even a one-dimensional plane-wave 

spectrum provides interpretabla information as to the two

dimensional spectrum. The same conclusion is applicable for the 
DLPWS. 

4.3.2. Test results. 

A top view of the linear field probing mechanism in the test zone 

of the CATRis giv~n in Figure 4.10. One dimensional horizontal 
field scans were performed over a distance of 1.6 meter at a 

x 

I ! 
probe, 

I 
I 
I 

CATR reflectors . 

Figure 4.10. Top view of the linear field-probing set-up in the 

test zone of the Eindhoven CATR (summer 1984). 
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frequency of 9.5 GHz and for horizontal polarization. The field 

distributions were measured using a Scientific Atlanta maasurement 

receiver. The data acquisition and the calculation of the one

dimensional DLPWS (= one-dimensional version of eqn. 4.18) were 

done by a MINC/DECLAB computer. Some typical results are presented 

in the Figures 4.11 - 4.14. These figures show the relative power 

and phase distribution of the measured test-zone field and the 

corresponding DLPWS. Note that the DLPWS is represented as a 

continuous function, where the horizontal axis represents the 

azimuth angle ~- The relation between the m-th speetral component 

and ~ can be derived from eqn. 4.15 for ry = 0: 

~ = arcsin (lllÀ./a) where À = 0.032 m and a = 1.6 m 

Some field-probe tests were performed under different 

circumstances. One or several of the following items were changed: 

a) Type of field probe: 

* Small probe with circular aperture having a diameter of 22 mm 

and -3 dB points at ±30". 

* Horn antenna with rectangular aperture having dimensions of 

80 x 80 mm and -10 dB points at approximately ±30". 

b) Presence of wall of absorber between the CATR feed and the test 

zone. This absorber wall prevents direct radiation from the 

feed and is indicated by a "1" in Figure 4.10. 

c) Presence of a wedge of absorber between the CATR feed and the 

main reflector (see "2" in Figure 4.10). This wedge prevents a 

reflection via the main and sub reflector (see dashed line in 

Figure 4.10). 

The following table gives a survey of the different test 

situations as far as these items a.b and c are concerned. 

figure field probe absorber near CATR feed 
-----------------------------------------------------------

4.11 small circular 2 

4.12 small circular 1 and 2 

4.13 

4.14 

reet. horn 

reet. horn 

1 and 2 

1 
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The results of the test-zone measurements with the small probe 

(Figures 4.11 and 4.12) show that both relative power 

distributions have a peak-to-peak variation of approximately 2 dB. 

which is equivalent to a reflectivity level of -18.8 dB (eqn. 4.2). 

The DLPWS's corresponding to these field distributions give 

additional information. Comparison of both spectra shows an 

increase of approximately 10 dB between -36" and -18". This 

increase is due to the fact that the field scan was recorded while 

the absorbing wall no. 1 between the CATR feed and the test zone 

was absent. Indeed, the above mentioned angular region corresponds 

to the direction in which the CATR feed is visible as seen from 

the test-zone center. The magnitudes of the speetral components 

outside this region are nearly the same for both situations. 

Figure 4.13 shows the field distribution of the test zone for the 

same CATR contiguration as the results of Figure 4.12. The results 

of Figure 4.13 however, were obtained using the rectangular horn 

antenna as field probe. This probe has a more directive radiation 

pattern than the small circular probe. The impact of this larger 

probe is apparent from the field distributions. Especially, the 

phase distribution has now a smooth behaviour. Apart from a 

gradual decrease of the absolute levels, the course of the DLPWS 

is the same as in Figure 4.12. This power-level decrease is caused 

by the more directive radiation pattern of the horn (~ 6 dB 

decrease at ±30"). 

Figure 4.14 depiets the field-probing test results for the CATR 

contiguration without the absorbent wedge no. 2. At first sight 

the results of Figure 4.13 and 4.14 seem to be similar. However. a 

careful comparison of both spectra shows a significant difference 

for a small angular region near 10" (-60 dB versus -40 dB). This 

discrepancy is caused by the field contribution accordiog to the 

ray path indicated in Figure 4.10 as a dashed line. 

These experiments demonstrate that the DLPWS provides realistic 

information about the directions of the apparent plane-wave 

components in the test-zone. 
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Figure 4.11. Test-zone field characteristics (relative power, 

phase and DLPWSl measured using a small circular 
probe and with presence of absorbing wall no. 2. 
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Figure 4.12. Test-zone field characteristics (relative power. 

phase and DLPWS) measured using a small circular 

probe and with presence of absorbing wallsino. 1 and 2. 
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Figure 4.13. Test-zone field characteristics (relative power, 
phase and DLPWS) measured using a rectangular horn 
and with presence of absorbing walls no. 1 and 2. 
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Figure 4.14. Test-zone field characteristics (relative power. 

phase and DLPWS> measured using a rectangular horn 
and with presence of absorbing wall no. 1 
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CHAPTER 5. CALIBRATION OF FAR-FIELD-LIKE ANTENNATEST RANGES 

5.1. Introduction. 

During the last decade. the need for highly accurate antenna 
measurements has increased considerably due to the specific 
demands on antenna systems. For instance, aircraft antennas have 
to comply with severe airworthiness regulations and satellite 
antennas have to fulfil certain sidelobe level specifications. For 
such applications it is often insufficient to pursue a 
conventional test procedure i.e. evaluation of the test facility 
and then performing the actual tests. Then. in addition a 
correction or calibration technique must be applied to enhance the 
accuracy of the test results. For instance, for the near-field to 
far-field antenna test methods, calibration methods {probe 
corrections) are commonly used. 

The application of calibration methods for far-field-like test 
methods have been investigated but they are still rarely used (see 
pragraph 3.1 and the references cited there). 

In this chapter. finally a calibration method for far-field-like 
antenna test methods is proposed. The method is based on the 
results of the speetral analysis of an antenna maasurement given 
in Chapter 3. Furthermore. the DLPWS concept, introduced and 
discussed in Chapter 4. is applied. The calibration method is 
verified by means of simulations and measurements. 
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5.2. The calibration algorithm. 

In Chapter 3, a general expression was derived for the response of 

an anterina due to an incident field in terms of their plane-wave 

spectra (eqn. 3.42). This equation is simplified considerably for 

the case of a high-gain antenna with an incident field which is 

nearly a plane wave and with negligible cross-polar components. 

Two representations for this special case are given by the eqns. 

4.3 and '4.4. These equations are relatively simple and therefore 

they are convenient as starting point forthe derivation of a 
calibration algorithm. Furthermore, it should be noted that the 

impact of non-ideal test-zone characteristics is most significant 

for high-gain antennas, especially for the lower sïdelobe regions 

havihg relative power levels which are of the same order of 

magnitude as the stray-radiation levels. Low and medium-gain 
antennas (absolute gain < 10 dBi) are less vulnerable to such 

measurement errors. 

So, in practice, application of a calibration procedure :is mainly 

of importance for high-gain antennas and fortunately, the 
equations in question are relatively simple. 

Now the calibration problem can be posed as fellows (refer to the 

eqns. 4.3 and 4.4): Solve the true far-field tunetion v~. while 
the measured far-field tunetion v and the measured test-zone field 

distribution Eax and thus Ax<kx,ky). is known. 

Two methods to solve this integral equation problèm will be 
considered, namely the 'iteration method' and the 'inverse-DLPWS 
method'. 

a. Iteration method. 

A form fÖllowing from eqn. 4.3 is eqn. 4.14, which describes the 
antenna measurement problem in terms of the DLPWS of the test-zone 

field. The DLPWS-function Atxlm.nJ may be separated in an ideal 
and a residual part, in a similar way as was done before for the 
plane wave spectrum Ax (see eqn. 3.79): 
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where 
1 for m == n - 0 

<S[m.n] = 
0 for m ~ 0 and n ~ 0 

Now. eqn. 4.14 can be rewritten as 

2vn 
-) 

b 

(5 .1) 

(5. 2) 

This equation is a sampled version of a convolution integral 

equation with the unknown function v~, and may be solved by using 

the following iteration procedure. As starting point of the 

iteration. the estimate v~9l- 0 can be used, which yields 

v~ll= v as next estimate of the function v~ .. The i-th 
estimate for the true far-field pattern v~, is then given by 

(.) 
v~~ (kxr•kyr> = v(kxr·kyrl -

+ 
co co 
:r :r 

m=-co n=-co 
S [ l 

(i-1) (k 2'1Tm 2vn 
tx m.n .v~. xr+ ---,kyr- ---) ., a b 

(5. 3) 

for i 1 1 

In practice 1Stx[m.n11 << 1 for allmand n. and hence this 
iteration algorithm will converge rapidly. Note, that for a 

rigorous convergence analysis both the functions Stx and v have to 
fulfil additional requirements such as square integrability. 

b. The inverse-DLPWS method. 
An integral equation of the type of eqn. 4.3 can be solved by 

Fourier transformation. Fourier transforming both sides of 
equation 4.3 and using the properties given in Appendix A and 

applying eqn. 4.6 we find 

(5 .4) 

Now, the function e~. may be solved algebraically, but then the 
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tunetion 1/Etx becomes infinite for (x,y) f Sreet· This pro~lem 
ean be avoided by using the periodieally extended tunetion Etx 

insteadof the tunetion Etx ( note: e~, (X,Y) = 0 for (x,y) f 

Sreet). Then the tunetion e~. ean be written as 

, (-x,y) = e(x,y) (5.5) 

Inverse Fourier transforming both sides of eqn. 5.5 gives 

The tunetion 1/Etx is a periodie tunetion and hence the aetual 

far-field tunetion v~, ean be expanded in the form 

CD 

2: 
CD 

v~, (-kxr•kyr> = m=~ n .. -co 

where a/2 

a~ I 
-a/2 

(5.6) 

j 2'1T (mx/ a+ny /b) 
e dxdy 

The Fourier eoefficients Aix[m.n] ean be designated as the 

'inverse spectrum' of Atxlm.n] (eqn. 4.13). So, the true far-field 

pattern v~. is obtained simply by eonvolution of the measured far

field pattern v with the inverse-DLPWS tunetion Aixlm.n]. 
Eqn. 5.6 can be considered as a two-dimensional extension of the 
algorithm presented by Bakhrakh et al treferenee [6] in paragraph 

3.7). Bakhrakh's result wasbasedon a heuristieally derived one

dimensional form of eqn. 3.86 and therefore the limitations of his 

result were not apparent. However. from the analysis in the 
previous chapters it is clear that eqn. 3.86 is valid only if 

eertain conditions are fulfilled (paragraph 3.6). If the 

requirements for the validity of eqn. 3.86 are not fuiflilled (e.g. 

tor the case of a non-directive antenna with significant cross
polar components), then a more appropriate analytica! deseription 

must be taken. e.g. eqn. 3.42. Then of course, an adjustment of 

the previously diseussed calibration algorithms is required. In 

this case, likely an adjusted numerical iterative algorithm will 
bemost attractive to apply. 
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5.3. Two-dimensional simulations. 

In this section, the previously discussed calibration algorithm b 

(eqn. 5.6) is verified by means of two-dimensional numerical 

simulations. 

For the purpose of illustration, a test-zone distribution was 

composed of a slightly tapered wave plus an intertering souree of 

stray radiation having a relative power level of -30 dB and 

travelling in a direction corresponding to kx- ky- 0.15 k. In 

addition, this CATR test-zone distribution was given a 'natura! 

behaviour' by adding small distorting components which are 

randomly distributed as tunetion of the test-zone coordinates x 

and y, The relative power and phase distribution of this simulated 

CATR test-zone field is given in Figure 5.1. 

Further, two different test antennas have been simulated by a 

circular aperture having the following aperture distributions 

where 
r = radius of the antenna aperture Ckr 

p • 1 or 3 

50) 
(5.7) 

These two aperture distributions are depicted in the figures 5.2.a 

and 5.4.a. The far-field patterns of an antenna having these 

aperture distributions can be expressed in closed form by 

v~. (kx,kyl • (r2/2w) .2P.p! Jp+l(xr)/(Xr)p+l 

where x- (k2 + k2)~ 
x y 

Jp+l - the Besselfunction of the first kind and 
of order p+l 

p - 1 or 3 

(5.8) 

These two-dimensional far-field distributions are presented in the 

Figures 5.2.b and 5.4.b for -0.2 < kxlk < 0.2 and -0.2 < kylk < 0.2. 

For the simulations, the 'measured' far-field distributions were 
computed by numerical evaluation of eqn. 4.4. The 'true' far-
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a. Two-dimensional relative power and phase distribut ion. 

b. One-dimensional distributions for y = 0. 
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field distributions (eqn. 5.8) were obtained also in this way by 

substitution of Eax<x.y) = 1 in eqn. 4.4. The 'measured' far-field 

pattern has been corrected by using the algorithm of eqn. 5.6. The 

corrections were performed with 81 inverse speetral components 

Aix[m,n] (-4 i m i 4 and -4 i n i 4). These inverse speetral 
components cover the following area in the speetral domain: 

-8~/a i kx i 8~/a and -8~/b i ky i 8~/b (eqn. 4.16). 

To facilitate comparison. one-dimensional cuts of the true, 

measured and corrected far-field patterns are presented in the 

figures 5.3 and 5.5 for kx = ky. The angle indicated below the 

horizontal axis is given by arcsin(X/k) (X is defined in eqn. 
5. 8) . 

Comparison of the measured and true far-field patterns shows that 

largest 'measurement errors' occur between -12• and -13·. In 

Figure 5.3 the maximum error is approximately 15 dB, whereas for 

the low-sidelobe pattern of Figure 5.5 the maximum error is 

approximately 30 dB (note: the stray radiation component also has 

a relative power level of -30 dB). 

From the patterns in Figure 5.3 we observe that the corrected far

field pattern agrees very well with the true far field. Small 

differences occur at the lower power levels and are mainly due to 

the truncation errors in the calibration algorithm. because both 

the measured far-field distribution v and the calculated inverse

DLPWS Aix[m.n) have a limited extent in the speetral domain: 

v(kx,kyl = 0 for lkxlkl > 0.2 and lkylkl > 0.2 

Aix[m.n] = 0 for 1m1 > 4 and 1n1 > 4 

Further. negligible small errors may be included due to the 
numerical integration procedure. 

From a comparison of the corrected and true patterns for the 'low

sidelobe radiation pattern' of Figure 5.5 we observe that the 
truncation error is now clearly visible in the regions with 

extremely lower power levels <~ -50 dB). This discrepancy appears 
symmetrically in Figure 5.5 which indicates that the randomly 
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APERTURE FIELD 

FAR FIELD 

a. b. 

Figure 5.2. 
Aperture distribution (a) and corresponding far-field distribution 

(b) of a simulated test antenna with a circular aperture (eqns. 

5.7 and 5.8 for p 1). 
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Figure 5.3. 

One-dimensional cut for kx=ky of the true ( 0--0--f]). measured 

(0---0--0) and corrected (A---A---A) far-field distribution of 
the antenna with aperture distribution according to Figure 5.2.a. 
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APERTURE FIELD 
FAR FIELD 

a. b. 

Figure 5.4. 

Aperture distribution (a) and corresponding far-field distribution 

(b) of a simulated test antenna with a circular aperture (eqns. 
5.7 and 5.8 for p = 3). 
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Figure 5.5. 

One-dimensional cut for kx•ky of the true ( 0--0--0), measured 
(0--0--0) and corrected (~--~--~) far-field distribution of 

the antenna with aperture distribution according to Figure 5.4.a. 
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added distarting components are insufficiently incorporated in the 

correction spectrum Aix[m,n). 

Apart from these truncation errors at the lower power levels, the 

results of these two simulations demonstrate that the algorithm of 

eqn. 5.6 provides a numerical efficient methad for calibration of 
high-gain antennas measured in a nearly-ideal electromagnetic 

environment. 

Additional numerical simulations with similar results have been 
reported in [1] and [2]. 
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5.4. One-dimensional experimental verifications. 

Same preliminary one-dimensional experimental investigations on 

the previously discussed calibration algorithm were performed at 

the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT) in the period 1983-

1984. Due to hardware limitations, two-dimensional experiments 

could not be performed and hence an exhaustive and adequate 

experimental verification and validation of the calibration methad 

is not done. Yet, in this paragraph the results of these 

preliminary one-dimensional experiments will be discussed. 

Preceding to the presentation of these results, the validity of a 

one-dimensional calibration technique will be considered. 

A one-dimensional antenna-pattern measurement (~r = 0) can be 

described by equation 4.3 with kyr = 0 

00 00 

v(kxr·O) =I I Ax(kx,ky> .v~, (kxr+kx·-ky>dkxdky 
-oo -oo 

Suppose that the plane wave spectrum Ax of the incident field 

satisfies 

(5. 9) 

(5.10) 

Then the two-dimensional spectrum Ax(kx,ky) is fully determined by 

the tunetion ax(kx> and a one-dimensional test-zone scan Eax(x.O) 

is sufficient to evaluate this tunetion ax<kx> (see also the eqns. 

4.21 through 4.23, ax(kx) = ax(kx) ) . Then eqn. 5.9 reduces to 

00 

v(kxr•O)= I ax(kx) .v~. (kxr+kx,O)dkx 
-oo 

(5.11) 

where ax(kx> is given by the one-dimensional Fourier integral of 

Eax(x,O). In most. practical situations, the spectrum Ax cannot be 
represented by eqn. 5.10. But, for the CATR of the EUT it may be 

expected that most distarting plane-wave components travel 

parallel to the horizontal plane and therefore the spectrum Ax may 
be approximated by eqn. 5.10. 
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Another situation of practical importance is the case that the 
spectrum is product~separable i.e. 

Eax<x,y) = e(x) f(y) 
(5 .12) 

where the functions e(x) and g(kx) and the functions f(y) and 

h(ky) are related by one-dimensional Fourier transforms. For 

example, the test-zone field distribution of an outdoor far-field 
range with length R can be expressed by the following small-angle 

approximation (x << R, y << R) 

-jk(x2+y2)/2R 
= e 

e 
jR(k~+k~)/2k 

Further, we consicter a class of antennas whose far-field 
distribution also can be represented by a product-separabie 

function 

For instance, an antenna having a rectangular uniformly 

illuminated aperture satisfies this condition. 

( 5 .13) 

( 5. 14) 

For these classes of antennas and test-zones. the one-dimensional 

measurement of eqn. 5.9 can be formulated as follows 

co 

v(kxr·O) =cl. I ax(kx) .v~, (kxr+kx,O>dkx 
-co 

co 
where 

c1 - f<O> ~q<D> I h(ky> .q(-ky>dky constant 
(5.15) 

-co 

and ax<kx) is given by eqn. 4.21 

So, if both the antenna spectrum and the test-zone spectrum can be 
represented by product-separabie functions (eqns. 5.12 and 5.14). 
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then a one-dimensional antenna maasurement is described by the 
one-dimensional integral equation of eqn. 5.15. Apart from the 

proportional constant c1 , the true far-field pattern v~, can be 

solved from this equation 5.15 if ax {or Eax> and v are known. So, 
the absolute gain level of the far-field pattern cannot be 

evaluated due to the unknown constant c1 . However. in practice the 

absolute gain of the antenna is hardly affected by the class of 

antennas and test-zone distributions considered here i.e. high

gain antennas and nearly plane wave as incident field. 

Consequently Cl ~ 1. 

The actual one-dimensional calibration may be performed by using 

the one-dimensional version of eîther eqn. 5.3 or 5.6. 

From this analysis we may conclude that a one-dimensional 
calibration technique is only applicable if {a) the incident field 

is determined by a one-dimensional tunetion or {b) if both the 

incident field spectrum and the test-antenna spectrum are product 

separable functions. The validity of the subsequently discussed 
preliminary calibration experiments is based mainly on the first 

condition (a). One must be aware of the fact that this condition 

is not fully met, and that therefore these experiments must be 

considered as illustrative tests but not as a clear proof of the 

calibration algorithm. 

a) Test results with the Pill-box antenna. 

The first experimental verifications of the calibration algorithm 
have been performed with a 4 ft pill-box antenna at 12 GHz and are 
presented in [3]. The pill-box antenna has a rectangular aperture 

with dimensions 1220 x 60 mm (Figure 5.6) and the feed was a 

simple open-ended waveguide feed (E-vector in x-direction) . The 

aperture distribution of this antenna may be approximated by the 

following separable tunetion [4] 

Ebx(x,y) - E0 . {l+COS(Tx/X)} . COS(TY/Y) 

and consequently, as was explained above, a one-dimensional 
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y 

Figure 5.6. Outline of the pili-box reflector antenna. Aperture 
dimensions: X ~ 1220 mm, Y = 60 mm. 

calibration of outdoor test results is valid. The far-field 
pattern of this antenna was measured on the CATR and on the 
outdoor range of the EUT, and both results were calibrated 

according to the one-dimensional version of eqn. 5.6. The oudoor 
results were corrected only for the phase error of approximately 

15· which exists accross the aperture of the antenna in the x

direction. The agreement between both calibrated patterns was 
satisfactory [3], especially if one takes into account the 

uncertainty of the accuracy of the outdoor-range characteristics. 
(note: true field scans of the outdoor test-zone were not 

performed). A good correlation was obtained for the main-lobe 
region, mainly owing to the effective correction for the phase 

error of the outdoor test-zone field. The measured and corrected 

outdoor test results are depicted in Figure 5.7. 

These results illustrate that the calibration technique may be 
applied successfully to far-field ranges where the far-field 

criterion is not met. Moreover, in such cases, the field 

distribution (phase) accross the antenna aperture is known 

analytically (eqn. 5.13) and therefore true scanning of the 
outdoor test-zone characteristics is not required. 
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b. Measured ( ..... ) and calibrated (------) far-field 
patterns (eqn. 5.6). 
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b. Test results with a parabolic reflector antenna. 

During the evaluation period of the Eindhoven CATR in 1984, some 

measurements were performed with a parabolic reflector antenna 

having a 6 ft diameter circular aperture (reference [5] of 

paragraph 4.4). This antenna was most suitable to demonstrate the 

capabilities of the CATR facility, because of the relatively large 

dimensions of the antenna (see Figure lC inSection 2.2). Figure 

5.8 shows that this antenna just fits within the boundaries of the 

projected aperture of the main reflector. The antenna has been 

measured also on the outdoor test facility of the EUT. For this 

antenna, the range length was extended to approximately 700 

meters, which exceeds the Rayleigh distance of ~ 205 m at 9.5 GHz 

suft icient lY. 

2.07m 

I I I I I I I I I I I I b•oor 
Figure 5.8. Comparison of the test-antenna diameter and the CATR 

rnain-reflector dimensions 
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It has been demonstrated by the antenna pattern comparison method 
that the outdoor test results are reliable between -10· and +10·. 

The measurements on the CATR were performed under the same 

circumstances as where the test-zone distributions of the Figures 

4.13 and 4.14 were recorded. The radiation patterns of the test

antenna corresponding to these two CATR configurations are shown 

in Figure 5.9. Figure 5.10 gives a comparison of the radiation 

patterns measured on the outdoor range and on the CATR configured 

with the absorbing wall no. 1. From these results it is seen that 

the absence of absorbing wall no. 2 causes discrepancies mainly in 

the angular region between 6• and 12• with a maximum error of 
about 5 dB near g·_ If this absorbing wall is present, then the 

CATR results correlate quite good with the outdoor range test 

results. 
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Figure 5.9. Far-field radiation pattern of the test-antenna 

measured on the CATR at a frequency of 9.5 GHz. 
with absorbing wall no. 1 (Figs 4.10 and 4.14) 

with absorbing walls no. 1 and 2 (Figs. 

4.10 and 4.13} 
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Figure 5.10. Par-field radiation patterns of the 6 ft parabolic 

reflector antenna at a frequency of 9.5 GHz 

------ measured on the outdoor range 
measured on the CATR with absorbing wall no. 1 

(see Figs. 4.10 and 4.14) 

Now, the radiation pattern measured on the CATR without absorbing 
wall no 2, was corrected according to the algorithm of eqn. 5.6 

(one-dimensional version). The inverse DLPWS was computt.ed using 
the data of the test-zone scan presented in Figure 4.14. Figure 

5.11 shows both the calibrated pattern and the radiation pattern 

measured on the outdoor range. It is readilY seen that the 
discrepancies between 6" and 12" are reduced significantly. A good 

agreement between the outdoor range results and the corrected CATR 

results is obtained between -10" and + 10", which is the region 

where the outdoor range results are reliable. 

The latter example of the calibration of a far-field pattern 
illustrates that a one-dimensional correction technique provides a 
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considerable enhancement of the accuracy of the test results, 

although the previously discussed conditions for a one-dimensional 

calibration to be valid, are not fulfilled. Furthermore it should 
be noted that the calibration algorithm as discussed in the 
previous section, actually is not applied properly because the 

length of the test-zone scan was mechanically limited to 1.6 m, 

which is less than the diameter of the antenna aperture (1.8 m). 
Obviously. the inverse DLPWS as derived from the field data of the 

1.6 m scan is sufficiently representative for the test-zone field 

distribution over 1.8 m. Besides, the impact of the test-zone 

field at the edges of the test-antenna aperture is small due to 
the tapered aperture-field distribution of the antenna. 
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Figure 5.11 Comparison of far-field patterns of the 6 ft parabolic 
reflector antenna at a frequency of 9.5 GHz 

calibrated CATR pattern (test zone according to 

Fig. 4.14) 
outdoor range pattern 
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FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

From the results of the chapters 1 through 5, the following major 

conclusions may be drawn. 

From the comparison of a CATR with, on the one hand the 

conventional far-field test range and the NF-FF methods on the 

other hand, it becomes clear that a CATR has considerable 

potentialities. Still, improvements on operational utilization, 

like calibration methods, are possible (chapter 1). 

The impact of serrated edges on both the near-field and far-field 

distribution of a radiating system may be predicted adequately 
using the physical opties approach (sections 2.2 and 2.4). 

Two-dimensional Fourier transfarms of window functions with 

complex-shaped boundary contours can be evaluated conveniently bY 
using the line-integration method (section 2.3). 

For the analysis of a practical measurement problem, it is 

demonstrated that the coordinate system must be selected in 

accordance with the actual positioning system (section 3.2). 

The coupling equation. which describes an antenna measurement as a 

two-dimensional Fourier integral of the dot product of the plane 

wave spectra of both the antenna and its incident field, is in 
general laborieus to handle. For elementary antenna test problems 

such as the planar near-field measurement and the far-field 
measurement, the coupling equations reduce significantly to their 

appropriate forms. Also, for the case of a nearly-plane wave 
impinging on a high-gain test antenna, the coupling equation 

reduces to a user-friendly form (sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5). 

Furthermore, the coupling of a high-gain antenna with a nearly

plane wave, maY be expressed as a two-dimensional sliding-window 

spectrum. Such a representation facilitates the interpretation of 

this typical measurement problem, in either the speetral or space 
domain. The symmetry of the sliding-window spectrum representation 

in both domains is most remarkable (section 3.6). The spatial 
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formulation of the latter antenna maasurement problem can be 

interpreted as a two-dimensional extension of the linea~-antenna 

maasurement model used by Bakhrakh et al. ([6], section 3.7), and 

is applicabfe only if certain conditions are fulfilled. 

Chapter 4 elaborates on the speetral approach, where it is 

demonstrated that much more information can be subtracted from 

test-zone field scans by determination of the discrete local 
plane-wave spectrum (DLPWS). Simulations and experiments have 

demonstrated that the DLPWS provides realistic information as to 

the direction and magnitudes of the apparent plane-wave components 

in the test zone. In a recent publication of Bennett and Farhat 

(lEE Proc. Pt. H, vol. 134, no. 1. 1987, pp. 30) a similar means 

of assessing the quality of a wavefront has been introduced. 

Simulations and some experiments have shown that application of a 

calibration method based on the DLPWS is useful and feasible for 

high-gain antennas measured in a nearly ideal test-zone field 

(chapter 5). However, to perform a proper calibration one should 

be aware of some operational constraints such as hardware, 

software and time limitations. 

Finally, it may be concluded that the 'spectra! view' that runs 

through this thesis like a thread, contributes to a deeper 
understanding into the possibilities, limitations and 

interpretation of the far-field-like antenna test methods. 
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Appendix A: Some properties of two-dimensional Fourier transforms. 

The two-dimensional Fourier transferm and its associated 

properties have been used throughout this thesis. For convenience, 

some of the frequently used properties and theorems are summarized 

in this appendix. 

Let the two-dimensional Fourier transferm of the tunetion A<kx,ky) 
be defined as a tunetion E(x,y) in the space domain: 

(Al) 

Then the inverse Fourier transferm of E(x,y) is 

(X) (X) 

F-l{E(x,y)} = 4:2 I I E(x,y) .ej(kxX+kyY>dxdy (A2) 
-(X) -(X) 

The functions E(x,y) and A(kx,ky> are each ethers Fourier 

transforms. Some properties are listed in the subsequent table. 

property space domain 

basic Fourier relation: E(x,y) 

sealing E(x/a,y/b)/ab 

speetral domain 

A(kx.kyl 

A(akx,bky> 

translation in -j(kx0 .x+kyo·Y) 
speetral domain E(x,y) .e A Ckx-kxo. ky-kyo> 

translation in 
space domain 

1 

j (kxxo+kyYo> 
A(kx,ky> .e 

Further, some useful theorems apply for the product and 

convolution of two functions in either the space and speetral 

domain. Let the functions E1 (x,y) and A1 <kx,ky> and the tunetion 

E2 Cx,y) and A2 <kx,ky) be Fourier transferm pairs (eqns. Al and 
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A2). tnen the following convolution theorems are applicable 

F{A1 (kx,ky) * A2 (kx,ky}} = F{A1 Ckx,ky)} . F{A2 <kx,ky)} 

- E1 Cx,y) . E2 (x,y) 

1 
F{A1 (kx,ky) . A2 <kx,kyl} = 4~2 F{A1 <kx,ky)} * F{A2 (kx,kY)} 

I 

1 
- 4~2 El(x,y) * E2(x,y) 

where * denotes a two-dimensional convolution. 

These relationships can be rewritten as 
«l co 

J J A1 (kx,kyl .A<kxo-kx·kyo-kyl .dkxdky = 

-co -«1 

and 
co co 

I J 
-«1 -«1 

lD co 

~I I 
-co -«1 

co 

4:2 I 
-co 

m 

J E1 <x.y).E2 <x0-x,y0-y) .dxdy 
-«1 

(A3) 

{A4) 

(A5J 

Let tbe two-dimensional sampling function in the space domaio be 

defined as 

!D !D 

c~.AY(x,y) = m~-co n~-«~6(x-~.y-nAy) 

The inverse Fourier transform of this function is given by 

-1 F {C~.AY(x,y)} 
1 

4~2 

!A6) 

This expression can be transformed into a sampling function in the 

speetral domain by using Poisson's summation formula 

(A7) 

where Akx = 2~/~ and Aky = 2w/AY 
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Appendix B: Derivation of equation 3.84. 

The analytica! description of an antenna maasurement was expressed 
in the speetral domain by the following double integral (eqn. 

3.83): 

OJ OJ 

I I (Bl) 
-ro -ro 

Let Ax<kx,ky) and v~. (kx,ky) betheinverse Fourier transforma of 
respectively the functions Ex(x,y) and e~, (x,y), then the 

following Fourier-transform relations apply 

OJ 00 

~ I I 
-oo -ro 

a> a> 

~ I I 
-ro -ro 

(B2) 
a> a> 

1 I I 
-a> -ro 

a> a> 

-~I I 
-ro -ro 

Eqn. Bl can be expressed as a two-dimensional integral in the 
space domain by applying some of the Fourier-transform properties 

given in appendix A. 

First. we apply the convolution theorem (eqn. A5) to eqn. Bl: 

co co 

V = 4~2 I 
-ro 

I F{Ax<kx,ky) }.F{v~, (kxr+kx,kyr-ky)},dxdy 
-m x:=x0-x 

Y"'Yo-Y 

(B3) 
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successively applying the sealing theorem and the translation 

theorem: 

If 

then 

F{vl;, (kx,ky)} = el;, (x', y •) 

F{vl;, {kx·-ky)} -e15 , (x', -y'.) 

and 
, , j(kxrx'+kyr·-y') 

F{vl;,(kx+kxr·-ky+kyr>> ~-el;' (x ,-y) .e 

So, finally eqn. B3 can be rewritten as 

m m 

f I 
-m -lXI 

The same result can also be derived by substitution of the 

integral representation of Ax and vJ;' (eqn. B2) into eqn. Bl: 

V "' 

(B4) 

.o(x+x'-x0 ,y-y'-Yo)1dx'dy'dxdy 

The integrations with respect to x' and y' are easily performed by 

substitution of x'=x0-x and y'•y-y0 in the integrand, which leads 
to the result of eqn. B4. 
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1. De stralingseigenschappen van een oneindig grote vlakke
1
plaat 

antenne met een oneindig lange excitatiespleet in een homog.een 
isotroop koud plasma met vacuüm grenslaag, kunnen worden 
gesimuleerd door een vlakke~plaat antenne van eindige 
afmetingen met een dielectrische laag. De diffraktie effecten 
aan de randen van de plaat kunnen sterk verminderd wordFn door 
toepassing van getande randen. 

Boumans M.G.A .• 'Measurements of the radiation properties 
of a slotted flat plate antenna with dielectric ,layer', 
Report ET-18-85, Eindhoven University of Technology, 
Eindhoven, 1985. 

Beeckman P.A., Weenink M.P.H .• 'Radiation properties of a 
vacuum-insulated flat slotted plate antenna in a cold 
isotropie homogeneaus plasma', Radio Science, vol. 18, 
no. 5, 1983, pp. 651-663. 

2. Bij meting van fasediagrammen van antennes is het fase~erloop 
afhankelijk van de relatieve positie van het fasecentrum van de 
antenne en het draaipunt van de antenne. Indien het gebruikte 
bewegingsmechanisme van de antenne bekend is, dan kan het 
fasediagram worden gekorrigeerd, zodanig dat de antenne 
schijnbaar om z'n fasecentrum draait. 

Beeckman P.A.,'Analysis of phase errors in antenna 
measurements. Application to phase-pattern corrections 
and phase-centre determination'. IEE Proceedings, vol. 
132, Pt. H. no. 6, 1985. pp. 391-394. 

3. Een-dimensionale spectrale analyse technieken kunnen succesvol 
toegepast worden bij antennemetingen voor real-time 
apertuurveld analyse van een antenne. 

Beeckman P.A .• 'Millimeter-wave antenna measurements with 
the HP-8510 network analyzer'. Microwave Journal, vol. 
29. no. 7, 1~86, pp. 89-102. 



4. De veronderstelling van Bennett en Farhat, dat tot dusverre een 

kwantitatieve beschrijving van de nauwkeurigheid van een verre

veld meting of een CATR meting ontbrak, is onjuist. Zie o.a. de 

referenties [5}, [6}, [7) en [8) in paragraaf 3.7 van dit 

proefschrift. 

Bennett J.C., K.S. Farhat, 'Wavefront quality in antenna 

pattern measurement: the use of residuals', lEE 

Proceedings, vol. 134, Pt. H, no. 1, 1987, pp. 30-34. 

5. Met het vaak gebruikte onderscheid van een 'taper' variatie en 

een 'ripple' variatie van een test-zone veldverdeling 

karakteriseert men in feite slechts twee spectrale componenten 

van de veldverdeling. Men demonstreert daarmee de behoefte en 

het belang van een spectrale analyse van het test-zone veld. 

Burnside W.,'Compact range finds the rolled edge', 

Microwaves & RF, March 1987, pp.61. 

6. Bij toepassing van vezelversterkte kunststoffen in 

vliegtuigkonstrukties dient men in een zeer vroeg stadium 

rekening te houden met elektromagnetische aspekten zoals 

beinvloeding antenne eigenschappen, EM interferentie, statische 

ontlading en bliksembeveiliging. 

7. Geruime tijd voor het begin van het jaar 2001 (01-01-01) dient 

men zich voor te bereiden op de chaos die ontstaat t.g.v. niet 

uniforme en eenduidige datering. 


